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AUTHOR’S PERSONAL STATEMENT 
    

My Last Article.   

  For two reasons, much of the following article is written in the first person. First, it presents my personal 

views, values and judgments. Second, it draws lessons from my personal experiences derived from writing in 

support of capital punishment, murder victims and homicide survivors.  

  Moreover, unless this article unexpectedly persuades its intended audience, I will have done all I can; 

and this is my last article on this subject and probably my last, period. (If my pessimism is wrong, I probably 

will write a follow-up article with specific nitty-gritty examples of how to implement what I propose.)  

 

  Some have been actively supporting capital punishment far longer than I. I sincerely apologize to any 

dedicated supporters offended by this article. But, with equal sincerity, I consider it critical to express my 

profound disagreement regarding (1) the current status of capital punishment; and (2) how to undo what I see as 

a needless and reversible failure. I especially apologize to homicide survivors who have followed a well-

intended course that I believe cannot restore the death penalty to viability. Explaining why is one purpose here. 
 

  Tragically, on February 13, 2016, while this article was written, Justice Antonin Scalia suddenly died. It 

is an old adage that nothing but good should be said about the dead. However, the stakes in human life are 

simply too high to defer to custom. Capital punishment involves a one-sided Supreme Court war against the 

lives of innocent, law-abiding individuals, as well as against all who love and care about them. I do not believe 

that the passing of Justice Scalia invalidates my criticisms. I do not criticize this Legal Giant because I believe 

that his great judicial and Constitutional views (which I quote frequently) should not be taken seriously, but 

because he himself, in a very crucial way, did not take his own views sufficiently seriously.   
 

  My prior death penalty articles detailed problems faced by death penalty supporters and were 

intended for the general public, which I had little help in reaching. Because this article explains my 

proposed solutions, much of what I previously have written must unavoidably be cited or quoted. 

  What follows is addressed to a much more limited audience: those who hold the keys to the 

restoration of capital punishment as an effective tool for both justice and public safety. If this article cannot 

persuade these fine people to change course, organize and fight with everything they’ve got, in unison, then 

all my efforts in recent years have been for naught. If the result of these efforts is merely continued reliance 

upon corrupt, dishonest and/or authoritarian justices, governors and legislators to promote justice and safety 

voluntarily, then I am done. More talking, I’m done. More debating, I’m done.  

  It will then be time for me to echo the poignant words of Chief Joseph. “I am tired.  My heart is sick 

and sad. From where the sun now stands, I will fight no more forever.”  

 However, if this article miraculously persuades its intended audience, I will be Enlistee #1 in a newly 

formed, mighty and unstoppable, capital punishment juggernaut, eagerly prepared to spend the rest of my life 

doing whatever I can to help in the war effort – an effort which must and can only result in total defeat of the 

smug, supercilious defenders of the most evil and depraved individuals ever to defile the planet.  

   

An Article or a Book? 

  I set out to write this work as an internet article. Thus, I have used links and backup URLs in endnotes. 

But it is now book length. However, I am posting it immediately on the internet as an article. If there is greater 

interest than I expect, I will then convert it into a book. 

  But my most important reason, for not converting now, is that time is of the essence. I hope I am wrong, 

but I fear that a new Dark Age is descending upon the United States. The 2016 election was probably the last 

chance to avert this; as of this writing, the prospects seem gloomy to me. In my view, to paraphrase Lord Grey,1 

America’s bright light of freedom will very likely soon be extinguished and will not go on again during the lives 

of all or most readers. As I state in the conclusion (below 77), it is urgent that capital punishment supporters use 

their freedom of expression while they still have it, because it is not going to last much longer. 

http://www.firstworldwar.com/bio/grey.htm
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Style and Documentation.  

  Although stuffy scholars and lawyers will not approve, I have tried to avoid academic jargon and legalese, 

so that any literate person not steeped in such pretentiousness can understand what follows.         

      However, documentation has not been sacrificed in trying to make this article as readable as possible. 

Sources and cross-references are provided for those who may be skeptical of what is stated, much of which might seem 

incredible. (Those who need no proof may easily and should skip the documentation.) Nearly all cited sources are freely 

accessible; a few must be purchased. All links worked as of June, 2016. Most endnotes are URL backups. Please 

consult any endnote for an item without a link. At times, a URL may work even if the link in the text does not. I would 

appreciate being informed if you later find a non-working URL or link, or if you find any typos or other editing errors. 

Where possible, links are provided directly to specific locations within linked items. Otherwise, if available, specific 

page or part numbers within linked items are provided in parentheses next to links.    

  With readability in mind, I avoid “infra” and “supra” dear to those devoted to legalese. A number in 

parenthesis preceded by “below” and “above” is a cross-reference to a later or previous page within this article. 

Repetition is kept to a minimum, but cannot be avoided when a point is important in different contexts. Also, certain 

points are so critical that they deserve to be repeated for emphasis. Four appendices contain relevant material too 

long to include in the text.  

Terminology 

  I use “pro-murderer” and “anti-victim” interchangeably because duly convicted murderers’ lives cannot 

be saved without (1) further victimizing the loved ones of those murdered by inflicting many years of slow torture 

upon them; and (2) inevitably sacrificing the lives of more law-abiding, decent human beings. It is impossible to be 

pro-murderer without being anti-victim. Note: the term is “pro-murderer,” not “pro-murder.”2 

  Unless otherwise indicated, “Supreme Court” refers to the United States Supreme Court. “Justice” refers 

to a justice of the Supreme Court. As much as possible, I try to use “justices” or “judges” instead of “court.” 

Although justices, judges and lawyers customarily refer to decisions, holdings and opinions by “the Court,” this 

implies legitimacy, which was questioned by Thomas Jefferson. In fact, arbitrary rule by uncontrollable willful 

judges was predicted by opponents of ratification of the Constitution. In my judgment (and that of many others), the 

federal judiciary long ago sacrificed any claim to legitimacy or respect. Judges and justices are lawyers who are 

human beings with human faults. Exercising immense power, too many of these human lawyers have abused their 

oaths of office and sacred trust. They have transmogrified their duty to apply the law to particular cases into a power 

to rewrite and blatantly lie about the law, in order to willfully impose the personal values of not more than five 

fallible mere mortals upon a vast unwilling population. 

 Special Appreciation. 

   Although, obviously, only I am responsible for what follows, I thank the these individuals for their 

exceptional encouragement, interest and feedback for my capital punishment writing: William T. Harper; Dr. 

William A. Petit, Jr.; Patti March; Dudley Sharp; William Stiles; Rachel Alexander; Laurel O’Keefe; Steven Laib; 

Francine Leibowiz; and Linda and Joel Angel. I apologize to anyone unintentionally omitted. Although Dr. Franklin 

L. Jonas has disagreed with many of my views, I thank him for nevertheless graciously suggesting that I write 

articles on this subject. I also thank Editors Chris Bowyer and, especially, Thomas Lifson, for accepting my articles 

over the years and for their invaluable suggestions to improve my writing.    

  I absolutely must thank Dr. Michael L. Weinrauch, who restored my health. Although he should not be 

blamed for the results, I have done my most productive writing since coming under his care. He added many trouble-

free years to my life. Nurse Deborah C. Gray has been invaluable; I have never met anyone as efficient and reliable.  

  Finally, from my youngest days, I have worked most efficiently away from home. It never ceases to amaze 

me how many of those charged with facilitating serious work actually resent and impede people doing such work. (A 

disturbed lady was allowed by her superiors to repeatedly expose the eyes and computers of those seriously working 

to vision impeding glaring bright light. To avoid blocking heat and “because I said so,” another ordered me to 

remove paperwork from a cold radiator on a 70-degree day.) So I want to make special mention of three very caring, 

rational and extremely helpful human beings, who both understand the concept of serious work and have done 

everything possible to facilitate mine. I express my eternal gratitude to Alicia Elliott and Carol A. Clark.  

  I especially thank John N. Stephen for being one of those rare administrators who are truly concerned and 

caring, and actually thinks that the role of a public servant is to serve rather than be served. At a critical time, he was 

open-minded, receptive to rational persuasion, and always ready to address legitimate concerns. He did his very best 

to facilitate the conditions under which I worked. No one could ask for or expect more. 

  I also thank Jane Graham for patiently and with good humor putting up with my frustrated venting. 

 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NYT-Mindset-.pdf
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SELECTED QUOTATIONS  

      “I am a WITNESS to MURDER!  … to WHAT THIS MURDERER TRULY IS!   I have seen with 

my own eyes … this murderer… CHOOSE MURDER – and choose it pleasurably!  

And it is with profound CONFUSION, that I … see so many people defend these Murderers…; or worse, 

display sympathy to these murderous monsters, ever.” 

— Cat Burke,3 witness to daughter’s brutal murder 
 

           “What I encountered … was pure evil. That's what it was -- pure evil.”   

— Janet Frake,4 rape survivor of later executed serial rapist-murderer 
 

            “[T]here are evil violent animals living among us. They break into our homes, kidnap, rape, torture 

and murder our children. They slaughter our defenseless elderly citizens to steal their often meager 

belongings and in growing numbers they wantonly gun down our law enforcement officers.” 

                                                                               —  Maureen Faulkner,5 wife of policeman slain by pro-murderer hero   
*********************************************************************************                                                

            “[A]s I dug into the records … I was repelled .... [R]eading about some of my clients' inhuman acts 

left me unclear as to what it meant to be human, and thinking that execution of these individuals might be 

no different from putting a mad dog to sleep or cutting out a cancer…..” 

— Law Professor Ronald J. Allen6  
********************************************************************************* 

    “Recidivism among murderers does occasionally happen ... one in 12 death row prisoners had a prior 

homicide conviction.7 But … the only way to prevent all such recidivism is to execute every convicted murderer 

– a policy no one seriously advocates. ... Governments that respect ... justice and ... human dignity... do not use 

premeditated, violent homicide as an instrument of social policy.” 

             — American Civil Liberties Union 8 
 

    “[P]rominent abolitionists … have admitted … that even if every execution were to deter 100 

murders, they would oppose it, …: “to [them], the life of every murderer is more valuable than the lives of a 

hundred prospective victims ...” Black and Bedau said they would favor abolishing the death penalty even if 

they knew that doing so would increase the homicide rate by 1,000 percent. …” 

            — Louis P. Pojman,9 quoting Ernest van den Haag 
********************************************************************************* 

  “[W]hat we say here means nothing to the masses of our country. Here, we make speeches for 

each other. …This Congress tells the world it represents India. My brothers, India is … not a few hundred 

lawyers in Delhi and Bombay.”  

                                                                  — Attributed to Mahandas K. Gandhi by the movie, Gandhi10

******************************************************************************* 
 

         “[C]onstituents … opposed to the death penalty made extra efforts … [W]hile a majority of the public 

favors the death penalty, those … opposed … tend to be more passionate and motivated.”  

— Prof. Douglas Berman11 

           “There is a war about this in America … We have an irrepressible conflict, a war to the knife 

and a knife to the hilt. Only one can win, the question is which one is it going to be?”   

— Frances E. Willard12       

********************************************************************************* 

                “If… our pronouncement of constitutional law rests primarily on value judgments, then a free and 

intelligent people[] … know that their value judgments are quite as good as those taught in any law school - maybe 

better. … [T]he people should … protest that we do not implement their values instead of ours. … Value judgments 

… should be voted on, not dictated….” [Emphasis in original.] 

— Justice Scalia13  
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/cat-burkes-blog/p/victims-families-for-the-death-penalty--1st-anniversary
http://www.heraldtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?p=2&tc=pg&AID=/20061025/NEWS/61025006
http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2015/01/maureen_faulkner_death_penalty.html
http://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=7189&context=jclc#page=3
http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=471
http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=471
https://www.aclu.org/print/node/27229
https://books.google.com/books?id=xVUdAAAAQBAJ&pg=PA50&lpg=PA50&dq=black+bedau+1,000+percent&source=bl&ots=HPvJLXrAeF&sig=5R4DSzs6jgKBeFzScturJ7naKBI&hl=en&sa=X&ei=GiZ8UtXKDtXF4AOmxoCQDw#v=onepage&q=black%20bedau%201%2C000%20percent&f=false
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/MovieSpeeches/moviespeechgandhi2.html
http://sentencing.typepad.com/sentencing_law_and_policy/2009/03/abolitionists-seem-more-motivated-in-new-mexico-death-penalty-debate.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=kt6w5t1YStcC&pg=PA1&lpg=PA1&dq=frances+willard+everybody+war&source=bl&ots=4To3Rs32Pp&sig=KdqBp8h3L3pUZ#v=onepage&q=irrepressible&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=kt6w5t1YStcC&pg=PA1&lpg=PA1&dq=frances+willard+everybody+war&source=bl&ots=4To3Rs32Pp&sig=KdqBp8h3L3pUZ#v=onepage&q=irrepressible&f=false
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/boundvolumes/505bv.pdf#page=1027
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  What justifies giving the [Supreme] Court the last 

word on our constitutional rights? … The great puzzle 

is, why do we let them get away with it?  

— Prof. Mark Tushnet14 

 
 
 
 
 

  “The [Supreme] Court’s power lies … in the people’s 

acceptance of the Judiciary as fit to determine what the 

Nation’s law means, and to declare what it demands.”  

— Justices O’Connor, Kennedy and Souter, jointly15  

   

 

 

 

  “With each [bare majority] decision … unabashedly [not 

based] on law … that takes from the People a question 

properly left to them … we move one step closer to being 

reminded of our impotence.”  

— Justice Anonin Scalia,16 June 25, 2015   

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323873904578571794152108404
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/boundvolumes/505bv.pdf#page=891
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-556_3204.pdf#page=77
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I. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY of KEY POINTS 
 Well-organized homicide survivors17 are capital punishment’s missing ingredient.  

 For the most part, bureaucrats, lawyers and other advocates lack the required passion and commitment of 

victimized suffering homicide survivors. 

 Despite the wishful thinking of capital punishment pollyannas, some of whom have a vested financial or 

psychological interest in painting rosy scenarios to justify perpetuation of their failures, the death penalty 

has been all but abolished. Complete abolition of life without parole, to the extent that this fraud exists at 

all, is not far behind; it is now banned for murderers one day under 18-years-old.  

 Never before have murderers’ lives been valued so highly or law-abiding victims’ lives so low.  

  Death penalty opponents equate (a) the lawful execution of a duly convicted intentional murderer 

(after decades of myriad appeals) with (b) the unlawful murder he committed, robbing his law-abiding 

victim of precious life (with no legal recourse whatsoever). In saving the lives of nearly all convicted 

intentional murderers, the opponents’ net result is a government unrepresentative of society: a 

government that places infinitely greater value on the lives of murderers than on those of their victims. 

 Powerful unresponsive, arrogant and dishonest public officials – elected and appointed; legislative, 

executive and judicial; at all levels of government – no longer view ensuring public safety as their first 

and most sacred duty. Instead, they view it as their function to override the public’s values, concerns and 

decisions, in order to provide protection and freedom for convicted intentional murderers and rapists.  

 These officials do not care that future victims of homicide, rape and other brutality will inevitably, 

yet avoidably, pay the price for the officials’ arrogance. They do not care because, in practice, they 

consider the life of a guilty murderer 584 times more precious than the life of his innocent victim: they 

value each victim’s life at 0.17% of each murderer’s life – less than one fifth of one percent! 

 Self-styled champions of “underdogs” have persuaded themselves that intentional murderers are 

“underdogs,” while their victims are, apparently, “overdogs.” 300-pound rapists are also sympathetic 

underdogs while their severely injured 8-year-old trauma victims are overdogs!  

 If meaningful capital punishment is ever to be restored, it must cease being viewed as an issue to be 

debated. Death penalty supporters must expunge – completely! – the word “debate” from their 

vocabulary. This word is a capital punishment obscenity because it makes respectable cruel and ruthless 

opponents who have no honest interest in reasoned discussion but, instead, lie – repeatedly lie. Debating 

bestows legitimacy upon defenders of evil acts, defenders of evil people and defenders of evil ideas.  

 Instead, supporters should strive to consign death penalty abolitionism to “the ash-heap of history,” which 

includes once-considered-“respectable” and widely-accepted defenses of witchcraft, slavery, genocide 

and the sun revolving around the earth. The following should be relegated to outcast status: (1) shedding 

tears over barbarians who torture, rape and murder; (2) saving their lives by knowingly guaranteeing that 

decent innocent victims will suffer new acts of torture, rape and murder; and (3) pursuing this goal by 

torturing, for decades, the survivors left behind by savagely slaughtered loved ones. 

 After Pearl Harbor was attacked, Congress adopted a Declaration of WAR, not a Declaration of Debate. 

Well over 800,000 murders in four decades (more than all battle deaths in all of America’s wars in more 

than 200 years) are a war against decent law-abiding victims and millions of their loved ones – a war 

carried on not only by murderers, but also by their cruel and dishonest advocates and protectors at the 

highest levels, including the United States Supreme Court.   

 Restoring capital punishment is thus an objective of war – not shooting war but political war.  

 Whether to have capital punishment (and for what crimes) is not a constitutional or legal issue. It is, 

instead, a political conflict of interests and values. The interest conflict pits convicted vicious predators 

against their future as well as past victims, including loved ones. The value conflict is bottomless 

sympathy for these predators versus anguish over their brutalized prey. In starkest form, the value conflict 

is between moral acceptance and rejection of knowingly sacrificing future innocent, law-abiding victims 

in order to save convicted intentional murderers.   

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sleazy-Semantics.pdf
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 Many, if not most, passive death penalty opponents have not thought through the implications and should 

not be blamed for their opposition.  

 Most activist opponents must be seen by supporters as evil enemies who (1) blatantly lie; (2) to save the 

lives of the guilty, knowingly cause preventable barbaric violence (including additional murder) against 

the innocent; (3) deliberately torture the tortured in order to protect their torturers; (4) show complete 

contempt for the agony of homicide survivors; (5) intentionally cause avoidable execution “suffering” for 

the exact purpose of being able to protest that executions should be abolished because they involve 

suffering by those who cause far greater suffering; and (6) even frame the innocent in order to claim 

“exoneration” of the guilty.  

 Until supporters treat capital punishment as a major POLITICAL issue, there can be no hope for millions 

of past––and future––murder victims and the judicially crucified loved ones they leave behind. Law-

abiding innocent decent human beings will continue to be raped, savaged, maimed and murdered in order 

to save the lives of those already convicted of these savage offenses. 

 Notwithstanding dishonest or delusional protestations of U.S. Supreme Court justices and their acolytes, 

that court is emphatically a political institution. Justices do not impartially decide the most critical and 

contentious cases. With complete disdain for the American people, they decide these cases in accordance 

with their values and the interest groups they favor and serve.  

 Judicial black robes do not turn lawyers into priests. It must be explained to the American people that 

many justices have been and are nothing but glorified dishonest abusers and usurpers of power. Their 

“opinions” are often shameless lies couched in high-sounding fancy flimflam.  

 For pro-murderer/anti-victim justices, the Constitution, despite explicitly authorizing capital punishment 

in four separate clauses, is, at best, irrelevant, and, at worst, a document to be lied about to create a pretext 

to save barbaric murderers whose guilt is not in doubt. It is thus foolishly futile to accept, as legitimate, 

judicial diktats vitiating and banning death sentences.  

 The pretense, that evidence and law matter to “abolitionist” justices, must be abandoned. 

 In the words of judicial pretentiousness, voters should be convinced to withdraw their “acceptance of [any 

five human justices] as fit to determine what the Nation’s law means, and to declare what it demands.”  

 Capital punishment can only be restored to effectiveness by using political tools – relentless political 

pressure must be substituted for lawyers pleading for crumbs in front of dishonest and highly partial 

pettifogging abolitionist judges.  

 If death penalty supporters ever accept that capital punishment is a political rather than legal issue, they 

must apply all the weapons of politics. To “debate” and litigate is to fight on the enemy’s battlefield. 

Instead, supporters must wage war on the battlefield of politics, using the armaments of fund-raising, 

skilled organization and modern communications including the internet, mass media advertising, standard 

and grass roots political campaigning and, above all, support for or opposition to election candidates.  

 With time growing perilously short, supporters should employ, while still available, the tools of 

representative self-government provided by the United States Constitution. These include congressional 

control of court funding and jurisdiction, specified procedures for constitutional amendments and, as a 

last resort, the ability of elected officials – as well as federal judges – to read plain English. 

 Once confirmed, federal judges cannot be removed. The next best option is to defeat defiant United States 

Senators who vote to confirm the most predictably arrogant, lawless and dishonest judges. The records of 

these judges should be repeatedly broadcast loud and clear in senate re-election campaigns. 

 To have any chance of success, homicide survivors who support capital punishment must devote all their 

efforts to the single-minded pursuit of one and only one goal: restoration. Hard as it may be, very 

understandably for many of them, they must stop doing “good works” to remember murder victims. The 

best way to remember beloved murder victims is to show that they did not die in vain: saving future lives 

by devoting all their resources to restoring the death penalty. 
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 These survivors must plant facts, not flowers. Facts are the bullets of political warfare. 

 They must establish a unified national organization – with concentrated resources.  

 Unity requires not only concentrated focused pursuit of one objective, but also agreement on the 

objective. Pro-death penalty homicide survivors should not allow themselves to be divided by fatuous 

concepts such as “worst of the worst” and “death [sentence] eligibility.” These appear to place greater 

value on the lives of a few victims than on those of most. The vast majority of homicide survivors would 

thus have every right to feel cheated and ask why they should join a war effort that relegates the loss of 

their loved ones to second class status. The common minimum objective should be restoration of capital 

punishment for anyone who unlawfully and intentionally robs any precious innocent life.    

PART I - BACKGROUND 
 

II. COMBATANTS and NON-COMBATANTS 

  As stated in the summary, the restoration of capital punishment is going to require fighting. One of the 

most pro-murderer/anti-victim justices ever, William J. Brennan, Jr. used terms18 such as “struggle,” “conflict” 

and “battle.” So it is important at the outset to identify and clarify just who are the combatants. 

  It is very common for the media, as well as most of those actively involved, to refer simply to death 

penalty opponents (“abolitionists”) and supporters. But the reality is far from simple.  

  First, I contend,19 it is fallacious to argue “that it is even possible to oppose the death penalty. It is not. 

The real issue is upon whom it should be imposed – the law abiding or the duly convicted.” Arrogant and 

unaccountable dishonest government officials can keep convicted murderers alive only by condemning innocents 

to be murdered in the future without trials or any other due process whatsoever – innocents who never have been 

convicted of anything. Although some who side with victims have rejected this formulation, graphic examples 

are here20 and here.21 Jeff Jacoby stated22 this view very well:  

 

In their zeal to keep the guilty alive, [death-penalty opponents] forget the innocents 

who have died. Their conscience is outraged by the death penalty, but only when it is 

lawfully applied to convicted murderers after due process of law. The far more frequent 

“death penalty” – the one imposed unlawfully on so many murder victims, often with 

wanton cruelty – doesn’t disturb their conscience nearly so much. 

 

 Second, accepting the common dichotomy, each side – abolitionists and supporters – is divided into well-

informed activist leaders and largely uninformed and misinformed passive followers. 

  I cannot emphasize too strongly that the harsh criticisms in this article are confined to well-informed 

activists. As to followers, “forgive them, for they know not what they do.”  

       Finally, there are multiple and diverse views on each side. There are divisions within divisions. For example, 

there are remarkable disagreements about capital punishment among surviving loved ones of murder victims.   

 

 A. VICTIMIZED HOMICIDE SURVIVORS:23  THE LIVING DEAD   

 Despite many denials24 (7:23:34), death penalty opposition goes hand-in-hand with contempt not only for 

murder victims but also for the loved ones left behind to agonizingly grieve over their loss.  

   With rare exceptions and contrary to pro-murderer denials, most homicide survivors are unquestionably 

murder victims. See here,25 here,26 here27 and here.28 Even for the strongest survivors, the loss of loved ones is 

like a knife through the heart. Sy Snarr, mother of murdered son, Zach, 18, said:29 “there is such a thing as a 

broken heart … for me, life was basically over. I felt like it was over.” Using almost identical words, Cindy 

McNamara30 said of her murdered daughter: “When Shannon died, we died.” Similarly, Catherine Burke,31 who 

witnessed the brutal murder of her daughter, movingly wrote: “our lives have been destroyed.  Every last vestige 

… Catherine Burke died too … her soul shattered ….” (See also, Appendix A.) This nightmarish reaction has 

been repeated32 by survivors too numerous to recount here.  

  For all the suffering caused by intentional murderers, however, survivors fall into different death penalty 

categories. These are easy to list but not to differentiate with precision. Also, just as they overlap, any particular 

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/408/238/case.html#296
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sinister.pdf
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/2684133/replies?c=15
http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2012/06/a-victims-plea-for-justice.html#comment-6130
http://www.jeffjacoby.com/362/life-and-death-in-new-jersey
http://sentencing.typepad.com/sentencing_law_and_policy/2009/04/sixth-circuit-concurrence-talks-about-capital-punishments-economic-costs.html
http://www.pomc.com/survivors.html
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NOTION-OF-JUSTICE.pdf
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sleazy-Semantics.pdf
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/DP-Values-of-Justice-Stevens-sent.pdf
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/48-hours-live-to-tell-full-moon/4/
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/2684133/replies?c=15
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/2684133/replies?c=15
http://off2dr.com/smf/index.php?topic=14085.msg116368#msg116368
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NOTION-OF-JUSTICE.pdf
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survivor may fall into more than one classification. That said, there are at least the following categories: 

 Tragically, many homicide survivors are too emotionally crippled to ever again function with any 

semblance of normalcy, let alone fight. For example, see here.33 Some require psychiatric 

hospitalization.34 Others are not just emotionally impaired but actually die from the trauma.35     

 At the other end of the psychological spectrum are a small number of courageous and emotionally 

strong genuine fighters – unafraid to publicly press for justice and safety by: organizing; creating 

websites; demonstrating; testifying; appearing on television; writing books, op-eds and letters; etc. 

Unfortunately, their efforts have been diffuse, diluted and uncoordinated. This article is primarily 

addressed to these fighters. Persuading them to adopt the proposals presented here is essential if capital 

punishment is ever going to be restored.               

 Others are half-hearted fighters. Some may talk tough to put on a false front but are really 

namby-pambies unwilling to fight. They establish and run “victims’ rights” groups. They plead for funds 

for victims and the “right” to address judges who often have contempt for them. They also provide 

counseling services. But according to homicide survivor Patti March, who knows them well, they are 

afraid to offend (below 19). This article seeks to persuade them that, after the last 40-50 years of corrupt 

and outright dishonest pro-murderer policies, there are no real victims’ rights. There are only victims’ 

crumbs – consolation prizes from duplicitous judges and legislators whose hearts are with murderers 

rather than true victims. Hopefully, this realization can turn some half-hearted fighters into genuine 

fighters. (In particular, the victim impact “prize” is granted only in exchange for decades of needlessly 

and repeatedly relived survivor trauma. On the other hand, counseling and financial aid services are 

indisputably vital – but insufficient to prevent the murders which cause such needs in the first place.)  

 The surrenderers support capital punishment but, in seeking just punishment for their slaughtered 

loved ones, have often endured decades of torture by activist death penalty opponents and ruthless judges 

unconcerned about the additional suffering they cause for the sake of murderers. Finally, these survivors 

can take the torture no longer and reluctantly surrender, agreeing to unjust plea bargains.36  

 Some tortured survivors develop Stockholm Syndrome.37 They not only give up seeking justice 

for their loved ones (i.e., the death penalty); they come to identify with their abolitionist torturers, joining 

them38 by lending their names and, sometimes, their efforts to total abolition of capital punishment for all 

murderers. Surrenderers may run up white flags or “cry uncle” after being judicially tortured. But they do 

not actively support their abolitionist torturers as do those who have succumbed to Stockholm Syndrome. 

Also, it is hard to tell if some of these people are true Syndrome sufferers or were abolitionists from the 

start. A major example is Gail Canzano, who blamed39 the delays, torture and costs on capital punishment 

rather than on dishonest and ruthless anti-victim death penalty opponents. (See also, below 33.)   

 The phonies pretend to support victims and to be “tough” on murderers, but really seek to protect 

them. A classic is Jennifer Bishop-Jenkins. The first statement40 by her that I read led me to believe that 

she was a staunch death penalty advocate. Further research disclosed that, in fact, she is a long-time 

abolitionist. So phonies include survivors who always have opposed the death penalty and are not going 

to allow something as minor as the slaughter of their loved ones to demonstrate that they are inconsistent. 

(E.g., here.41) As Dianne Clements,42 long-time dynamic president of Justice for All, put it, they are 

“really a bunch of abolitionists who just happened to have family members killed.” Distinguished award-

winning author William T. Harper, a two-time homicide survivor, described43 (29) them as “wolves in 

sheep’s clothing … [who] have suffered … at the hands of heinous killers [but have joined] abolitionists.” 

 A particularly phony group warrants special mention for its insidious trickery: Murder Victims’ 

Families for Human Rights (MVFHR44). First, this group claims45 to be “For Victims, Against the Death 

Penalty.” This is either dishonest or delusional because keeping murderers alive guarantees that some of 

them will murder and brutalize additional victims. Second, death penalty supporters are painfully aware 

that abolitionists and media allies exaggerate46 the number of survivor opponents. Close scrutiny reveals 

the very name of MVFHR to be a lie. If it sold products instead of belching propaganda, it would violate 

truth-in-packaging laws because its “murder victims” include lawfully executed murderers!!! (Because 

MVFHR changed its website during the writing of this article, examples are preserved here.47) For this 

group, murderers on its site must have “human rights” that their actual murder victims never had. While 

http://www.pomc.com/survivors.html
http://www.enquirer.com/editions/2003/04/28/loc_Brewer28.html
http://www.enquirer.com/editions/2003/04/28/loc_Brewer28.html
http://www.sharonherald.com/news/local_news/biros-family-begs-for-mercy-clemency-board-holds-hearing/article_4ac7cf21-da33-5207-8ee6-8c396b484601.html
http://tcadp.org/2008/02/16/death-penalty-news-texas-2/
http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Stockholm+syndrome
http://ejusa.org/learn/quotes/victims
http://ejusa.org/learn/quotes/victims
http://www.ctmirror.org/story/11440/death-penalty-opponents-take-new-tack
http://sentencing.typepad.com/sentencing_law_and_policy/2012/07/guest-post-on-miller-from-jennifer-bishop-jenkins-president-of-the-national-organization-of-victims-.html
http://mvfhr.blogspot.com/2009/01/focus-on-survivors.html
http://www.houstonpress.com/news/justice-for-some-6558074
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Harper-Eye-fo-an-Eye.pdf#page=30
http://www.worldcoalition.org/Murder-Victims-Families-for-Human-Rights-MVFHR.html
http://mvfhr.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/VictimsFamiliesForTheDeathPenalty/info?tab=page_info
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/MVFHR-examples.pdf
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not a survivors group, similar flimflam has been used by the ACLU, which once referred48 to “a man 

facing death … because his lawyers were late filing the appeal of his conviction in state court.” One 

would never know that he faced execution because he had committed two execution-style murders.                                  

     I stress that I do not for one second deny or minimize the pain experienced by families of 

convicted murderers. What is objectionable is the attempt to portray convicted murderers as “murder 

victims.” Moreover, the suffering of their loved ones is attributable to these murderers themselves, and 

not to true victims’ quest for justice or society’s quest for safety. 

     Finally, although not totally muddling the distinction between murderers and their victims, 

another bunch of pro-murderer/anti-victim zealots tout themselves as Equal Justice USA (EJUSA49). This 

is also dishonestly misnamed to mislead. As Dr. William A. Petit, Jr. and many others have so eloquently 

asked: how can it be “equal justice” to keep intentional murderers alive when their victims are dead? 

 For hustlers, any concerns about justice, public safety and capital punishment take a back seat to 

seeking profit from the deaths of “loved ones” (sometimes fictitious). For example, fraudulent insurance 

claims50 resulted from the World Trade Center attack.      

 Others are “sucked in by the media attention.” They don’t profit monetarily; their wages consist 

of ego gratification. As Patti March put it, “[t]hey learn quickly that they become media darlings if they 

forgive the killer and oppose his/her death or harsh punishment. They are called special by the likes of 

Oprah, anti-death penalty groups and others.”51 

 Some survivors simply don’t care about capital punishment, partly due to the next item. 

 While some survivors are emotionally destroyed, a relatively few others do not suffer. Not all 

families are loving families. Some are happy to be rid of murdered spouses or siblings, etc. Anyone who 

doubts that should watch Judge Judy52 to see bitter lawsuits by closely related family members against 

each other. Sometimes they even take matters into their own hands. Examples include Kelly Gissendaner 

(below 20) and Ruth Snyder.53 This is a small category but it is as old as the story of Cain and Abel.54     

 

  Notwithstanding their diversity, a great majority of homicide survivors support the death penalty. In any 

event, it is the position here that opponents are enemies of supporters, including survivors who are supporters.  
 

  B. ACTIVISTS 
 

   (1) Not All Enemies Are Evil; None Should Be Hated 

  Years after Janet Frake was raped and nearly murdered by Daniel Harold Rolling,55 later executed for 

multiple rape-murders, she declared: “What I encountered that night was pure evil56 …That’s what it was – pure 

evil.” The wife and daughters of the prominent Connecticut physician, Dr. Petit, were robbed, tortured, sexually 

attacked and murdered. He amazingly survived attempted murder. Having previously written in greater detail57 

about this (see also, below 8), I have been amazed by the number of people who have used the word “tragedy” to 

describe such horror. A deadly plane or automobile crash or tornado, is a “tragedy.” But Dr. Petit used the proper 

term: again, “pure evil.”58 Dianne Clements flatly stated:59 “We need the death penalty because evil exists.”  

  There are those who think that no human being can be evil. Humans may commit evil acts, they believe, 

but none are inherently evil. In this view, presumably, not even Adolph Hitler was evil.  

  For my part and, I suspect, in the eyes of many if not most capital punishment supporters, brutal 

murderers (and rapists) are evil. Anyone who knowingly commits evil acts is, by definition, evil. Defenders of 

evildoers are defenders of evil and, moreover, those who defend evil fully aware that this will result in more evil 

are, themselves, evil. They are evil because, in defending evil knowing that this will result in more evil acts, they 

are not just possibly naïve defenders of past evil but advocates of future evil. Evil is compounded when those 

who are entrusted with power abuse that power to impose their personal morality in order to excuse past evil and 

enable future evil. Evil is further compounded when the suffering victims of torture are contemptuously subjected 

to decades of additional torture in order to protect and rescue those responsible for their initial torture. The final 

pinch of bitter taste is added to this witches’ brew of evil when all manner of scheming, intimidation and deceit 

are employed in the service of evil savages at the expense of their decent victims.  

  That said, it emphatically does not follow that all defenders and enablers of evil are themselves evil. Some 

are but others aren’t. In any event, capital punishment opponents (abolitionists) are, also by definition, opponents 

https://www.aclu.org/blog/speakeasy/death-missed-deadline?redirect=blog/capital-punishment/death-missed-deadline
http://ejusa.org/about-us/
http://www.cnn.com/2014/01/07/justice/new-york-ptsd-9-11-scam/
http://www.cnn.com/2014/01/07/justice/new-york-ptsd-9-11-scam/
http://www.judgejudy.com/
http://murderpedia.org/female.S/s/snyder-ruth.htm
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+4
http://murderpedia.org/male.R/r1/rolling-daniel-harold.htm
http://www.heraldtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?p=2&tc=pg&AID=/20061025/NEWS/61025006
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NOTION-OF-JUSTICE.pdf#page=4
http://www.courant.com/courant-250/moments-in-history/hc-250-william-petit-20140928-story.html
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2006/03/vengeance-moms
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of capital punishment supporters. Supporters and opponents are political enemies because one side seeks justice 

for victims and protection of law-abiding people against future murders by already convicted murderers and 

rapists, while the other side seeks not only to keep such barbaric individuals alive but to release these human time 

bombs60 into the general population to prey upon the law-abiding.  

   

       I vividly remember, standing among a throng riveted to the television, watching Richard M. 

Nixon’s eloquent and moving final address61 as president. I never forgot these words: “always remember, others 

may hate you, but those who hate you don’t win unless you hate them, and then you destroy yourself.”    

  If capital punishment proponents decide to really wage political war, as this article advocates, they should 

realize that their opponents are enemies to be defeated but not hated. Just as some opponents describe proponents 

very harshly (below 22), supporters have every right to believe that the most activist abolitionists are downright 

evil. But remember this too: other abolitionists are just going along for the ride, not knowing any better.  

  Every war has generals and privates. The latter are merely soldiers who shoot to kill each other solely 

because, without any depth of understanding, they find themselves on opposite sides. Yet they are decent human 

beings who could be friends under other circumstances. Consider the Christmas Truce.62 World War I broke out 

in August 1914. Yet, a mere four months later, on Christmas Eve, soldiers who had been shooting to kill each 

other suddenly declared a truce to celebrate the holiday. They exchanged gifts, shook hands, conversed, mingled 

and serenaded each other. So average normal people can find themselves caught up in war. It all depends on 

where they were born, where they live and who influenced them. Throughout the second half of the twentieth 

century, especially the 1970s onward, there were reports of onetime enemies63 who became friends.64 Mitsuo 

Fuchida,65 Commander of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor even became an Evangelical Christian.  

             Bearing all this in mind, my position is that capital punishment opponents are defenders of evil. Some are 

not just defenders but advocates of evil; and, as advocates of evil, they are themselves evil. Others do not 

advocate so much as they close their minds to the evil they effectively advocate; they knowingly disregard the 

consequences of their advocacy. Others are just foot soldiers who have devoted precious little thought to their 

actions. Collectively and whatever their rank, this is an army that fights in an evil cause and must be defeated on 

the battlefield of politics, to provide justice for victims and safety for the public.  

              In sum, death penalty supporters should defeat but not hate their enemies. 

 

(2) Capital Punishment Opponents                     
  As with the above list of homicide survivor categories, the following also are easier to state than to assign 

with precision. Individuals and groups may fall into more than one of the following classifications. For example, 

fanatic judges are also lawyers. However, all of the following share one trait: dedication to the welfare of brutal 

murderers (the more brutal the better) and contemptuous torture of victimized homicide survivors.  

    (a) Conscienceless Knowing Defender-Advocates of Evil   

            The first three categories require little more than mention. The ensuing two merit greater detail.  

      (i) The Dominant Media 

  So-called journalists oppose revealing or willfully suppress facts about murderer atrocities and the agony 

inflicted upon victims by ruthless lawyer/judge murderer champions. This is detailed elsewhere.
66  

      (ii) Governors and Legislators  

  Contemptuous of their voters, these shamelessly dishonest officials get elected by making explicit or 

implicit promises they do not intend to keep –  explicit when true intentions are expressly denied and implicit 

when not revealed (e.g., Richardson (below 19) and Kitzhaber (“surprise… change of heart”67)). 

      (iii) Smug Hypocritical Pretenders to Moral Superiority  

  Referring to abolitionists, Theodore Dalrymple hit the nail on the head:68 “A feeling of moral superiority 

is often compensation for the lack of any other kind of superiority, and has the advantage that it can never be 

decisively disproved.” He added: “Europeans feel morally superior to Americans because they have abolished 

[capital punishment] as a relic of judicial barbarism. … speak[ing] as if the French foreswore the guillotine 

before the Roman invasion rather than in 1981, against the majority opinion of the public.” Moreover, those 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sinister.pdf
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sinister.pdf
http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/nixon-farewell.htm
http://time.com/3643889/christmas-truce-1914/
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/macomb-county/2014/09/20/enemy-wwii-vets-meet-years-later/15961843/
http://www.wral.com/news/local/story/7730827/
http://www.stripes.com/news/pearl-harbor-pilot-became-evangelist-1.85934
http://www.stripes.com/news/pearl-harbor-pilot-became-evangelist-1.85934
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/article-MSS-FACT-SPRSN.pdf
http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2011/11/gov_john_kitzhaber_stops_all_e.html
http://www.libertylawsite.org/2012/06/25/moral-preening-and-capital-punishment/
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Europeans who trumpet their moral superiority neglect to point out that abolition of capital punishment takes 

place only in undemocratic elite defiance69 of great European public support for the death penalty. Finally, 

supercilious abolitionist hypocrites do not consider it to be “judicial barbarism” for the United States Supreme 

Court, first, to save and enable convicted murderers to commit avoidable additional murders; and, second, to save 

these murderers by subjecting their victims’ loved ones to decades of unnecessary and unconstitutional judicial 

torture. They scarcely acknowledge, if they acknowledge at all, the suffering of victims and employ ruthless, 

dishonest and dishonorable tactics to protect and save the tormenters of victims.  

  Sister Helen Prejean is a graphic illustration of evil in the name of religion. She stops at nothing to save 

the most brutal murderers, including turning a blind eye (below 55) toward the suffering caused by her pet 

barbarians, imposing further torture and suffering upon victims, and abusively telling70 any lie71 to avoid justice 

for the agonizing victims of her murderers. Typical of her double talk is this. In 1996, she rejected criticism72 that 

“she pays too much attention to the criminals and too little to their crimes” and that she should have talked to the 

surviving victim of a convicted murderer: “I didn’t feel it was my place or my role … to know the mean, vicious 

Robert Willie.” Having disavowed wanting to talk to “investigators … the people who discovered the body … all 

the people concerned,” at the same time, she had the gall to declare73 (7) that “I share the outrage people feel over 

murder.” Really!!?? With deceitful shamelessness, she also feigned contrition and concern for victims. In 1993, 

Prejean wrote:74 “I devoted all my energies exclusively to [the murderer’s] plight when I should have shouldered 

the struggles of victims’ families as well. I should have reached out to [them] immediately and offered them love 

and comfort.” This is the very definition of insincerity because, as noted, in 1996, just three years later she 

spurned the criticism that she should have talked to a surviving victim one of Prejean’s favorite murderers.  

  Homicide survivor Bill Harper aptly characterizes75 (180) Sister Prejean as “almost rhapsodic in her 

descriptions of [monstrous] evil.” (In my judgment, Harper’s excellent book is worth reading in full. For readers’ 

convenience and with his permission, I have made it available at the previous link.) That has not stopped her 

from demanding76 that society abide by her arrogantly self-proclaimed superior morality: “For me, the 

unnegotiable moral bedrock on which a society must be built is that killing anyone, under any conditions, cannot 

be tolerated. And that includes the government.” Every death penalty supporter should ask: who exactly is this 

nun perpetually in bed with the worst murderers (figuratively, if not more in her fantasies) to issue 

“unnegotiable” demands for the imposition of her morality based on deceit? Isn’t this a call to arms, if ever there 

was one, to fight this condescending defender of the worst and most immoral imaginable “human” beings?  

  Finally, Sister Prejean, however arrogant, condescending and dishonest she may be, does not have the 

power to do harm seized by United States Supreme Court justices. In 2008, five justices accused four justices77 

(9, 25) who voted to uphold a death sentence of advocating “descent into brutality,” as well as “transgressing … 

decency” and “civilized standards.” By 2015, four emboldened justices accused five78 of wanting murderers 

“drawn and quartered, slowly tortured to death, or actually burned at the stake.” (Below 41)  

                      

  (iv) Fanatic Lawyers              
  Catherine Burke, personally and, with excruciatingly unimaginable pain, witnessed the sadistic murder79 

of her daughter and the brutal stabbings/attempted murders of her husband and daughter’s boyfriend. Having this 

nightmare seared on her brain and psyche, Ms. Burke agonizes:80 “it is with profound CONFUSION, that I look 

at a world and see so many people defend these Murderer’s, for ANY reason; or worse, display sympathy to these 

murderous monsters, ever.” Cruel judges, who are lawyers, have created a “justice” system enabling other cruel 

lawyers, who are litigators, to indulge their sympathy for savagery – by inflicting needless agony upon homicide 

survivors and ensuring further savagery against the future victims they callously create.  

  Joe Byrne’s 21-year-old wife, Sherry Byrne, was brutally beaten, tortured, raped and murdered by David 

Brewer. Guilt was not in doubt.81 While accepting the appropriateness of appeals, Byrne bitterly complained:82 

“there is clearly a time where it becomes nothing but a game to the lawyers.” Columnist Peter Bronson added:83 

“Death penalty opponents who twist the truth to protect killers are also torturing victims’ families. Where’s the 

compassion for them?” Where is the compassion from “rent seeking lawyer[s] promoting evil84 (12:37:15)”?  

       Bryan Stevenson         

  Instead of compassion for victims, Stevenson unashamedly states:85 “It’s spiritually gratifying … 

connecting with the people on death row. It’s more meaningful than anything I do. These are people I love and 

care about.” [Emphasis added.] Make no mistake. Stevenson is not referring to anyone wrongfully convicted, but 

http://mcadams.posc.mu.edu/blog/TNR%20Online%20%20Death%20in%20Venice.htm
http://mu-warrior.blogspot.com/2006/05/sister-helen-prejeans-bogus-claims-of.html
http://mu-warrior.blogspot.com/2006/05/sister-helen-prejeans-lack-of.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/angel/angelscript.html
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1290&dat=19960505&id=gCNUAAAAIBAJ&sjid=AI4DAAAAIBAJ&pg=1640,1603213&hl=en
https://books.google.com/books?id=IvQSaKHFhdMC&printsec=frontcover&dq=prejean+dead+man+walking&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCYQ6AEwAGoVChMI6_rhr82dyQIVSZMeCh2ZaQCo#v=onepage&q=energies%20exclusively&f=false
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Harper-Eye-fo-an-Eye.pdf#page=181
https://books.google.com/books?id=IvQSaKHFhdMC&printsec=frontcover&dq=prejean+dead+man+walking&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCYQ6AEwAGoVChMI6_rhr82dyQIVSZMeCh2ZaQCo#v=onepage&q=moral%20bedrock&f=false
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/07-343P.ZO
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-7955_aplc.pdf#page=124
http://www.pe.com/articles/burke-633469-simpson-police.html
http://patch.com/california/murrieta/victims-families-for-the-death-penalty--1st-anniversary
http://www.clarkprosecutor.org/html/death/US/brewer849.htm
http://www.enquirer.com/editions/2003/02/03/loc_bronson03.html
http://www.enquirer.com/editions/2003/02/03/loc_bronson03.html
http://sentencing.typepad.com/sentencing_law_and_policy/2009/04/sixth-circuit-concurrence-talks-about-capital-punishments-economic-costs.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1988/02/14/magazine/the-lawyers-of-death-row.html?pagewanted=all
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to those guilty of the most inhumane barbarity, those who, he concedes, are guilty of “pure evil.”  He argues86 

that it is “misguided” to focus on the “wrongly convicted” because, in his view, no murderer should be executed.  

  (I confess that it is beyond my capacity to understand infatuation with murderers. Johnny Cash wrote a hit 

song lamenting the “Prison Blues”87 of someone whose only minor transgression was that “I shot a man in Reno 

just to watch him die.” Cash probably never met the mother of 18-year-old Sy Snarr, whom Jorge Benvenuto 

murdered because88 “I just wanted to watch someone die … I wanna see what it feels like to kill someone.”)  

  Although gratified to help murderers, at least Bryan Stevenson does not say he enjoys torturing victims. 

     Jeremiah Donovan 

   Donovan is too much even for the New York Times.89 That pro-murderer90 propaganda sheet91 called him 

a “provocative” lawyer who practiced “scorched-earth” defense tactics. In 2007, Donovan’s client, Joshua 

Komisarjevsky (and Stephen Hayes), broke into the home of Dr. Petit and committed beastly crimes (above 5). 

Donovan viciously attacked everyone in sight, including the judge and the victims. But he really outdid himself, 

and almost every other anti-death penalty attorney, when he sought to minimize the depravity by claiming that 

Komisarjevsky had only “ejaculated upon”92 rather than sodomized one of the girls he murdered.   

  What makes a lawyer like Donovan tick? Now, get this! Although accused by one of the Petit homicide 

survivors of “stunts…way below the belt,” in defending one of the most barbaric and depraved individuals ever 

born, he has convinced himself, if he is ever to be believed, that he is acting on behalf93 of “underdogs”!  

       Clarence Darrow 

  A capital punishment reference handbook states that Clarence Darrow94 “quickly established himself as 

the nation’s best-known legal champion of underdogs [including] ordinary citizens charged with capital crimes.”  

 Note the sophistry. First, how many “ordinary citizens” are tried for murder? Isn’t that extraordinary? 

Second, an unstated assumption is that anyone accused of murder is an “underdog.” Third, another unstated 

assumption is that all those accused are innocent. This comes close to being preposterous, even conceding that 

some accused of murder are, in fact, not guilty. That’s why there are trials. (The opposite is also true. Thanks to 

lawyers like Darrow, the guilty are more likely to be acquitted than the reverse. Remember O. J. Simpson?)  

  Fourth, in Darrow’s most famous murder trial, Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb were so clearly guilty 

of the brutal murder of Robert Franks that he had them plead guilty. His only purpose was to save them from just 

punishment. In what sense, were these two wealthy murderers “ordinary”? Darrow had the effrontery to use their 

very wealth as what would today be called a “mitigating factor”95 (27-43). He called it a “curse”96 and “grievous 

misfortune.”97 Turning pro-murderer boilerplate blather on its head, Darrow even asserted that “poverty is 

fortunate.”98 He was also a pathbreaker in what pro-killer psychologists would now call “affluenza.”99  

  Fifth, when two young men, nearly 20, gang up on a 14-year-old to bludgeon him to death, just who is the 

“underdog”? In every possible sense, Darrow was not on the side of “underdogs”; his mission was to rescue 

“overdogs”! Darrow was careful to express sympathy for the parents of murder victim Franks. But there are some 

lawyers who actually take sadistic pleasure in torturing homicide survivors.  

       David Nevin     
  This defender of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, who boasted100 of masterminding the 9/11 terrorist attack 

and of cutting off the head of Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl, was asked why he resorted to tactics that 

caused such distress to survivors’ families. David Nevin replied:101 “Because I enjoy my job!”  

      James Fagan   
 Although not specifically referring to death penalty cases, this pro-rapist lawyer deserves special mention 

for pure evil. Because it was possible in Massachusetts for one who rapes a child to receive a one year sentence, 

an attempt was made to toughen the law. James Fagan, a defense lawyer who was also a legislator, opposed 

punishing his favored clients. His statement is worth both listening102 to and quoting:103 

 

                              [T]hat 6-year-old [victim] is going to sit in front of me, or somebody far worse 

… I’m going to rip them apart. I’m going to make sure that the rest of their life is ruined. 

That when they’re 8 years old they throw up; when they’re 12 years old, they won’t sleep. 

When they’re 19 years old they’ll have nightmares and they’ll never have a relationship 

with anybody. … when … you’re defending somebody … facing a mandatory sentence of 

those draconian proportions, you have to do every single thing you can do on behalf of 

your client. That is your obligation as a trial lawyer. [Emphasis added.]  

https://www.acslaw.org/files/2003%20convention_death%20penalty_panel%20transcript.pdf#page=25
http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/johnnycash/folsomprisonblues.html
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/48-hours-live-to-tell-full-moon/3/
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/30/nyregion/signs-of-provocative-defense-in-cheshire-triple-murder-case.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NYT-Mindset-.pdf
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NYT-Again-Cries-Wolf-sent.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/30/nyregion/signs-of-provocative-defense-in-cheshire-triple-murder-case.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/30/nyregion/signs-of-provocative-defense-in-cheshire-triple-murder-case.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
https://books.google.com/books?id=SOiuzOv061EC&pg=PA169&dq=capital+punishment+underdog&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCwQ6AEwA2oVChMIrYD99sXRyAIViB0-Ch0rWAe7#v=onepage&q=capital%20punishment%20underdog&f=false
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/PHONIES.pdf#page=32
https://archive.org/stream/pleaofclarenceda00darr#page/74/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/pleaofclarenceda00darr#page/68/mode/2up/search/misfortune
https://archive.org/stream/pleaofclarenceda00darr#page/68/mode/2up/search/misfortune
https://archive.org/stream/pleaofclarenceda00darr#page/4/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/pleaofclarenceda00darr#page/4/mode/2up
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/14/us/teenagers-sentence-in-fatal-drunken-driving-case-stirs-affluenza-debate.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2011/01/20/AR2011012000057.html
http://freebeacon.com/national-security/family-members-of-911-victims-storm-out-of-meeting-with-ksm-defense-team/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aq-NJ1YQu8M
https://encyclopediadramatica.se/James_Fagan
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      (v) The Judiciary: Lawyers as Judges    

  It would be hard to find a judicial officer above the level of justice of the peace who is not a lawyer.104 

The reason105 is really a fantasy: that judges must know the law because it is their job to apply the law rather than 

lie about or make it up to further and impose their personal whims and values. Many judges have sufficient 

integrity to actually follow the law and thus make decisions they don’t like. But in contentious cases, the judges 

with the greatest power have the least integrity. That is why capital punishment has been virtually abolished.  

  State and federal appellate judges are the most pernicious. Using abolitionist argot, “the worst of the 

worst” are United States Supreme Court justices. There are few, if any, areas that can top capital punishment as a 

graphic confirmation of Judge Jerome Frank’s reference106 (652-53) to the  
  

harm … done by the myth that, merely by putting on a black robe and taking 

the oath … as a judge, a man [or woman] ceases to be human and strips 

himself [or herself] of all predilections, becomes a passionless thinking 

machine. The concealment of the human element in the judicial process 

allows [it] to operate in an exaggerated manner.… [Emphasis added.] 
 

  As noted, judges become and are evil when they: (a) dishonestly abuse their powers in order to protect 

convicted evil murderers; (b) ruthlessly and callously torture, for decades, those already condemned to a life of 

nightmares and pain by the very murderers with whom the judges are so in love; and (c) thereby promote 

completely avoidable further evil deeds, including the enabling of additional evil torture-rapes and torture-

murders. Pro-murderer/anti-victim justices on today’s Supreme Court are Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and 

Kagan, who are often empowered by Kennedy. In 2010, and again in 2016, Chief Justice Roberts joined this 

bunch in posing a serious threat to public safety (below 62).  

  If capital punishment is to be restored, it is absolutely critical, in a manner that can easily be understood, 

to communicate to the lay public the numerous dishonest judicial abuses on behalf of convicted murderers. 

Accordingly, this will be discussed in detail later (below 59).  
 

(b) Unwitting “Useful Idiots”    

     (i)  Stockholm Syndrome and Those Always Opposed 

  As noted (4), these two categories are combined because it is hard to know where post-homicide 

Stockholm Syndrome begins and pre-homicide opposition to capital punishment leaves off. Torture-rape/murders 

of family members cannot deter the latter from exhibiting their sense of moral superiority.             
  Gail Canzano (above 4) is highly educated and not likely uninformed. But what about Mary Jo 

Gellenbeck, whose sister was raped and murdered107 in 1989? When, 26 years later, a pro-murderer majority of 

the Connecticut Supreme Court extended their state’s death penalty repeal to include her sister’s rapist-killer, 

Daniel Webb,108 she was “happy”109 because “I don’t support the death penalty.” She was afraid of executing an 

innocent person and opined that anyone guilty would serve life without parole and pose no “danger to society 

[which] everybody wants.” (Emphasis added.) The choice is clear: Gellenbeck is either a liar or a useful idiot. If 

Gellenbeck believes fraudulent propaganda falsely claiming almost routine wrongful executions and enforceable 

life without parole, she is a useful idiot, who is also delusional if she really thinks she speaks for “everybody.”  

      (ii)  Religious Leaders: The Pope’s Folly 
  Certain religious leaders act as if they are oblivious to the historic practices and preaching of their own 

religions.  There is no better example than the current Pope.   

  No one in his or her right mind would accuse Francis of being evil. He is a quintessential illustration of 

what is meant by the term “useful idiot.”110 Yes, he is very intelligent and highly educated. So what! Just read 

Thomas Sowell’s book on the damage111 done by moralistic intellectuals delving into matters about which they 

are more confident than informed. Or read Lord Acton’s letter112 to Mary Gladstone: “There is no error so 

monstrous that it fails to find defenders among the ablest men. Imagine a congress of eminent celebrities ... The 

result would be an Encyclopedia of Error.” Finally, let’s not forget George Orwell’s famous observation:113 “One 

has to belong to the intelligentsia to believe things like that: no ordinary man could be such a fool.” 

  In September 2015, George Will wrote a blistering critique114 of the current Pope’s “sanctimony,” “fact-

free flamboyance” and ideas that are “impeccably fashionable, demonstrably false and deeply reactionary.”  

http://caught.net/prose/lawjud.htm
http://www.morancom.com/?p=134
https://casetext.com/case/in-re-jp-linahan
http://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/webb-daniel.htm
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/PHONIES.pdf#page=51
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/william-petit-dad-murdered-family-reacts-death-penalty-ruling-n409511
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Useful+idiot
http://www.amazon.com/Intellectuals-Society-Revised-Expanded-Edition/dp/0465025226
https://books.google.com/books?id=11kMAAAAYAAJ&q=so+monstrous&hl=en#v=snippet&q=so%20monstrous&f=false
http://www.resort.com/~prime8/Orwell/nationalism.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/pope-franciss-fact-free-flamboyance/2015/09/18/7d711750-5d6a-11e5-8e9e-dce8a2a2a679_story.html
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  The Pope – or any major public figure – opens himself up to being fair game115 for the most intense 

criticism when he not only dives into intense political controversy, but does so offensively, condescendingly, 

hypocritically and with an absence of the slightest indication that he knows what he’s talking about.  

In at least four respects, Pope Francis is egregiously misguided.  

First, the more evil and depraved a barbarian is, the better the Pope likes it. The great sinner is 

preferred116 to the non-sinner in order to be loved and “pardoned.” The Pope should consult Homicide Survivor 

Patti March who, referring to other such survivors, declared: “I don’t care if they forgive their loved ones’ killer; 

they do not have the right to forgive for the victim. The victim lost that right when he/she was murdered.”117  

Consider the reaction of a severely injured mugging-rape victim if an uninvolved stranger, who did not 

even witness the mugging-rape, happens by and tells the mugger-rapist: “I forgive you.” When this is done by a 

major religious figure, who may or may not be of the same religion as the victim and/or the perpetrator, many if 

not most would view this as the kind of arrogant presumptuousness that can only aggravate the already low 

esteem held by non-believers for religion. However well-intentioned he may consider himself to be, the Pope’s 

misguided conceit has done a disservice to his own religion in particular and to all religion generally.  

He is not only the “Supreme Pontiff” but a supreme example of the same arrogance of ignorance all too 

often displayed by movie and sports stars who have achieved prominence for reasons entirely unrelated to those 

matters about which they are completely ignorant yet take advantage of their stardom to pontificate.  

Pope Francis is the most famous but by no means the only example of this presumptuous ilk. There is 

actually a busybody outfit that calls itself The Forgiveness Foundation.118 One can only dream that its leaders 

look Patti March in the eye and try to explain why they have any moral right to forgive harm they did not suffer. 

(I have been chastised for my theological ignorance. After all, isn’t the Pope in the business of forgiving 

sin? Didn’t St. Pope John Paul II forgive119 his would-be assassin? Of course he did. But this is no answer to Patti 

March. He was the victim and still alive. As Ms. March points out, the victim of a murder cannot forgive anyone. 

(Moreover and again being no theologian, I may be wrong; but I was under the impression that, to be 

forgiven one’s sins, one must first repent one’s sins. By contrast, this Pope appears to want to forgive and exempt 

from capital punishment, murderers who have not repented and show not the slightest remorse – even insincere 

remorse. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (above 8) and Charles Guiteau120 boasted of their brutal acts. After 34 years, 

Mark David Chapman continued to brag121 about his “incredible planning” of the murder of John Lennon.  

(Finally, although a pope is free to practice his religion, it goes way beyond that when he lectures the 

whole world, including those not of his own religion, and interferes in and tries to influence the democratic 

political decisions of multiple countries. A pope who enters politics should expect political resistance.)   

Second, because it is inconceivable that the Pope would want law-abiding innocents to be murdered in 

preference to executing actual murderers, he has to be fantasizing in a dream world122 utterly oblivious123 to the 

consequences124 of keeping murderers alive. Perhaps he is among those who do not want to even think about such 

consequences (below 55). Again, the self-styled “Forgiveness Foundation” marches arm-in-arrogant-arm with the 

Pope, but with one major difference. In taking up the cause of Kenneth Williams,125 the foundation leaders, who 

refer to him lovingly126 as “Kenneth,” have to know that this brutal killer is a prime example of why life without 

parole is a fraud. Under life sentence for murder, Williams escaped and promptly proceeded to commit at least 

two additional murders127 that would not have taken place had he been executed for the first murder. Incredibly, 

with at least four murders under his belt 20 years earlier, he was still alive as of June 2016.  

Third, on September 24, 2015, the Pope lectured128 death penalty supporters in Congress that they 

should abolish the death penalty because “every life is sacred, every human person is endowed with an 

inalienable dignity, and society can only benefit from the rehabilitation of those convicted of crimes.” At a 

minimum, this is leftist moral equivalence (below 39). Also, it is safe to say that myriad homicide survivors and 

members of the general public would reject out of hand equating the sanctity of the lives of convicted intentional 

murderers with those of their law-abiding innocent victims. Indeed, Senator Ted Cruz responded to the Pope by 

pointing out129 that “the death penalty is a recognition of the preciousness of human life.” Dr. William A. Petit, 

Jr. succinctly explained why:130 “If you allow murderers to live, you’re giving them more regard, more value, 

than many people who have been murdered … who never hurt a soul and played by all of society’s rules for all of 

their short lives.” With his smug condescension, Pope Francis has made clear that he has joined the ranks of those 

who value the lives of murderers far more highly than those of their victims. (Below 46.)  

That is not all. It is not just prior murder victims whose preciousness decent people should value. The 

http://nypost.com/2015/09/25/pope-francis-is-just-another-liberal-political-pundit/
http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-you-are-not-excluded
http://www.theforgivenessfoundation.org/index.php/about-us
http://www.catholic.org/news/saints/story.php?id=41174
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/guiteau/guiteautranscriptguiteau.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2737101/Mark-David-Chapman-brags-incredible-planning-stalking-notorious-murder-John-Lennon.html
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Red-Herring.pdf
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sinister.pdf
http://www.pewsitter.com/view_news_id_197844.php
http://thecabin.net/stories/061505/loc_0615050011.shtml
http://www.theforgivenessfoundation.org/index.php/scheduled-executions/40-news/general/3398-arkansas-stays-execution-of-kenneth-williams
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/2009/03/13/lifer-escapes-murders-two-more/
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/2009/03/13/lifer-escapes-murders-two-more/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/social-issues/transcript-pope-franciss-speech-to-congress/2015/09/24/6d7d7ac8-62bf-11e5-8e9e-dce8a2a2a679_story.html
http://www.politico.com/story/2015/09/ted-cruz-pope-francis-death-penalty-214023
http://ctmirror.org/2011/02/09/death-penalty-opponents-take-new-tack/
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Pope does not appear to view as “sacred” the lives that are guaranteed to be forfeited for the benefit of the 

convicted murderers with whom he is so infatuated. What about the “inalienable dignity” of the innocent “human 

persons” who will, with 100% certainty,131 be sacrificed to make the Pope feel good about himself?    

Regarding the Pope’s pipedream about the “benefit” of rehabilitation, even the zealously pro-murderer 

American Civil Liberties Union has acknowledged132 that “there is no way to predict reliably which convicted 

murderers will try to kill again.” Therefore, as I and others have written again and again, convicted murderers can 

be spared only by condemning innocent law-abiding decent human beings to death.  

If the Pope has a smidgeon of the humility he pretentiously wears on his white sleeve, he should study 

matters about which he is woefully and shamefully ignorant. And if he is not as ignorant as his words indicate, 

then he is so profoundly immoral as to be shocking. 

Fourth, there is nothing inherently Catholic about opposing capital punishment. In fact, the Catholic 

Church has a long history133 of justifying the death penalty, attempting to change its position only recently.134 But 

that is minor compared to the most outrageous hypocrisy. Opposition is particularly classless coming from the 

leader of a church with a history135 of pioneering in inventive methods of the most brutal torture and murder of 

innocent people in the name of God. The Catholic Church and some of its popes136 have committed and ordered 

murders. Many if not most of the people, today horrified by the brutality of the current crop of Islamic fanatics, 

are unaware of the Catholic Church’s history of brutality.  Long before today’s Catholic pro-murderer/anti-victim 

fanatics came on the scene, the Catholic Church had no problem137 brutally torturing and killing any “heretic.”  

When Pamela Geller wrote a column138 denouncing Islamic use of the “breast ripper” to torture women, 

she only mentioned briefly its use by the Spanish Inquisition “to shred or rip off the breasts of women accused of 

various ‘crimes,’” including139 being a “witch.”  

(Another example of the Pope’s brazen hypocrisy is his opposition to law-abiding people carrying guns 

to protect themselves, while, at the same time, he is protected140 by a “deadly army of elite warriors [having] one 

of the finest firearms collections on the planet.”)  

As uninformed, utterly foolish, offensive to victims and hypocritical as Pope Francis regrettably has 

shown himself to be, he must be distinguished from the likes of Sister Prejean. At least, the Pope is sincere if 

misguided in his dangerous folly. As shown (above 7), Prejean is duplicitous, ruthless and evil.  

                (iii) The Intelligentsia’s Extraordinary Fools 
The Pope is but one example of Orwell’s fools in the intelligentsia.  

There is a vast difference between education and intelligence, between knowledge and understanding of 

the meaning and implications of that knowledge. For some, education merely provides high-sounding fancy 

details in which to dress up their unfounded twaddle.  

I will not repeat at length what I have discussed in greater detail elsewhere.141 Suffice it to observe that 

such erudite and brilliant intellects as William F. Buckley, Jr. and Norman Mailer were infatuated with and 

hoodwinked by convicted murderers, helping to free at least two of them from prison. The results included the 

murder, by Mailer’s murderer, of a newly-married fine young man (below 25); and one attempted murder by a 

man who boasted that he had fooled Buckley into believing he was not guilty of the original murder for which he 

had been correctly convicted. Buckley went on to help free yet another convicted murderer.  

   (c)  Distinguish the Powerful from the Pests 

  While writing this article, it became clear to me that I must emphasize a critical distinction. Death penalty 

advocates, whose very strong bona fides cannot be questioned, have taken me to task for minimizing the role of 

the likes of Sister Prejean. I have called her a “sideshow” and “loudmouth” because she does not have the power 

to do harm seized by legislators, governors and judges. In response, I have been asked:142 “to whom ... do you 

think those government officials are reacting, responding to if it isn’t the Prejeans of the world? Without ‘Sister’ 

Prejean and her ilk, there would be precious little attack on the DP by government officials.” 

  As they say at the Supreme Court, I respectfully dissent from two assumptions: (1) that anti-death penalty 

government officials care about what the public wants; and (2) the assault on capital punishment resulted from 

powerless Prejeans.  

  Consider a non-capital punishment issue. Does any reasonably attentive adult believe that ObamaCare 

was enacted in response to public wishes? In fact, it was rammed through and imposed despite enormous 

substantial public opposition. As far back as the early 1990s, one leading Democrat Representative predicted143 

that the American people were “going to get health care whether they want it or not.” And indeed they did! Not 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sinister.pdf
https://www.aclu.org/print/node/27229
http://www.onepeterfive.com/getting-it-wrong-about-the-death-penalty/
http://prodpinnc.blogspot.com/2015/03/catechism-death-penalty-problems.html
http://amredeemed.com/bible-study/catholic/10-torture-devices-used-by-the-catholic-church-in-the-inquisition/
http://one-evil.org/content/people_16c_paul_iv.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican29.htm
http://pamelageller.com/2015/05/breast-ripper-isis-savagely-mutilates-women-who-breastfeed-in-public.html/
http://www.allsands.com/potluck4/potluck4/inquisition_xfq_gn.htm
http://foxtrotalpha.jalopnik.com/the-pope-has-a-small-but-deadly-army-of-elite-warriors-1733268646
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/article-MSS-FACT-SPRSN.pdf#page=52
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/08/magazine/08Armey-t.html?pagewanted=5&_r=0
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only that but despite two major elections in which the voters chose Republican legislative majorities based 

largely on the promise to stop ObamaCare, that commitment was promptly broken by those who lied to get 

elected. Moreover, the Supreme Court upheld ObamaCare. (See below 67.) 

   In 2015, I contended that American Government is pervaded by “political rot.” I added:144 “If justice for 

homicide victims, including not only those murdered but loved ones left behind, is ever going to be achieved, 

the rot in all three branches of government is going to have to be confronted.” 

No supporter should think that the attack upon capital punishment occurred because of honest government 

officials faithfully serving and responding to their constituents. Instead, government mandated death penalty 

abolition has been spawned by the pro-murderer ideological fanaticism, corruption and dishonesty of unelected 

judges and elected officials wrongly entrusted with power because they lied their way into office. New Mexico 

Governor Bill Richardson (below 19) was one example. Another was John Kitzhaber who, after consulting with 

“mostly myself,”145 on his own whim, saved the life of a murderer previously convicted of savagery who savagely 

murdered a second victim and was thus given a chance to possibly savagely murder a third victim.  

The tragic truth, in 2016, is that, far from responding to the people, government officials do whatever they 

want. As to the public’s wishes, like Rhett Butler, they “frankly don’t give a damn.”146  

And, if they did “give a damn,” why would elected officials respond to unrepresentative pro-murderer 

fanatics like Prejean, when poll after poll has revealed consistently strong public support for capital punishment? 

One more point about the putative influence of the likes of Prejean. She did not become prominent until 

the mid-1990s.147 By that time, as will soon be documented, powerful pro-murderer unelected U.S. Supreme 

Court justices, who need not “respond” to anyone, had largely transmogrified capital punishment into a farce, in a 

virtual conspiracy with “small number”148 of the most ideologically crazed fanatic pro-murderer lawyers.  

In sum, it is powerful government officials who must be dealt with by death penalty supporters, not 

persistent loudmouth pests like media-hound Helen Prejean.  

     

   (3) CAPITAL PUNISHMENT SUPPORTERS 

    (a) Tiny Media Minority 
  Media supporters, who do not reach the same large audience as media opponents, include: Thomas 

Sowell,149 Debra Saunders,150 Dennis Prager,151 Jeff152 Jacoby,153
 Howie Carr,154 and the late Gregory Kane.155  

    (b)  Elected Officials   
 Electing genuine, honest supporters is critical and will be discussed in detail below (69).  
    (c)  Settlers for Crumbs: Victims’ Rights Groups 

 Multiple disorganized “Victims’ Rights” groups settle for crumbs (above 4). Here, I stress that it is not my 

intention to belittle, disparage or disrespect groups that aid traumatized loving survivors of murder victims. The 

latter confront ruthless torture by anti-victim judges, who force them to live and relive their agony again and 

again in endless court proceedings and face the constant nightmare that, once an idolized murderer is saved by his 

worshippers, the latter will conduct a never-ending war to turn him loose again to prey upon unsuspecting others 

in society or perhaps take revenge on the survivors themselves. So I tip my hat to all who help survivors cope 

with current reality. One example of groups that perform this useful service is Citizens Against Homicide,156 

which also supports157 capital punishment.    

  When I refer to settling for crumbs, I refer to accepting and attempting to endure current reality, with 

resignation, rather than resolving and fighting to change that reality. Abuse by hostile anti-victim fanatics must 

not be accepted but fought. This article is an attempt to change that mindset.   
    (d) Media Personages; Passionless Academics and Lawyers 
  Today, so-called activists who defend and advocate capital punishment are, for the most part, a handful of 

media figures, and often unemotional lawyers and academics. This is discussed below repeatedly. 
    (e)  Judges and Justices     
   There is a huge difference between judges who will stop at nothing to save murderers and those who vote 

to uphold capital sentences. The former personally and ideologically oppose the death penalty and are willing to 

violate their oaths by flouting and flatly disobeying both statutory law and the Constitution to do so. Laser-

focused on results, they see the law as an obstacle to be shamelessly disregarded and lied about.  

  Is characterizing U.S. Supreme Court justices as liars too harsh?  

  Consider this. In 2011, four justices, one short of a bare majority, wanted to grant greater protections to 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/2015/05/10/the-pervasive-political-rot-of-the-political-system-vs-capital-punishment/
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2012/01/crime_without_punishment.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POenCW8qqWI
http://www.sisterhelen.org/biography/
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/506/461/case.html#481
http://www.jewishworldreview.com/cols/sowell061501.asp
http://www.jewishworldreview.com/cols/sowell061501.asp
http://townhall.com/columnists/debrajsaunders/2007/05/02/bad_medicine_on_lethal_injection
http://townhall.com/columnists/dennisprager/2003/11/04/george_will_and_capital_punishment
http://www.boston.com/news/globe/editorial_opinion/oped/articles/2003/09/28/execution_saves_innocents/
http://www.jeffjacoby.com/8003/ultimate-evil-calls-for-ultimate-punishment
http://www.bostonherald.com/news_opinion/columnists/howie_carr/2015/04/carr_dzhokhar_tsarnaev_s_fans_shameless
http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/bal-md.kane05feb05-column.html
http://www.citizensagainsthomicide.org/
http://www.citizensagainsthomicide.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/CAH-Newsletter-November-2015.pdf#page=5
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foreign-born convicted brutal murderers than those born in the United States, even if the former grew up and 

were educated in this country from their earliest days. Justices Breyer, Ginsburg, Sotomayor and Kagan sought to 

do this based on a bill introduced and supported by one out of 535 members of Congress. These justices adopted, 

as their own, the lie158 that the bill would pass, despite its never coming close in the seven years after the pro-

murderer need for it arose. In short, for the sake of savage convicted murderers, the anti-victim justices don’t 

confine themselves to lying about existing laws but want to enforce un-enacted laws that they lie about by 

promising they will pass – knowing they won’t.  

  I never have understood this favorite media “gotcha” question: “Are you calling him/her a liar?” Why 

exactly is it worse to expose the truth – that a liar is a liar – than for the liar to lie in the first place? 

  In contrast to pro-murderer judicial opponents, judges and justices who vote to sustain death penalty laws 

and sentences may – or may not – personally favor capital punishment, but they try to uphold the people’s right 

to self-government established by the actual written Constitution and expressed in duly enacted laws.  

Thus the latter are committed to what they see as the law, but not to the death penalty. For example, 

Justice Scalia, often misunderstood by murderer sympathizers, once introduced a major address159 by stressing 

this: “I want to make clear that my views on the … the morality of capital punishment … have nothing to do with 

how I vote in capital cases ….” Media types160 who see the Constitution as a gross impediment161 to their leftist 

agenda162 were not prone to report Scalia’s self-description163 as a “darling of the criminal defense bar [who has] 

defended criminal defendants’ rights … to a greater degree than most judges.” This was not a biased judgment of 

himself by Scalia; it was confirmed164 by others.165      

  To take one of many examples, in a 2002 decision not involving a claim of innocence, Scalia joined what 

he called a “happy band”166 of justices who voided the death sentence of convicted murderer Timothy Ring. The 

sentence was the only question decided. Thirteen years later, in 2015, his life having been saved by seven 

justices, including Thomas in addition to Scalia, Ring was fighting167 to get out of a reduced “life sentence” for 

his 1994 premeditated armed robbery murder, a sentence to which he himself had agreed .     
So capital punishment supporters’ fight, for justice and safety, is not a fair fight. In one corner of the 

Supreme Court arena, there is a solid bloc of four justices committed to saving murderers by any means possible 

even if they have to violate their oaths of office by lying about the law and the Constitution; and at the opposite 

corner were three (now two) justices not committed to victims but to trying, as honestly as they can, to apply the 

actual law and Constitution. The first loyalty of one bloc is to convicted murderers. The first loyalty of the 

opposite bloc, depleted by Justice Scalia’s passing, is not to victims but to the law. There is thus a solid group of 

pro-murderer justices, but has been and is no such group of pro-victim justices.   

Close to the middle, but leaning more and more toward the most depraved, is one of the most 

pompous,168 arrogant169 and self-important human beings ever to sit on the Court, Anthony Kennedy. Having 

passionately declared that freedom and civilization depend on lawyers and judges170 (2:20; 27:26), he is 

committed largely to indulging171 his own capriciousness.172  This is critical. In 2015, Justice Scalia wrote that, if 

he ever provided the fifth vote for a “pretentious” and “egotistic”173 Kennedy opinion that had “descended [to] 

mystical aphorisms of the fortune cookie,” he, Scalia, “would hide my head in a bag.”174  

Kennedy’s imperious capital punishment eccentricities will be addressed later. When he has denied 

them a critical fifth vote, pro-murderer justices have sometimes voted against a murderer who is the apple of their 

eye to convey the false impression that they have been or are less dedicated to saving murderers than is actually 

the case. Justice Stevens, openly cold and unsympathetic, even hostile, to victims, was a master175 of this trick. 

No one should be fooled. When anti-victim justices vote to uphold just punishment because their votes will make 

no difference, it only means that they want to obscure their fanaticism. They vote to save their savage if they 

have the votes (i.e., if Kennedy is with them). I have not searched every case. But I am aware of no 5-4 decision 

in which Kennedy has been on the side of a convicted murderer while an identifiably pro-murderer justice voted 

against him. (Kennedy has been a justice since early 1988. In that time, I would consider the following to be pro-

murderer: Brennan, Marshall, Stevens, Blackmun, Souter, Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan.)  

Chief Justice Roberts has not been as unreliable as Kennedy. But given his willingness to release 

murderers into the law-abiding population (below 62), I do not include him with Scalia, Alito and Thomas.  

   Moreover, the current anti-victim justices – Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – are unscrupulous 

political operatives. As Andrew McCarthy176  put it: “these justices are not there to judge. They are there to vote,” 

turning the Court into a “political institution.” On the most ideological and politically contentious cases, he says, 

http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2011/08/the_threat_of_liberal_judicial_activism_reaches_new_heights.html
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2011/08/the_threat_of_liberal_judicial_activism_reaches_new_heights.html
http://www.firstthings.com/article/2002/05/gods-justice-and-ours
http://newsbusters.org/blogs/scott-whitlock/2010/12/30/wash-posts-ezra-klein-laments-confusing-nature-old-constitution
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/02/AR2010060203278.html
http://www.vindicatingthefounders.com/library/new-freedom.html
http://www.vindicatingthefounders.com/library/new-freedom.html
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1915&dat=20080408&id=GklSAAAAIBAJ&sjid=iTYNAAAAIBAJ&pg=3419,5586595&hl=en
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https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/01-488P.ZC#page=4
http://law.justia.com/cases/arizona/court-of-appeals-division-two-unpublished/2015/2-ca-cr-2014-0318-pr.html
http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2008/06/anthony-kennedys-song-of-himself.php
https://newrepublic.com/article/60925/supreme-leader-the-arrogance-anthony-kennedy
http://www.c-span.org/video/?193757-1/justice-kennedy-address
http://thefederalist.com/2015/06/30/the-supreme-court-and-the-end-of-the-umpire/
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-556_3204.pdf#page=75
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-556_3204.pdf#page=76
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there is “not an iota of speculation” on how these justices would/will vote.  

  Confirming McCarthy, Robert Tracinski finds177 that the  

 

only consistent factor in [major cases] is … the result … politically demanded by the left 

or center-left … There is rarely any debate over how the four Democrat-appointed 

“liberals” will decide, because they consistently rule in line with partisan political 

requirements. Republican appointees sometimes move left, but somehow Democratic 

appointees never move right…. 

     [T]he Supreme Court is now fully, openly a political institution, driven by political 

imperatives (among the Democrat-appointed judges) or personal whim and idiosyncrasy 

joined to political cheerleading (basically, every decision written by Justice Kennedy). 

 

  Notwithstanding, Tracinski’s use of “now,” there is nothing new about this. In the 1830s, the great French 

political observer and analyst, Alexis de Tocqueville, studied the United States in depth. This comment has been 

repeatedly quoted:178 “Scarcely any political question arises in the United States that is not resolved, sooner or 

later, into a judicial question.” When Robert Bork was viciously attacked179 by extremist Leftist groups,180 they 

conclusively demonstrated that they understood that, at bottom, the Supreme Court makes political decisions 

under the guise of applying law, which justices frequently re-write to suit their political predilections. This was 

bluntly confirmed by Justice William O. Douglas in his autobiography181 (8), quoting Chief Justice Hughes.  

  Unfortunately for capital punishment supporters, conservatives have had great difficulty coming to grips 

with this virtually trite description of judicial reality. By stark contrast, there is an ivory tower aspect to 

supposedly conservative justices. Their opinions seem to take the law seriously, placing law above politics.

Justice Scalia accused the abolitionist pro-murderer justices of playing “games,”182 including “bait and 

switch.”183 Nevertheless, for him too it was a game, as will be explained later (40).  

 

     (f) Victimized Homicide Survivors: Mostly Missing in Action 
  As will also be shown shortly (19), suffering homicide survivors who support capital punishment hold the 

key to its restoration. Yet, except for a handful, they are mostly conspicuously missing in action. Moreover, as 

with supporters generally, survivors are disunited and, tragically, to the extent they have been active, they have 

approached their diffuse objectives in a manner that is flat-out wrong and doomed to fail. They have been 

rudderless, leaderless and unorganized; and, worst of all, they have settled for gristle instead of Prime Grade. 

 

  C. THE PASSIVE PUBLIC: UNINFORMED, MISINFORMED AND WILLFULLY BLIND 

     So many polls have revealed consistently widespread public support for capital punishment that 

there is no need to cite them here. The inescapable conclusion is that the general public is irrelevant in our so-

called representative democracy.184 It must mystify many how little influence they have. Both elected officials 

and unelected authoritarian judges have contempt for public opinion generally and, specifically, for voters. Were 

this not so, there would be no need for this article, for there would be no need to restore capital punishment to 

effectiveness. There would be no need to fight for safety for the public and justice for victims.  

 Regrettably, elected and unelected government officials have been able to get away with subverting 

capital punishment due to the fact that, although supporting capital punishment, most people are apathetic, 

uninformed, misinformed and willfully blind (below 55). As elaborated in detail elsewhere,185 misinformation 

and lack of information, in large part, is due to the media. Journalists have been replaced by “journalists,” who 

advocate largely leftist views. To take just one example, Carole Simpson186 (1:07:44), on more than one occasion, 

has said187 (21:56) that, to “change the world,” she became what she calls a journalist. 

  As one who has protested media fact suppression and is writing this article because I believe that an 

informed public would not tolerate the current state of affairs, I am the last one to deny that reporting the truth 

can and should bring about change. I don’t object to but, indeed, do advocate change.  

  But know this. It is not truth but what people believe to be true that brings about change. The truth can 

“change the world,” but so too188 can lies. Hitler’s propaganda chief, Joseph Goebbels, advised:189 “Not every 

item of news should be published. [T]hose who control news [must] make every item of news serve a certain 

purpose.” Since many in the Mainstream Media’s audience still accept as true “what they read in print” or “hear 
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on radio or television” from apparently authoritative personages, people like Simpson are in a unique position to 

“change the world.” But they have a choice. They can tell the truth, distort the truth, tell half-truths or outright lie.   

  Unfortunately, many people confuse the Carole Simpsons with the Ed Murrows.  

  What differentiates journalism from “journalism” is precisely that, like Goebbels, leftist journalist-

advocates today do not, as court witnesses swear to do, tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 

Instead, they report what will further the change they seek and suppress critical information that will harm their 

cause. Sometimes, they go so far as to distort and lie about the truth. And of course, people like Simpson190 do 

not hesitate to editorialize or give their personal views about what they report. In political debates and interviews, 

they will ask the candidates they support “softball” questions while giving the third degree to those they oppose.   

  It is widely accepted that a good prosecutor exonerates the innocent as well as convicting the guilty. 

Journalists had a similar role, reporting the truth accurately and “letting the chips fall where they may.”  But 

today’s “journalists” are like rogue prosecutors who cover up evidence harmful to their case and fabricate 

evidence to help. To this day,191 Dan Rather adheres to the “fake but accurate”192 school of alleged journalism:193 

If a “journalist” believes (or wants to) a basic ideological view is correct, it is okay to tell any lie and forge any 

document to support that view. The document may be fake but the view is accurate.   

  On top of that, it is undeniable that many people, perhaps a majority, want to be ignorant (below 55).  

  There is a minority of the public, equally uninformed and misinformed, who seek to feel good about 

themselves by championing the underdog. Thanks to dishonest and callous propagandists like Sister Helen 

Prejean (above 7, 11), Hollywood194 and the “news” media, there are people who actually think that even the 

most barbaric murderers are underdogs without giving a thought to the possibility that the real underdogs are 

their victims – not only past victims, but future victims murdered by convicted murderers saved from 

execution.195  (Isn’t it utterly ludicrous when a 300-pound man is seen as a sympathetic “underdog” after raping 

an 8-year-old girl, inflicting severe physical and life-lasting emotional injury? (Below 57.)) 

  As my good friend, homicide survivor William T. Harper, observes:196 

 

                      No! No! No! 

     I cannot imagine a single, solitary soul in any way even remotely connected 

to the media - and especially the Hollywood media - writing anything remotely 

negative to the “God-like” epic “Bible” emanating from the hands of Sean Penn 

and/or Susan Sarandon, Tim Robbins, et al. The media was visibly and verbally 

slobbering all of itself in praise of the “epic” film [Dead Man Walking197], the 

roles played by the “stars” and the “heroic” message the movie portrayed. 

 

Although efforts to persuade the uninformed public minority weakly opposed to capital punishment 

should not be disregarded, that is distinctly a secondary goal given vast existing public support for capital 

punishment (despite massive activist abolitionist disinformation campaigns). It is highly probable that the less 

informed are less committed and hence more amenable to hear the other side. Although not common, there are 

examples of non-fanatics who have changed their minds because their minds are open.  

Unfortunately, today’s most prominent capital punishment advocates have concentrated their efforts 

upon seeking to persuade those who are least open minded. (See also 39.)

 

III. PERSONAL NOTE: WHY DEATH PENALTY ADVOCATES HAVE FAILED; and MUST BE 

CIRCUMVENTED and REPLACED  

  If there is anything my personal writing experiences have made clear to me, it is that an “establishment” 

exists on the right as well as the left. Rachel Alexander, Editor of Intellectual Conservative and a prolific writer, 

confirms that she has had similar experiences.198 I started writing as an “outsider” and my status never changed. I 

freely admit that any possibility of acceptance was not helped by what insiders see as my off-the-wall approach.  

Death penalty supporters are largely led by an “insider”-dominated clique. These people talk to each other and 

support each other. They reinforce each other’s predispositions and are unreceptive, if not hostile, to alternatives 

to the old ideas encrusted on their ossified minds, as well as to different styles and approaches.  

  In short, merit be damned; there was little room at the Insider Inn for my writing or ideas.  
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  A.  Paul Cassell 

   In February 2009, I completed and posted at SSRN199 a long article entitled “Fact Suppression and 

the Subversion of Capital Punishment: What Death Penalty Foes on the Supreme Court and in the Media Do Not 

Want the Public to Know.” At that time, I expected leading death penalty supporters to help in publicizing this 

article. The most prominent supporter I contacted was former federal judge and now Professor Paul Cassell. I 
candidly asked him to link my article on his blog at the widely-read Volokh Conspiracy. He warmly responded: 

“I’ll take a look at the article. Sound[s] interesting. Glad to hear there is another death penalty supporter out there 

publishing academic papers. We seem to be few and far between!”200 Despite his promise, he did not look at my 

article. When I sent him a reminder after three months, he replied: “I’m not really focusing on death penalty 

issues right now. I’m just buried on other issues, but I wish you the best of luck with your efforts. It sounds like 

you are doing good work. Good luck fighting the good fight!”201   

  In other words, “you’re on your own. Don’t expect any help from me!” He would not take the time or 

make the effort for a brief mention or even link on his blog. How Cassell used his time and energy when he did 

focus on the death penalty will be illustrated below (18).  

  B. John Anastaplo Scharbach: Texas Review of Law and Politics 

   Also in February 2009, I submitted my article to a rare major conservative law review, Texas 

Review of Law and Politics. After being toyed with for more than two years, I was finally told, only after I asked, 

that the article had been rejected. Along the way, it was made very clear to me that the editors would have liked 

to publish it but that I was not prominent enough. Nearly 18 months after submission, the editor in chief admitted 

that the editors had been “jerking you around.” But, he explained: “I’m trying to fill up our issues with as many 

prominent and ‘brand name’ legal authors … as we can. I hope you can understand ….”202  

  Translated into English, this meant that, no matter how meritorious and worthy of publication was my 

capital punishment article, no matter how well written and how well documented, I was too low class for inbred 

law review snobs. Punctuating the point, the law review editor did not sign his name “John” or his first and last 

name. Instead, he signed his email: “John Anastaplo Scharbach, Editor in Chief.”  

   C.  Wladyslaw Pleszczynski: The American Spectator  

   My experience with popular media was similar. In May 2011, I completed an article203 portraying 

the cruel treatment of murder victim loved ones by the legal system. This article was praised by prominent pro-

death penalty district attorneys. The Deputy Attorney General of California wrote: “I wanted to let you know how 

refreshing it is to read a well-written article that is in touch with reality and recognizes the hypocrisy of the 

abolitionist claims.”204    

  Also, I received thanks from murder victim survivors suffering in different parts of the country. For 

example, I heard from prominent Connecticut physician William A. Petit, Jr., whose home was broken into by 

the most depraved imaginable barbarians, mislabeled as human beings, who robbed, tortured, sexually assaulted 

and viciously murdered his wife and daughters. Dr. Petit wrote in part: “Thank you very much for your very well 

written and cogent remarks on the death penalty and victims. … I truly appreciate you defending we the victims-

very few people … do so publicly. …You have clearly hit the mark and have stated the case well.”205           

  Laurel O’Keefe, who suffered a serious permanent injury from a vicious assault, re-posted my article 

twice on her blog. First,206 she originally wrote, in part: “This article is a must read. I am so impressed that I am 

posting the entire article … Rarely do I find something so well written and so courageously truthful that I am 

compelled to post the entire piece.” [Part of this was later changed by Ms. O’Keefe.] The article was re-posted a 

second207 time under the heading “Great Death Penalty article by Lester Jackson,” with this comment, in part: “It 

is one of the best I have ever read about the Death Penalty and I’ve read more than a few.”  

            Despite the praise I received from victims of unspeakable violence and prosecutors, most popular 

magazines did not respond when I asked them to consider publishing my article. One did, thanks to the 

intervention of a prominent writer who liked my work. However, saying that it was “intensely and meticulously 

argued,”208 the article was rejected by Wladyslaw Pleszczynski, Editorial Director of The American 

Spectator, a major conservative voice. Months later, I telephoned Mr. Pleszczynski to ask if he was interested in 

another article. Again, he said my writing was “meticulous” but “too intense.” By contrast, Ms. O’Keefe wrote 

that my words “perfectly embodied the same passion and motivation that drive my own dogged pursuit of the 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1346142
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NOTION-OF-JUSTICE.pdf
http://chasingnormal.blogspot.com/2011/06/modern-elite-ruling-class-notion-of.html
http://chasingnormal.blogspot.com/2012/03/great-death-peanlty-article-by-lester.html
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good fight for Justice, a perpetual fight fought mostly via the power of the formidable pen….” 

  Too intense for The American Spectator? Really? Just look at some of its articles. The probability is that, 

like John Anastaplo Scharbach, Pleszczynski did not think I was prominent enough. I was and still am not a 

member of the insider clique. Although Ms. O’Keefe pointed out209 that my article had “found its way to various 

… blogs and online publications,” it was not likely seen by the influential readership of The American Spectator.  

 

  D.  Kent Scheidegger: Passionless Pettifoggery and Wasted Time 

   Kent Scheidegger, Legal Director of the Criminal Justice Legal Foundation, runs the Crime 

and Consequences Law Blog (below 28).  

    (1)  Excessively Intense Writing.  

    When I first contacted him, he noted and linked my Fact Suppression article on his blog,210 

asserting that, while my “points appear[ed] valid,” they were “expressed in a somewhat overheated style.”  

  In an email response,211 I stressed what I saw as  

 

the need for educating and confronting the public. I have made a conscious effort to avoid 

legalese and to make my writing understandable and interesting to the lay reader. Justice 

Scalia has said he employs his style in the hope that it might prompt his opinions to be 

read by those who otherwise might not do so [see below 22] …, The Supreme Court gets 

away with what it does because most people can’t understand it. … The victims’ cause is 

hopeless if we only have experts talking to each other, with the public left out.… 

 

Thereafter, I continued to send Mr. Scheidegger my articles, written so that the public could understand. His blog 

referred to me as a “frequent commenter on the death penalty,”212 who is “always provocative.”213  

  Suddenly, and without explanation, Mr. Scheidegger not only ceased mentioning my articles on his blog, 

he did not respond to my emails sending them to him. Finally, on July 22, 2013, I wrote the following: “I have 

received from you no replies to any of my emails for the last 16 months … if you are no longer interested in 

anything I write, please let me know and I will not contact you again.” That finally elicited a reply:  

 

     I have been receiving your emails.   

     To be frank, I do not use most of your articles because your tone is so shrill 

that they are not useful for persuading the “swing voters” I am trying to reach.   

 

             (2) Pettifoggery. Notwithstanding my “shrill” tone, Mr. Scheidegger added: 

 

      I do like your most recent article and plan to note it on our 

blog.  You can continue to send me links if you like, but I will 

likely not respond most of the time.  I get so much email that I 

cannot respond to more than a fraction of it. [Emphasis added.] 

 

After patiently waiting two weeks for my article to be noted, I sent another email to Mr. Scheidegger, stating in 

pertinent part with my best “shrill” tone:  

 

I … find egregiously offensive … breaking your word after you wrote that “I do like 

your most recent article and plan to note it on our blog.”  

…  
 

If you don’t want to mention my articles, I have no problem accepting that. 

Nevertheless, I don’t think it is expecting too much that you not so cavalierly make 

promises (not to mention letting me send you emails for 16 months without even 

once extending the courtesy of taking 30 seconds to inform me that you were no 

longer interested). 

  

http://chasingnormal.blogspot.com/2012/03/great-death-peanlty-article-by-lester.html
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http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2011/09/occupational-safety-for-violen.html
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Whatever else you may think of me, I am on your side of crime and death penalty 

issues and I have labored hard, solely out of conviction and without remuneration. I 

have done nothing to warrant such shabby and disrespectful treatment. 

 

  Scheidegger briefly responded: “A statement that one plans to do something is not a promise to do it.  I 

made no promise.  I did not give my word and therefore could not possibly have broken it.” [Emphasis added.]   

  This response revealed far more about the difference between us than he probably realized. Mr. 

Scheidegger is a lawyer. I have a Ph.D. in political science. Lawyers are trained to make the case for any side214 

of any dispute; indeed, to make any absurd argument for anything215 with a straight face; and to manipulate 

language in order to mislead. While I would never deny that political scientists employ lots of jargon, often to the 

point of being undecipherable, they are not instructed in misleading linguistic manipulation.  

  A lawyer once told me that members of his profession learn how to make statements worded to convey a 

meaning that can be denied was ever intended. Two other lawyers, at different times, said to me that they never 

directly threaten legal action, which could be construed as blackmail or extortion. Instead, they say: “If A does 

not happen, all legal remedies will be evaluated,” implying a clear meaning that can later be denied.   

  The lawyerly penchant for saying-without-saying was exquisitely described by a TV series, The 

Closer.216 A high police official, sued for misconduct, is shocked by her new attorney’s demand for a $25,000 

retainer. So her husband secretly writes a check using money from his inheritance, but requests that the lawyer 

not reveal who paid. The lawyer objects that he does not lie to clients. Whereupon the husband describes many 

lawyers to perfection:217 “nobody's asking you to lie. You're supposed to be a very good lawyer, which means 

you should be able to clearly and simply explain things to my wife in a way she completely misunderstands.” (I 

also have explained here218 how lawyer-judges mislead by assaulting plain English.) 

  Could there be a better real life illustration of what lawyer-justices do than Lawyer Scheidegger’s denial 

that he had broken his word because his clearly expressed “plan” was “not a promise”? Let those who read this 

article decide whether his words could be fairly understood by any user of ordinary language as creating a 

reasonable expectation that he would note my article on his blog. And whether he merits being named a Grand 

Marshal in the next Capital Punishment Parade of Pompous Prevaricating Pettifoggers!  

  To avoid any claim that I have misrepresented the revealing July/August 2013 email exchanges between 

Scheidegger and myself, the entirety of these exchanges, unedited, is provided as Appendix D to this article. 

  In anticipation of pettifogger protestations, I stress that I do not suggest for one second that all lawyers are 

pettifoggers. I count among personal friends some lawyers who are quite straightforward and never mislead. 

Also, I quote at some length “The Fresh Air Federalist” (below 28).  

  My point here is that pettifoggery by lawyers, both as advocates and justices, is essential to what has been 

done to capital punishment. Don’t take my word for this; take Justice Scalia’s (below 34). 
 

    (3) Limited Time?  

     In his July 2013 email to me, Lawyer Scheidegger, said he was so overwhelmed by email 

that he could not respond to most of mine. Implicit was that he no longer considered a “shrill” nut like me 

important enough to warrant his attention. Earlier, in 2009, much more politely, Lawyer Cassell made the same 

argument: “I’m just buried….” Again, no time for an outsider like me.  

  With limited time and energy, I understand wanting to do more than one can. Fair enough! But consider 

what Lawyers Cassell and Scheidegger do consider sufficiently important to warrant their time and energy.  

  In March 2010, these lawyers and Prof. Robert Blecker (who never deigned to answer a single email I 

ever sent him) had time to fly across the United States and the Atlantic Ocean to participate in a London “Mock 

Trial” of the death penalty sponsored by Amicus,219 a group of fanatic foreign lawyers fighting capital sentences 

in American courts. This was conducted before a biased audience and media,220 as conceded221 by Scheidegger:  

 

         The “verdict” is probably predetermined …  regardless of the presentations … [T]he 

audience will vote … [T]he audience is people who have paid $100 to attend a fundraiser 

for an anti-death-penalty organization … My experience is that events such as this rarely 

or never sway the views of anyone whose mind is already made up either way….  
 

http://articles.latimes.com/2005/aug/04/nation/na-roberts4
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  Preachers to the Perverted (below 37) often content themselves with “moral victories.” Said Lawyer 

Scheidegger222 afterwards: although the “‘verdict’ was predetermined …our team was pleased to get as many 

votes as we did ….” He added:223 “The ‘verdict’ was to be expected, coming mostly from their supporters, but 

that was not particularly important. More important was a thorough airing of the competing arguments.” Perhaps 

only a skilled pettifogger could contend that it was “more important” to have “a thorough airing of competing 

arguments” that “rarely or never sway the views of anyone whose mind is already made up.” Wow!    

  More recently, on April 15, 2015, Lawyers Scheidegger and Blecker used their “limited time” to debate 

before a “slanted”224 audience that started and ended supporting abolition. Not surprisingly, Scheidegger took 

solace in a net 18% post-debate shift in the audience views. Indeed, he declared225 that the pro-death penalty side 

had “prevailed by a wide margin.” What he meant was that the support for abolition of the death penalty shrunk 

from a margin of 32% to a margin of 14%. That is the very definition of defeatist “moral victory” thinking. 

Outside the pettifogger fantasy world, in real life, when the winner of an election receives 54% of the vote and 

the loser 40%, that is considered nothing less than a landslide victory for the winner.     

   My frustration, in seeking help to inform the public of my writing and research, provides a prelude to….  
 

PART II - THE PROBLEM 
                
IV. THE MISSING INGREDIENT: HOMICIDE SURVIVOR PASSION 

  For death penalty supporters who seriously seek meaningful capital punishment, The Lesson of my 

experience is this. Insiders, who consider me too shrill and too intense, shudder at calling a spade a spade.  
 

  For them, telling the truth “with the bark on” is unacceptable!  

   For them, plain speaking in plain English is unacceptable!  

  For them, it is essential to put sugar on sour lemons! 

  For them, it is essential to put lipstick on pigs! 
   

They shrink from referring to what homicide survivors know to be “pure evil” (above 5). They remind one of 

Hans Christian Andersen’s sophisticated226 “adults” who quaked at the thought of telling the naked Emperor that 

he was, well, naked. A real life example, Homicide Survivors’ Patti March, mother of a murdered son, says she 

“got out of victim advocacy because of victims groups who want to soften our plight and coddle those that do not 

understand. I was frequently called too aggressive” by those “usually too afraid” to “piss off … people in the 

system … if they don’t stay soft on” them.227 (See also, above 4.)  

  The enterprise proposed here will not suffer that defect and I hope Patti will join. A courageous fighter, 

she not only set up the Homicide Survivors website, but as former prosecutor Gloria McCary stated:228 “She is 

absolutely unique. I’ve never had a victim like her and I’ve been prosecuting homicides for a long time.”  

  It speaks volumes that Lawyer Scheidegger’s July 2013 email faulting my “shrill tone” failed to cite a 

single example of factual error, faulty analysis or invalid conclusion in any of my articles. 

  The insiders are against passionate expression – of the truth! Death penalty opponents passionately purvey 

propagandistic prevarication. But insider supporters shrink from passionate presentation of truth. 

  Could it be that these insiders are against passionate expression because they lack passion? 
 

  A. Passion Prevails: the New Mexico Death Penalty Repeal  

  When New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson signed death penalty repeal legislation, despite 

having repeatedly campaigned in support of capital punishment,229 he rationalized that he had heard from three 

times as many death penalty opponents as supporters. Prof. Douglas Berman, a sentencing expert, concluded:230 
 

                            [C]onstituents … opposed to the death penalty made extra efforts … 

[W]hile a majority of the public favors the death penalty, those who are opposed to 

the death penalty tend to be more passionate and motivated. [Emphasis added.] 
 

This raises an intriguing question. How can fervor for barbarians outweigh concern for their victims? How can 

a relatively small band of smug busybodies, most never personally affected, have more passion and motivation 

about capital punishment than people who personally have suffered grievously and traumatically? Surely, the 
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latter must have more passion than uninvolved kibitzers dedicated to the welfare of savages.  

  “Sister” Prejean (above 7, 11; below 39) is a classic such kibitzer, who confesses231 that her beliefs 

“have never been tested by personal loss … No one has shot my loved ones in the back of the head.” (Not only 

has she never had the experience of being a homicide survivor, she shamelessly disavows wanting to hear from 

real survivors and, with arrogant deceit, claims to share their outrage.)  

  What purports to be “The 50 Best Blogs Discussing Capital Punishment” states232 that there are “few pro-

death penalty blogs on the Internet,” because “the law as it stands satisfies pro-death penalty bloggers.” Are the 

latter really “satisfied” with the current state of the law as pronounced by unelected judges who disregard the law 

and elected officials who disregard the voters? While the suggestion is absurd on its face, one would never know 

it from comparing the number of pro-death penalty blogs to the number of abolitionist blogs. Homicide survivor 

Bill Harper laments233 (27): “[T]hose who believe in the righteousness of the death penalty are a long way behind 

… Every pro-death penalty website … is heavily outweighed by others opposed [to] the safety and good of 

society in this country” provided by capital punishment.                 

  Why? 

   In 1981, a 25-year-old police officer, Daniel Faulkner, was assassinated by Mumia Abu Jamal, who has 

been turned into an anti-victim hero by Hollywood and Media murderer groupies.234 After a quarter of a century 

had gone by, a journalist reported this finding:235 “Do a Google search for ‘Mumia Abu-Jamal’ and you'll get 

more than 1 million hits for sites containing his name. For ‘Police Officer Daniel Faulkner,’ it's only 25,000.” 

   Again, why?  
  On September 30, 2015, Kelly Renee Gissendaner was finally executed for a 1997 murder. What was 

truly striking236 was the massive support for the convicted husband-murderer and the almost near silence on 

behalf of her victim. 90,000 people signed a petition to save her and a letter was sent by the woefully uninformed 

Pope Francis (above 9). While her conflicted daughters understandably sought to save the mastermind of their 

father’s murder, other members of the victim’s family issued a statement supporting the execution. Sadly but 

unsurprisingly, most of the numerous TV and print news reports focused on the massive drive to save the 

murderer and barely mentioned the family members not related to her by blood. A quick google search yielded 

just one report, by a local TV station, that provided the full victim-family statement237 supporting the execution.  

  Once again, homicide survivors who support capital punishment should answer this question: where 

were they? Apparently, they were missing in action.  

  Yet Again, Why!!??   
 

 The answer is no mystery. Harper quotes a rare pro-death penalty website.238 It is worth quoting at 

greater length:  
 

If you search the internet … you are likely to find thousands, if not tens of 

thousands of “hits” to [death penalty] web sites ... With very few exceptions, [they] are 

anti-death penalty.  Is this because the majority of people are against the death penalty? 

Not according to recent surveys. It is simply because people who are adamantly opposed 

to the death penalty tend to take an activist stance and become involved in working to 

stop the death penalty. For the most part, people who support the death penalty do so 

quietly, in their own minds and feel no need to do so in any public fashion. It is the law 

and they expect it to be carried out. [Emphasis added.] 
 

  (Regarding the last sentence, anyone who actually “expects the law to be carried out” must be living in 

another universe.) 
 

  What the firsthand sufferers, victimized homicide survivors, lack is leadership and organization. This 

article is primarily written for homicide survivors who support capital punishment, have not been emotionally 

incapacitated by their traumas and have intelligence, as well as organizational and leadership skills. The goal 

here is to convince them to harness existing but rudderless passion into a united mighty and efficient engine of 

action to combat supercilious pro-murderer fanatics.  
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  It is inconceivable that politically organized impassioned victims, motivated by the most excruciating 

losses and agony, could be defeated by a small number of mostly unharmed, safe and secure interloping 

zealots. It is time to stop suffering in silence and leaving the political battlefield to pro-murderer loudmouths.  

  In 2014, I wrote239 that it was “A Time for Victims to Blast Their Own Trumpet … with such might as to 

reverberate through the din of the roaring flames to penetrate the blocked ears of even the most unwilling listeners 

in the deepest recesses of Fairness Phony Hell.” The purpose here is to explain how and why. 

 In a word, until now, homicide survivor passion has not been harnessed! It must be!   
 

 Indeed, until now, there has been far more240 demonstrable passion on behalf of exhibitionists241 seeking 

to parade around naked in the most heavily used public places!! And with high level242 judicial concern!!243 

  The task faced by capital punishment supporters is placed into stark relief with this question: What is the 

number of exhibitionists compared to the millions of violent crime victims and victimized survivors?  The reason 

for the demise of capital punishment is the lack of an effective well-financed and well-led organization. This is 

discussed in detail below (53).  

   Victims have been content to be led around by handlers, analogous to the Republican Establishment 

political consultants acerbically eviscerated by Pat Caddell.244 Because they win whether their clients win or lose, 

they are more interested in feathering their own nests than in actually doing battle. That is why I have referred to 

my encounters with Editor Pleszczynski and Lawyer Scheidegger. They frown upon “too intense,” “shrill” and 

“overheated” expression. Like Caddell’s consultants, Scheidegger, too, purports to try to “persuade” and “reach 

… ‘swing voters’” (above 17). (He also says245 that public relations work is not his purpose, that “briefing cases” 

is his “main job.”) They frown upon the very passion vitally necessary to make the death penalty meaningful.  

  Compare them to a real surviving violence victim, Laurel O’Keefe, who clearly comprehends246 the 

“passion and motivation that drive my own dogged pursuit of the good fight for Justice ….” Or consider the 

passion of “Cat” Burke, who witnessed the brutal slaying of her daughter. She objects247 to “sympathy [for] 

murderous monsters” and vows not to take responsibility keeping these “monsters” alive to slay more victims. 

Mincing no words, she adds that those responsible for avoidable future murders will have victims’ “BLOOD … 

on THEIR hands.” (Ms. Burke’s full statement is reproduced as Appendix A. It is one of the best I have read.) 

   “Shrill”? “Intense”? “Overheated”? You bet! With no need to apologize, for that is exactly what will be 

required if capital punishment is ever to be restored. One would not expect wisdom in a mostly silly madcap 

movie, Legally Blonde.248 Nevertheless, it quoted Aristotle (the “law is reason free from passion”), with this 

response: “passion is a key ingredient to the study and practice of law – and of life.” This is fully understood by 

pro-murderer lawyers opposed to capital punishment (above 7) – unlike lawyers who tepidly support the death 

penalty, debating dishonest opponents before hostile audiences and begging for crumbs from even more hostile 

and dishonest lawyer-judges.   

  I write about torture, rape, murder and all the misery these unimaginably depraved acts cause. I view it as 

grossly inappropriate and disrespectful to homicide victims and their victimized agonizing survivors to discuss 

capital punishment in the same way one writes about cooking recipes, how to change a tire or do laundry.  

  In another context, David Horowitz explained249 why advocates of failed policies win elections:    

 

  [W]e’re terrible at politics … They call us racists, sexists, homophobes, and 

selfish pigs, and we call them . . . liberals. Who’s going to win that argument? 

They spend their political dollars calling us names and shredding our reputations; 

we spend ours explaining why the complicated solutions we propose will work and 

why theirs won’t. But when you are being called a racist, an enemy of women, and 

a greedy SOB, who do you think is listening to your ideas …? Who is going to 

believe you when all your motives are ulterior and degenerate? 

One of the great turning points in history, the Protestant Reformation, might not have succeeded or even 

occurred without the extraordinary writing, labor and courage of one man, Martin Luther. The Encyclopaedia 

Britannica labels Luther250 “one of the most influential figures in the history of Christianity.” History Channel 

calls him251 “one of Western history’s most significant figures.”  

  With that in mind, Luther has been described as a media and communications master by scholars such as 
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Alister McGrath and Mark Edwards.252 The PBS Documentary253 about Luther quotes Edwards (20:40), McGrath 

(19:16) and Luther himself (18:16): (a) “He is an incredible writer. He uses earthy, ordinary language, he’s just 

fun to read out loud, he’s sarcastic, he’s witty ….”  (b) “He wrote very well…very wittily…very rudely … people 

were fascinated by his crude language when arguing with the Pope and with the Church.” (c) “Almost everyone I 

knew condemned my harsh and stinging tone.” 

  I too have been so attacked and I wear such condemnation as badge of honor. Perhaps David Horowitz 

knows and, long before him, Martin Luther knew something that today’s professed death penalty supporters do 

not. And tragically, perhaps death penalty abolitionists also know something that these supporters do not.  

 Capital punishment opponents have achieved almost complete success with a largely unchallenged yet 

wholly unjustified seizure of the moral high ground254 (55-59). To listen to murderer advocates, supporters are255 

(nn362-363): “horrifying” “perpetrators [of] organized violence,” who have “descen[ded] into brutality” and 

“transgress[ed] … decency” and “civilized standards”; are  “morally obtuse” and “depraved,” similar to the 

“pathologically uncivilized” practitioners of “ritual sacrifice” in “primitive” societies and seek execution of the 

innocent. But duly convicted murderers are “victims” who are unjustly forced to “suffer…pain[,] fear [and] 

undue stress.” In Orwellian fashion, lawful executions are rechristened “state-sponsored murders” by the 

“bloodthirsty”256  and “barbaric”257  and indistinguishable from unlawful murders. At a minimum, supporters are 

“nuts”258 and “sleazeballs.”259            

  It is rare to find criticism260 of abolitionist “self-righteous displays of commitment to revealed truth, the 

truth being that opposition to the death penalty goes without saying.” For the most part, the anti-victim slanderers 

have been allowed to get away with this name-calling by the likes of Editor Pleszczynski and Lawyer 

Scheidegger, who recoil at being “shrill,” “overheated” and “too intense”!  

  I categorically reject that. On the contrary, a return, to genuine justice for victims of barbarity and 

protection of decent law-abiding innocents from feral predators, will require a small number of highly-motivated 

victimized survivors who understand how badly they have been served by passion-deprived professionals. Such 

survivors will be needed to organize, lead and channel the passion of the huge number of traumatized victims 

who do not know which buttons to push and even where to find them. This will be amplified in detail in Part III.  

  B. Justice Scalia: A Passion Paradox  

     Ironically, many of the best opinions in support of upholding capital punishment were written by 

Justice Scalia, who repeatedly was accused, unfairly in my view,261 of the very writing vices for which Lawyer 

Scheidegger attacked me. Scalia’s opinions were so outstanding that I very frequently quote and cite them. In my 

judgment, his opinions should be taken very seriously. The problem, as I see it, is that he appears not to have 

taken them as seriously as did others and as they will always deserve to be taken. 

  Even more ironically, Scalia’s “passion” can aptly be characterized as tepid at best. Despite the attacks 

against him for his allegedly “bomb-throwing,” “insulting,” “enraged” and “inflammatory” writing style, he 

said262 that his style was intended to “make[] the opinion interesting, which might induce somebody to read it.” 

So his style was calculated rather than due to passion or, worse, being uncontrollably “enraged” (above 17).   

  I understand and share the goal of readability. However, in 2014, joined by his “good buddy” and very 

close longtime friend, Justice Ginsburg, Scalia went further, reiterating263 (1:05:42) what he said many times: 

 

                         I have never gotten angry … at any of my colleagues because of the way they 

voted ... if you cannot disagree with your colleagues on the law without taking it 

personally, you ought to get another day job … So Ruth and I disagree on the law all 

the time, but it’s never had anything to do with our friendship. [Emphasis added.] 

 

   There are two problems with Scalia’s belief in “disagree[ing] with your colleagues on the law without 

taking it personally.”  

   First, this is fine when sincere differences involve arcane, dense and almost incomprehensible provisions 

of patent law or the tax code. By contrast, capital punishment disagreements, as Scalia himself often indicated, 

are not honest disagreements about meaning. They are about the arrogant imposition of justices’ personal values 

– pro-murderer, pro-rapist, anti-victim values. Except for never using the words “lie” and “liar,” Scalia 

repeatedly made clear – and documented – the latter justices’ dishonest misstatement of crystal clear law and 
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facts, thereby exposing innocents to avoidable violence, including rapes and murders. These were not honest 

disagreements about the law at all, but about the propriety of knowingly misrepresenting and distorting meaning.   

  Second, Scalia’s disavowal of ever getting angry at or taking personally actions by pro-murderer justices 

is one more illustration of why victims of violence and victimized homicide survivors must rely on themselves. 

Only people personally affected are going to take such decisions personally. Who else will? Scalia (and Justice 

Thomas) placed the value of collegiality264 above the value of protecting the law-abiding. They have harshly 

expressed their strong objections, but at the end of the day, they publicly have lavished friendship, praise,265 

legitimacy and respectability upon reprehensible anti-victim justices with blood on their hands (Below 28.)  

   To say the least, Ginsburg has had very odd sympathies,266 which are/were not likely to be shared by 

most people, let alone Scalia. She has been willing to lie (above 13) about the law in order to save murderers. 

She has openly declared that she cries267 and suffers stress268 when convicted murderers lose their lives; but I 

have searched in vain for a similar proclamation by her regarding the lost lives of innocent victims including 

those who have been murdered by previously convicted murderers.  If Scalia did not take all this personally, 

victimized homicide survivors very likely would – if fully informed. Scalia’s attitude demonstrated that it is 

survivors, and they alone, who will have the motivation to fight a war to restore capital punishment.  

  If this was a war for Scalia, it was a children’s game with toy guns, planes and tanks. Children shout 

“bang, bang” and nothing happens as they continue to play. But when Scalia’s close friend Ginsburg has voted to 

save murderers, often essential to bare 5-4 majorities, she has not been playing with toys. What she has done has 

had (and still has) real consequences for real people, for whom these consequences could not be more personal.  

  To say, as Scalia did often, that imposition of a judge’s widely unaccepted personal values, in the guise of 

applying law, should not be taken personally is to declare one’s residence in the tallest ivory tower. If Scalia did 

not “take personally” the anti-victim values of pro-murderer justices, whom he accused of “breathtaking”269 

arrogance and dishonesty, it can only be because he was not affected personally. So he could be polite and not 

only get along with “members of the club,” but be among their closest friends.270 He even joined Ginsburg for 

elephant-back riding271 and became “hunting buddies”272 with Justice Kagan.  

  If longtime Obama henchman David Axelrod is to be believed, concededly a big if, Scalia even “lobbied” 

for Justice Kagan to be selected as his colleague. Axelrod added:273  
 

  We have become inured to the animus that characterizes the relationship between 

many of our elected officials in these highly partisan times. But members of the [Supreme 

Court], free from the pressures of running for office, relate to each other in a different way.  
 

It is certainly true that justices relate differently. But it is also true that there are multiple examples of rape and 

murder as a consequence of Scalia’s buddies’ decisions and opinions. If someone is raped or murdered, that 

person and all who care for that person are deeply affected – personally! Moreover, they are further personally 

affected by the Ginsburg Gang’s heartless decades-long torture of homicide survivors and survivors of other 

savagery, in order to save the unmistakably guilty.  

Recall Justice Blackmun’s words274 as he sped down the road to a pro-murderer exit: “The execution of a 

person who can show that he is innocent comes perilously close to simple murder.” What Blackmun clearly 

implied was that his fellow justices were close to committing murder.  

  In the particular case quoted, Justice O’Connor made Justice Blackmun’s objection look uncommonly 

silly275 by citing overwhelming evidence of guilt. But that is not the point here. Take the pro-murderer position at 

face value. If justices who permit executions of the possibly innocent are themselves committing murder, where 

does that leave the likes of Ginsburg and Kagan? When they keep murderers alive and even turn them loose, they 

have to know (below 63) that some of these depraved individuals will rape, maim and murder additional law-

abiding innocent human beings. Doesn’t this fit to a tee what Justice Blackmun said? If so, it follows that Justice 

Scalia was fond of closely associating with those knowingly responsible for “committing murder.”  
 

  While I caution against hating evil people (above 6), I do not advocate loving them either. Because Scalia 

was quite religious, he was surely familiar with these biblical precepts:  
 

 The righteous choose their friends carefully, but the way of the wicked leads them astray.276 

 Bad company corrupts good character.277 
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 Blessed is the one who does not walk in step with the wicked … or sit in the company of 

mockers.278 

 

  In this regard, remember that law enforcement personnel have been prohibited279 from fraternizing or 

associating with “known criminals.” Justice Scalia did just that with justices who have been knowingly 

responsible for additional murders and just don’t care. (As recently as January 25, 2016, Justice Scalia compared 

Justices Ginsburg, Kagan and four other justices to “devious”280 Mafia “Godfather[s].”281)  

  It is a well-worn cliché that a person can be judged by the friends he chooses. For example, Cervantes 

wrote:282 “Show me who thou art with, and I will tell thee what thou art.” On May 4, 2016, Conservative British 

Prime Minister David Cameron heatedly and repeatedly demanded283 that Labor Leader Jeremy Corbyn 

withdraw his reference to virulently murderous and anti-Semitic Hezbollah and Hamas as his “friends.” All 

Corbyn did was to use diplomatic boilerplate (although this seemed to reflect his sympathies). By contrast, Scalia 

had actual very close friendships with Kagan and especially Ginsburg.  

  The above quotations from the Bible and Cervantes can be misleading. While friendship of A with B can 

reflect adversely upon A, the opposite can also be true, reflecting favorably upon B. I do not object that Kagan 

and Ginsburg made Scalia look bad, but rather that he made them look good. He lent respectability to the horrors 

perpetrated by the likes of Ginsburg and Kagan, clearly implying that they were acceptable, credible and 

legitimate. That is exactly why Prime Minister Cameron objected to Corbyn’s reference to racist murderers as 

“friends” and to others “sharing the same platform” with such people. (See below 36, 61.)  

 

Interestingly, the ultra-close Scalia-Ginsburg friendship (see also, below 40) was a perfect illustration of a 

favorite quote repeated by Ginsburg herself a number of times during four decades, a line from another ex-law 

professor (below 40), Thomas Reed Powell: “If you can think of something which is inextricably related to some 

other thing and not think of the other thing, you have a legal mind.” (See, e.g., here (12),284 here285 (n) and here 

(n).286) This is what enabled Ginsburg to completely disregard the harsh (and accurate) statements by Scalia 

about her, while he was able to disregard her tears and lies on behalf of murderers, her infliction of legal torture 

upon survivors of past victims, and her willingness to keep murderers and vicious rapists alive with full 

knowledge that this will result in additional murders and rapes.  

  The upshot is this. Trained pettifoggers can easily compartmentalize their thoughts, almost having 

divided brains, with each side completely unaware of what is on the other. Even Justice Brennan, one of the most 

liberal activist justices ever, “strictly compartmentalized287 [399-400] his Court opinions and his life … perhaps 

explain[ing] how [he] could condemn gender discrimination while continuing to practice it….”  

  For victims, this is not so easy; in fact, for most it is not possible. For them, in short, Supreme Court 

disagreements are damn personal. Only informed victims can fully appreciate the full import of what the anti-

victim justices do. In the final analysis, only they can have the true dedication and motivation to fight. If they 

don’t, no one else will. Lip service by judicial pals yes, real fighting no. More on this below (40). 

I stress that I do not dispute, but instead accept, the desirability of civility between colleagues who work 

with each other. But civility does not require close friendship and publicly lavishing praise on justices who are 

dishonest and arrogant; have contempt for the People, the Constitution and the law; and have on their hands the 

blood of murder victims whose slaughter they cause. Civility does not require bestowing respect, legitimacy and 

public acceptance of the evils of these justices. This undermines one of the major proposals here (below 59): 

that successful capital punishment support is going to require the de-legitimization of the federal judiciary, 

especially the Supreme Court. (At the risk of repetition, I strongly believe that it is evil to (a) knowingly cause 

the murders and rapes of innocent, decent human beings by releasing convicted intentional murderers into the 

law-abiding population; and (b) subject the loved ones of murder victims to judicial torture for decades.) 

  In sum, Scalia’s view of personal relationships (a) disregarded his buddies’ excruciating personal 

impact on victims; and (b) lent unwarranted respect and legitimacy to an undeserving institution.    

   

  Finally, the Scalia-Ginsburg friendship was not unique. Look at the Norman Mailer-Jack Abbott and 

William F. Buckley, Jr.-Edgar Smith friendships (above 11). These are examples of intellectual conceit.  

  If convicted murderers are intellectual and have ideas and challenge your thinking and write well, why 

care about what they have done – and may do again if given the chance? Referring to Abbott, a brilliant man 
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with a demonstrated capacity to commit murder, Norman Mailer gushed288 that he was “an intellectual, a radical, 

a potential leader, a man obsessed with a vision of more elevated human relations in a better world that 

revolution could forge.” In addition, Mailer could not have more perfectly reflected the pro-criminal/pro-

murderer mindset289 in advocating that Abbott be turned loose to murder again because “[t]here is point past 

which any prisoner can get nothing more from prison.”  

  Silly me!! I had thought criminals were sent to prison as both punishment and, more importantly, 

protection of law-abiding individuals from further violent crime by proven predators. Now I learn that criminals 

are sent to prison for their own benefit and should be released when they can no longer benefit.  

  A mere six weeks after Abbott’s release, he murdered a 22-year-old newly-married290 aspiring actor, 

Richard Adan, who paid the price291 for the Mailer’s intellectual conceit.292 Mailer expressed unrepentant regret, 

unrepentant because he would do it again: “culture is worth a little risk.”293 In fact, in Mailer’s view, it would 

have been “undemocratic” and “fascistic” not to have put Adan’s life at risk.  
 

  C. Only Homicide Survivors     

     When, in the end, a justice such as Scalia turned out to be serious but not too serious, to be not 

only a confessed “faint-hearted originalist”294 but a faint-hearted justice, the sad truth is that only homicide 

survivors have what is required to restore capital punishment. (It is beyond the scope of discussion here, but, for 

all his advocacy of “originalism,” Scalia has been accused,295 persuasively in my view, of such “infidelity” to 

originalism that he was “not really an originalist at all.”)  
 

 Let me say this clearly. It is going to take passion to restore the death penalty, not the namby-pamby half-

hearted commitment of paid pettifoggers. And who can possibly have more passion than the angry and grieving 

survivors of murdered loved ones; and those who lived to tell the tale after the most depraved violence – such as 

Dr. Petit, Adrianne Haslet-Davis, Laurel O’Keefe and Yvette Rodier Evans? Dr. Petit and Ms. Evans are 

survivors in two senses: they lived despite attempts to murder them and survived murdered loved ones. 

  The death penalty’s missing ingredient is passion, Homicide Survivor passion. Let’s emphasize that: The 

death penalty’s missing ingredient is passion! Passion that can only be brought to the table by homicide 

survivors. People like Dr. William296 A. Petit, Jr.; 297 William T. Harper;298  Patti March;299  Catherine300 “Cat”  

Burke;301 Maureen302 Faulkner;303 Kermit304 Alexander;305  Wayne306 Uber;307 Diana Harrington308 (esp. 367-75); 

Cindy McNamara;309 Jason310 Minter,311 Brooks312 Prouty,313 Marilyn Flax;314 Ann Pace;315 Karen Long;316 

Fred317 A.   Romano;318 Ali Aziz;319 Irene320 Moore;321 Elizabeth322 Harvey;323 and many, many others. Because 

passion is not an abstraction for them, they are the true missing ingredient. In addition, passionate fighting 

victims of brutal violence who lived, such as Adrianne324 Haslet-Davis,325 Laurel326 O’Keefe327 and Yvette 

Rodier Evans328 must not be left out of this list. (These are just a few of the many who have openly and 

courageously advocated capital punishment. No slight is intended to those omitted. Apologies to them!) 

   (1)  Passionate Non-Survivors.   

  It must be acknowledged that there have been passionate supporters of capital punishment who 

are not homicide survivors. For nearly 20 years, Dudley Sharp, largely uncompensated, has been devoted to 

supporting the death penalty by repeatedly exposing and documenting the limitless false statements by its 

opponents. He has undertaken this enormous effort because he is strongly committed to truth, justice, public 

safety and, above all, to victims of violent crime. I, too, am not a homicide survivor and, as the foregoing 

discloses, I repeatedly have been attacked and vilified as “shrill,” “angry” and worse. I have been at this for a far 

shorter time than Mr. Sharp, but long enough to have made many people mad at me, not only opponents but 

supporters. Again, I make no apologies for trying to publicize judicial outrages in an easily understood manner.  

  However, very few people have the interest and motivation to do the hard research and study to 

understand the outrageous mockery that lawyers and lawyer-judges have made of the courts, turning the justice 

system into the “justice” system. Very few are able to put themselves in the shoes of those who really suffer. In 

fact, they don’t even want to think about the subject.  On the other hand, there is no need for study by those who 

personally have experienced, survived and suffered the twin crimes of (a) torture-slaughter of their loved ones 

and (b) torture for decades by dishonest, callous and ruthless judges and lawyers protective of savages.  

  Abolition threatens the public safety of everyone and increases fear and risk of crime for everyone. Non-

homicide survivors, facing the possibility of becoming homicide survivors or victims, have every right to be – 

and more should be – concerned as citizens directly and daily threatened by pro-murderer justices and judges.     
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  D. A Plan for the Passionate 

    If it is agreed that, with very few exceptions, only homicide survivors have the passion essential to 

restore meaningful capital punishment, how must they use their passion to prevail? After years of study, research 

and thought, I have concluded that there are Four Requirements for Success:   

    (1) Stop listening to the siren song of passionless professionals who keep pretending that their 

failures are successes. 

    (2) Stop “debating.” 

    (3) Acknowledge that capital punishment is a political rather than a legal issue.  

    (4) Most important, raise a political army and start fighting with political weapons. 
 

V. STOP THE SELF-DECEPTION; THE STATUS OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IS GRIM       

  It is a cliché that, before a problem can be solved or a disease treated, the problem or disease must be 

diagnosed; facing reality is the first step toward changing reality. Understandably, the more active one has been 

in pursuit of a goal, the harder it must be to accept that all of his or her expenditure of time, effort, money and 

energy has not worked. And the harder it will be to reverse course to adopt an alternative plan.  
     

  A. Characterizing Reality 
   Part VI will address, the folly of supporters debating the merits of the death penalty. One would 

think that the current factual status of capital punishment would be beyond debate. One would think wrong. Hard 

numbers – murders and executions – cannot be disputed, but how to characterize them can.  

  I don’t write whodunits. I already have made clear that I firmly agree with those capital punishment 

supporters who have an extremely grim assessment of the current quest for public safety and justice.  

  Debate addicts (below 37) dispute characterizations of reality – often with themselves (i.e., taking 

contradictory positions). This applies to both supporters and abolitionists. A huge volume could be compiled 

containing competing contentions not only between but within both groups. On each side, there are claims that 

the death penalty is dying or dead and also that it is not only alive and well but that supporters should be cheerful 

– and opponents gloomy – about the future of capital punishment. 

  It is important to stress that these differences are not due to changing conditions from time to time. They 

all have been roughly contemporaneous with each other. It would serve no purpose to provide more than very 

few of available illustrations. To go through all of them would make one’s head spin. (Anyone prone to dizziness 

might want to skip the rest of this section (A) on characterizations and proceed to section B on Actual Reality.)   

  What follows is certainly a reminder of John Godfrey Saxe’s six blind men,329 who each touched an 

elephant that they conflictingly concluded was a snake, a wall, a spear, a tree, a fan and a rope: 
 

And so these men of Indostan 

Disputed loud and long, 

Each in his own opinion 

Exceeding stiff and strong. 
   

   (1) Pro-Murderer Characterizations 

    (a) Death Penalty Out of Control  
  In 2010, Justice Stevens complained330 that capital punishment was no longer “narrowly circumscribed,” 

the Supreme Court having “constantly expanded the cases eligible for the death penalty [by loading] the dice in 

favor of the prosecution and against the defendant.” Echoing Stevens with high praise, Bob Herbert alleged331 

that there were wrongful executions because “[p]olice and prosecutorial misconduct have been rampant” and 

juries “systematically…rigged.” In 2008, The New York Times wailed about a “Wave of Executions”332 that, just 

four days later, became a “flood.”333 Also in 2008, law professor Stephen F. Smith was distraught334 (290, 285, 

291) over a “whopping” number of death sentences, with “substantially more executions … back with a 

vengeance [and] unthinkable… magnitude” by 2004. Four years earlier, prominent abolitionist law professor 

James S. Liebman found “skyrocketing executions” in “The Overproduction of Death”335 (2047). (Liebman did 

not include in death overproduction, the vast number of intentional murders compared to executions.) Finally, in 

2014, pro-murderer Lawyer David Dow charged336 that “executions in Texas [had] mushroomed.”  

http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Blindmen_and_the_Elephant
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130198344
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/30/opinion/30herbert.html?_r=1&ref=opinion&pagewanted=print
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/03/us/03execute.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/07/opinion/07wed2.html
http://www.virginialawreview.org/sites/virginialawreview.org/files/283.pdf
https://litigation-essentials.lexisnexis.com/webcd/app?action=DocumentDisplay&crawlid=1&doctype=cite&docid=100+Colum.+L.+Rev.+2030&srctype=smi&srcid=3B15&key=15398a1031d7d94aa09482241675edfd
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2014/05/texas-death-penalty-106736_Page3.html#.VjZVXLerSUk
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  The numbers behind these loaded adjectives are provided below (30).  

    (b) Death Penalty Dead or Dying  
  At the same time murderer advocates were protesting that capital punishment was out of control, they 

were also celebrating its demise. In 2000, ten years before judicial activist Justice Stevens337 blamed “expansion” 

of the death penalty on “regrettable judicial activism,”338 the Supreme Court struck a “thunderbolt”339 against 

capital punishment, according to the same Stephen F. Smith who had complained about the “unthinkable 

magnitude” of executions in 2004. But, in 1994, pro-murderer advocacy journalist David von Drehle declared 

that “the Death Penalty Is Dying.”340 Over two decades later, in 2015, notwithstanding the previous paragraph, 

von Drehle saw no reason to change his view, again boasting of victory for his convicted murderers in a lengthy 

eulogy341 entitled “The Death of the Death Penalty.” Also in 2015, Salon’s Elias Isquith declared342 that “death 

row’s days are numbered.”  Adam Cohen sees the death penalty dying, albeit slowly.343 Less assertively, with 

question marks, other murderer fans, Dahlia Lithwick344 and Austin345 Sarat,346 agree. The list is endless.  

  Death penalty supporters long ago learned not to take at face value claims by murderer advocates. 

However, supporters should confront the virtually incoherent characterizations on their own side.  

    (2) Pro-Victim Characterizations: Capital Punishment Dead or Dying, Yet Alive and Well 
  Because self-contradiction among certain seeming death penalty supporters occurs often, it is best to 

combine the discussion of whether it is alive and well – or dead or dying.  

As noted, in my judgment, the death penalty is now nearly dead but can be resurrected. I would not write 

an article devoted to the rightful restoration of capital punishment if I thought otherwise. However, I add this 

caveat. Unlike Pollyannas who cannot face reality and pessimists who see no hope, I am pessimistic in seeing no 

hope whatsoever only if supporters continue what they have been doing. But I am extremely optimistic in seeing 

resurrection of capital punishment as inevitable if what I propose below is accepted. Finally, I am pessimistic 

because I believe that I will not succeed in my efforts to persuade the small number needed to get started. That is 

why, upon completion of this article, I will very probably join the ranks of the willfully blind, wash my hands of 

this sordid subject and try never to think of it again. (I do not limit “sordid” to the suffering and losses caused by 

brutal murderers. I initially got into this area due to my disgust with U.S. Supreme Court justices’ arrogant 

contempt for the law, the Constitution, representative self-government, integrity and their oaths of office.)      

                          In 2009, in my first death penalty article, I wrote that the death penalty had been eviscerated;347 and that 

the courts, aided by the media, “had all but abolished capital punishment, turning what’s left into a costly and 

agonizing farce.” Others348 (n283) have agreed. It is worse now than ten years ago, when former federal 

prosecutor J. Richard Broughton wrote:349 “capital punishment in America is withering towards its death-slowly, 

gradually, and incrementally-but surely nonetheless.” Justice Scalia predicted350 that five justices would drive the 

final nail into the death penalty coffin by completely abolishing what’s left of it. He explained351 that, over the 

years, the high court had made it “practically impossible to impose capital punishment but [five justices had] not 

[yet] formally held it to be unconstitutional.”  As far back as 1994, Scalia objected:352 “The heavily outnumbered 

opponents of capital punishment have successfully opened yet another front in their guerilla war to make this 

unquestionably constitutional sentence a practical impossibility.” [Emphases added.]  

  Some leading supporters of capital punishment disagree – at least sort of. They make two basic points. 

First, despite all the lies and sympathy for murderers generated by opponents, public opinion has consistently 

supported capital punishment. Second, a decline in death sentences resulted from a decline in the “murder rate.”  

              A major criminal law blog, Crime and Consequences, states:353 “We approach criminal law issues from 

the perspective of victims of crime and the law-abiding public.”  Again and again, this blog attempts to refute 

abolitionist claims of success, viz., that the death penalty is dying if not dead. However, the same blog also often 

refutes its own refutations. Not infrequently, each of the principal bloggers refutes himself. Take a few examples. 

  On the one hand, Lawyer Bill Otis repeatedly has taken exception to abolitionist claims that “the death 

penalty is dying” (e.g., here,354 here355 and here356). Along the way, he has urged357 “good cheer” about the future 

of capital punishment and denied358 that abolitionists are “winning the death penalty debate.” Otis has gone so far 

as to call the criminal justice system an “astounding success.”359  

   An astounding success? Perhaps. Perhaps not. After all, beauty is in the eye of the beholder. But what is 

truly “astounding” is that Otis could declare such success just one day after his response to a report360 that police 

could not figure out Vitaly Davydov’s motive for a brutal murder: “I can suggest a motive: He’s big and strong 

and 24 years old, likes killing, and has figured out that society isn’t all that serious361 about doing anything to 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Stevens-One-Sided.pdf
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2010/12/23/death-sentence/?pagination=false&printpage=true
http://www.virginialawreview.org/sites/virginialawreview.org/files/283.pdf#page=71
https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-879285.html
http://time.com/deathpenalty/
http://www.salon.com/2015/03/26/were_seeing_it_among_evangelicals_how_death_penalty_politics_radically_shockingly_changed/
http://ideas.time.com/2012/01/03/why-the-death-penalty-is-slowly-dying/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/02/09/AR2007020901906.html
http://writ.news.findlaw.com/commentary/20041229_sarat.html
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http://www.floridalawreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/Broughton_BOOK.pdf#page=3
http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2015-09-24/death-for-the-death-penalty-justice-scalia-predicts-it-s-coming
http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2015/10/20/scalia-talks-death-penalty-at-university-of-minnesota-law-school/
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/512/154/case.html#185
http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/ccdescription.htm
http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2010/02/isnt-it-supposed-to-be-dying.html
http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2010/04/its-dying----except-when-its-n.html
http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2011/05/the-death-penalty-is-dyingohwa.html
http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2010/04/its-dying----except-when-its-n.html#comment-3914
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http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2011/10/absurdity-redoubled.html
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http://www.crimeandconsequences.com/crimblog/2011/10/what-happens-when-we-dont-use-.html
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stop him.” (Emphasis added.)     
 The Grand Poobah at Crime and Consequences is Lawyer Kent Scheidegger. He, too, has been on both 

sides of whether capital punishment is dead or dying. On the one hand, he disputes that notion, especially when 

advanced by abolitionists. For example, in March 2015, he correctly lambasted362 their claims of declining public 

support for capital punishment by demonstrating the dishonesty of their poll questions. Commenting about an 

abolitionist claimed trend away from capital punishment, based on a decline in death sentences, he minimized363 

justices’ rulings banning the death penalty, for the allegedly mentally disabled and nearly-18-year-olds, as merely 

having “chiseled at the edges” while the “public still supports capital punishment.”  

  Yet Lawyer Scheidegger certainly knows that Justice Scalia attributed the “practical impossibility” of 

executions, not to two cases, but to very many justices’ decisions over many years. These decisions, well before 

the cases whose significance Scheidegger minimized, tied the system in knots and created “impossible to 

defend”364 delays, high costs and consequent prosecutorial reluctance to seek death sentences. He has not 

hesitated to criticize such decisions. At the same time he minimized the significance of the death sentence 

decline, he also explained that prosecutors were discouraged from seeking capital punishment by the long delays 

and high costs of capital cases. In 2010365 and 2011,366 he rationalized the decline in death sentences as partly 

resulting from a reduced murder rate (murders per 100,000 population), which must have been comforting to the 

loved ones of the 112,000367 victims murdered between 2005 and 2011. In January 2016, however, he 

complained of a “huge”368 14% increase in actual homicides, shifting away from the rate number. By contrast, the 

pro-murderer Brennan center characterized the same number as “overblown”369 on the ground that “in absolute 

terms, murder rates are so low that a small numerical increase leads to a large percentage change.”  

  In my judgment, only one percentage and two absolute numbers are critical (below 31).   

           Leaving aside adjectives, Lawyer Scheidegger acknowledges370 that the death penalty “is applied to only 

a tiny fraction of intentional criminal homicides” (below 46). Also, he has accused371 the Supreme Court of 

“chopp[ing] chip[s] of wood out of the tree trunk of democracy” and372 “invent[ing] rule[s] out of thin air.”  

  That is exactly why there have been decades-long capital punishment delays and huge associated costs! 

         The Fresh Air Federalist. Consistency at Crime and Consequences is regularly provided by a lawyer 

whose nom de blog is “Federalist.” He has characterized the current status of capital punishment with no attempts 

at sugar-coating. Refreshing fresh air examples include: 
 

  “[M]ultiple last-minute appeals are … doubly cruel to the victims' families … [With] 

solicitousness towards capital murderers and the tactics of defense counsel … the US Supreme 

Court has behaved irresponsibly, rewarding dilatory tactics with the issuance of stays … which fly 

in the face373 of its own opinions.”  
  “The federal courts, and this includes SCOTUS, have shown themselves completely 

irresponsible374 when it comes to granting stays.” 

 On the five justices who ordered release of 17-year-old convicted murderers into the 

general population:375 “victims’ families … endured court proceedings … Now this lawless court 

decides to upset the apple cart. Words cannot express my contempt for these people. They 

[shamefully] have violated their oaths ... A price will be paid for this lawlessness in blood. And it 

will be some innocent person who bears it. That’s an awfully high price to pay for being stylish.” 

[Emphasis added.]  

 On Justice Stevens,376 in particular:  “a thoroughly execrable Justice. … a thoroughly 

execrable human being. His arrogance is truly breathtaking.”  

 Responding to rosy scenarios:377 “[S]upporters of capital punishment have a right to be 

concerned about [its] vitality.”  

 Specifically in response378 to attempts to allay supporters’ fears on the ground that the 

public support for capital punishment has been consistently strong: “The death penalty’s days are 

numbered. Our country is becoming less and less democratic. What matters is the judiciary’s 

deep-seated distaste for it” (emphasis added).  
 

  What the last comment boils down to is that polls mean nothing in an undemocratic country ruled by 

unelected and unaccountable Lords who don’t care what the public needs or wants (above 11; below 59). In 
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March 2015, replying to that last comment and contrary to Justice Scalia’s grim prediction of complete abolition, 

Lawyer Scheidegger’s sidekick, Lawyer Otis, voiced the party line:379 “as long as public support remains stable at 

or above 60%, and the composition of SCOTUS does not change, the DP will not be judicially extinguished. The 

low-hanging fruit has been picked (exempting juveniles, the mentally retarded, and non-homicide cases), and the 

country simply is not buying more than that.” Does Otis really think that Chief Justice Roberts or Justices Breyer, 

Ginsburg, Kagan, Sotomayor and Kennedy care what the country is “buying”? It is unpersuasive to rely on and 

take comfort from the wishes of “the people” if they are lorded over by rulers who have contempt for these 

wishes. When that occurs, the only solution is to work toward replacement of those rulers – if they have not made 

that impossible by the time a serious effort is made to adopt a solution like the one proposed here (45).    
  As if that were not enough, Lawyer Otis added that it was “very telling that the most recently appointed 

Justice, Elena Kagan, said at her confirmation that she regards the DP as settled law going forward.” Thus Otis 

echoed a quote approvingly excerpted380 by Lawyer Scheidegger when Robert Bork died: “No Supreme Court 

nominee today dares disavow originalism or declare his or her sympathy with a ‘living Constitution’ philosophy. 

When Kagan faced Senate confirmation for the Supreme Court in 2010, she went out of her way to praise 

originalism….” A few years before that, Scheidegger was dismayed by Justice Sotomayor’s first death penalty 

vote as “Not a Good Sign.”381 During her confirmation hearings, he had expected otherwise based on what he 

called her “generally thoughtful and balanced” opinions. In fact, no one should be surprised that Sotomayor has 

been one of the most extremist and outspoken justices on behalf of the most depraved murderers. She has 

compared execution by lethal injection (i.e., any execution) to slow torture and burning at the stake (below 41). 

On more than one occasion, abandoned by fellow pro-murderer justices in cases of unspeakable brutality 

committed by duly convicted and clearly guilty murderers, Sotomayor has written solo dissents on their behalf. 

She did so in December382 2012383 and as recently as January 20, 2016.384 In the latter case, Sotomayor was less 

concerned with the description of eight other justices of “inconceivable cruelty and depravity”385 than with the 

fact that the Supreme Court took the case and reversed a pro-murderer decision.    

  Is it possible that Lawyers Scheidegger and Otis could have expected honesty from a manifestly386 

dishonest387 President Obama or his appointees with the ideological backgrounds of Kagan388 and Sotomayor?389 

(Sotomayor, in particular, had a demonstrated390 record of lacking integrity.391) Surely, these experienced 

litigators must have realized that, underneath their priest-like black robes, such justices are nothing but Politician-

Lawyers who have no problem paying lip service to popular principles they actually reject. 

  Surely, Lawyers Scheidegger and Otis know that the most egregiously activist justices have claimed to be 

originalists, while accusing the true originalists of activism. These include Brennan;392 Stevens393 (joined by 

Souter, Ginsburg and Breyer) (accusing Scalia, Roberts, Thomas and Alito of “disregard[ing] the deference 

[they] owe[] the Executive [and their] own obligation to interpret laws rather than to make them”); Sotomayor394 

(joined by Stevens and Ginsburg) (accusing six justices of “a strained reading of the text, history, and purpose” of 

a law); Marshall395 (in a rare victory for victims, joined by Blackmun, protesting: “Power, not reason, is the new 

currency of this Court’s decisionmaking”).  

  There are countless other examples of these judicial hypocrites in action, but the list must include an 

opinion by Breyer, joined by none other than Kagan396 (and Ginsburg), accusing six justices of “substituting 

judicial for democratic decisionmaking.” Activist commentators are the same:397 “Justice Breyer’s dissent 

skewered the majority for its bad history, judicial arrogance, and contempt for the political process.”  

  (Breyer is capable of saying anything,398 even that monkeys are born with monkey wrenches attached.) 

  Talk about the activist pot calling the originalist kettle black! Do Lawyers Scheidegger and Otis disagree 

with Andrew McCarthy’s view that these justices were not placed on the high court to honestly decide cases but 

to vote in unison on the most ideologically charged and politically contentious issues? (Above 13-14.)  
 

            B. Actual Reality  

   For any ulterior reason, anyone can apply – or misapply – any adjectives to anything. So consider 

the concrete numbers and cases, to which the above characterizations of reality have been applied.  

   (1) Concrete Numbers     
 In 2011, I wrote an article399 showing how elitist pretenders to moral superiority have done 

their best to lower the occupational risks faced by violent criminals who work so very hard in pursuit of their 

dreams. Murder is an exceedingly low-risk activity – for the murderer. The tragic reality is that, to repeat Justice 
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Scalia’s assessment, capital punishment has become a “practical impossibility.” Were it not for abolitionist 

propaganda, the following description400 of death penalty reality by Scalia would border on being trite: 

 

      [T]he possibility [that someone will be punished mistakenly] has been 

reduced to an insignificant minimum. … [T]hose ideologically driven to … 

proclaim a mistaken modern execution have not a single verifiable case to point to, 

whereas it is easy as pie to identify plainly guilty murderers who have been set free. 

 

  In sum, (a) many murderers are not caught; (b) those who are caught have a good chance of not being 

convicted for their actual crimes; and (c) nearly all of those duly convicted will not be executed.   

  Thus the grim reality is this: ruthless, cold-blooded killers can commit murder comforted and secure in 

the knowledge that nearly 100% of the murders they commit will NOT result in losing their own lives.  For the 

country as a whole, 99.83% of murders have not resulted in executions. (Between 1972 and 2014, there were 

1,392 executions401 for 813,400 murders:402 0.17113351364%.)            

  According to pro-murderer fanatics, Texas is a “bloodthirsty”403 den of “adept”404 death penalty iniquity 

run wild. In truth, 99.29% of Texas murders do not result in the murderer being executed. Between 1972 and 

2014 in Texas, there were 518 executions405 for 73,518 murders:406 0.70458935226%. So it was a very unfunny 

tragic joke when the pro-murderer media had a fit407 after then-Governor Perry defended capital punishment as 

applied in Texas. It was a doubly tragic joke when he said: “In the state of Texas, if you come into our state and 

you kill one of our children, you kill a police officer, you’re involved with another crime and you kill one of our 

citizens, you will face the ultimate justice.” Absolutely untrue!! Again, judicially protected Texas murderers 

have a 99.29% chance of escaping execution justice.  

  Do these numbers validate such abolitionist characterizations of executions and sentences as 

“skyrocketing” (“five in 1983 to seventy-four in 1997”), “whopping” (298 death sentences, not executions), of 

“unthinkable magnitude” (3000 very much alive murderers on “death row” – described as “executions”!), a 

“flood” (15 “scheduled” executions) and, in Texas, having “mushroomed” (16 executions in one year)? The 

numbers in parentheses measured against the horrifying number of murders, resulting in unexecuted convicted 

murderers, demonstrate just how unhinged these characterizations are.  

    (a)  A Brief Statistics Primer. 
  Given these adjectives, it is important to consider how statistics are manipulated. An oft-repeated classic 

quote is that “there are lies, damn lies and statistics.” A recent book adapting that famous quote is called Damned 

Lies and Statistics.408 When I was in graduate school, a widely read book was called How to Lie with Statistics.409  

  For capital punishment, it is especially important to determine which statistics are meaningful and which 

are not. In this context, it is critical to distinguish between rates, percentages and absolute numbers. Expressed 

differently, rates and percentages are essentially the same. Technically, a rate is one absolute number per another 

absolute number (e.g., 7/1000), while a percentage is the first absolute number divided by the second multiplied 

by 100 (0.7%). It can be confusing when a percentage is referred to as a rate. To avoid confusion, there can be no 

substitute for examining, in context, whether a number is absolute or a percentage of another number. The media 

routinely refers to crime rates and unemployment rates. The latter is actually a percentage while the former is 

usually the number of crimes per 100,000 population (one actual number per another). 

  Percentages, in particular, must be placed in perspective. Two crucial questions must be answered: (1) 

Percentage of what? (2) Compared to what?  

  Consider an example unrelated to capital punishment. If unemployment rises from 5% to 10% and the 

media wants to make the president look bad, this might be reported as doubled unemployment, a spectacular 

100% increase. But this hides that employment fell from 95% to 90%, a decline of only 5.26%, with employment 

rate being 94.74% of what it was before, which is not so dramatic. Or consider this: a salary increase. One 

employee receives a “whopping” 500% increase in salary compared to another who only receives a meager 10% 

increase. Who’s better off? If that’s all we know, the answer is obvious. But let’s add this: The first employee 

went from a salary of $100 to $500; the second went from $1 million to $1.1 million. Now who’s better off?     

  Similarly, apply this to death sentences and actual executions. Opponents and supporters of capital 

punishment, for different reasons, repeatedly manipulate very small execution numbers to reach desired 

conclusions. When pro-murderer Lawyer Dow described Texas executions as having “mushroomed” by 2014 
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(above 26), he did so based on 16 executions per year compared to one in 1982 and ten in 1986. But how does 

that compare to the actual number of Texas murders? Once the latter number is factored in, no matter what year 

is chosen, Texas murderers have the comfort of knowing that people like Dow will keep infinitesimal the chances 

of putting their own lives at risk when they rob innocent, law-abiding, decent people of their lives.  

  In Texas, murder is still an extremely low-risk activity – for the murderer. 

  In addition to declines in executions, abolitionists celebrate declines in death sentences. Like good 

Pavlovians, supporters take the bait and respond, arguing that capital sentence declines are due to declines in 

murder rates and murders. For example, as noted (above 28), in late 2010 and again in late 2011, Lawyer 

Scheidegger explained the decline in death sentences by citing both lower murder numbers and lower murder 

rates. But, as of 2008, pro 300-pound-rapist justices celebrated that they and their colleagues had successfully 

reduced death sentences to 2.2% of convicted first degree murderers.  

Also, in 2010, Lawyer Scheidegger was apparently taking comfort410 in a “stabilized” capital sentence 

rate of 7 per 1000 murders, or 0.7% (i.e., 99.3% of all murders NOT resulting in death sentences). Five years 

later, he changed his tune:411 “Bialik tries to soft-pedal the increase in homicides. A 14% jump in a single year is 

huge.” [Emphasis added.] Scheidegger did not say whether he was reconsidering his attempted dying-death-

penalty refutation. Anyway, as shown, thanks to protection by justices and judges, a far tinier percentage of 

murderers are actually executed than the shamefully low percentage sentenced to death in the first place.

In sum, no matter what numbers are selected by opponents, they express horror that there are any 

executions but also cheer that there are so few; no matter what numbers are selected by supporters, they 

express cheer that there are at least a few executions and gloom that there are not more.                                                                                           

 

  For my part, I prefer to compare actual execution numbers against actual murder numbers. By that 

measure, the stark reality must be stressed again and again: 99.7% of murders do not result in executions. If for 

Dow, 16 executions in one year are a “mushroom,” and if the attacks on Pearl Harbor and the World Trade 

Center were causes for horror, should not nearly 1200 murders in Texas and 14,249 in the whole country, in 2014 

alone, be even more horrifying – and intolerable? And isn’t the 99.7% figure also horrifying and intolerable?  

  To paraphrase412 (¶57) D.C. Circuit Judges Tamm, MacKinnon, Robb and Wilkey: victim advocates and 

especially homicide survivors “should awake to what has taken place.” Actual cases, decided by United States 

Supreme Court justices, have contributed greatly to the actual concrete numbers.  

   (2) Concrete Cases    
  When Lawyer Scheidegger and Lawyer Otis, attempting to refute death-penalty-dying claims, referred to 

the Supreme Court having “chiseled at the edges” and picking “low-hanging fruit,” they were referring to three 

cases, decided in 2002,413 2005414 and 2008,415 in which justices – not the Constitution, but justices – banned 

capital punishment for calculating premeditated murderers claiming416 to be retarded, murderers nearly 18-years-

old, and 300-pound rapists of 8-year-old girls (13-16).417 However, by that time, justices already had done far 

more damage in the course of more than thirty (and now 40) years.  

  The enormous damage falls into three classifications: (a) blanket categorical exclusions from death 

penalty “eligibility”; (b) unlimited “mitigating” and sharply constricted “aggravating” factors; and (c) invented 

procedures so complex as to be incomprehensible to the “learned” justices themselves.  

  The net result of this anti-victim enterprise was that, as virulently anti-victim Justice Stevens put it,418 by 

1993, “the Court” (again in other words, not the Constitution but justices!) had already “demanded that the States 

narrow the class of individuals eligible for the death penalty.” In other words, thanks to “demands” by justices, 

being duly convicted of intentional murder is not enough to be “eligible” for execution. Moreover, in 2008, 300-

pound barbaric men raping little girls, causing severe and probably lifelong physical and emotional trauma, were 

brought under the protection of five justices because of a justice-hallucinated “necessity to constrain”419 capital 

punishment. They took pride420 that “[a]s a result of existing rules … only 2.2% of convicted first-degree 

murderers are sentenced to death.” (Emphasis added.) (Note that the 2.2% figure refers to sentences, not actual 

executions, a far smaller number, as shown.) Interestingly, just two years later, in 2010, Justice Stevens (above 

26) was griping about constant “expansion” of death penalty eligibility. This very same justice joined the 2.2% 

boast in 2008 and, in 1993, wrote of justices’ successful “demand” for narrow “eligibility.”  

  There is a term in plain English for this: double-talk; Justice Stevens was an all-world master.421 If saying 

so results in my being pilloried as “shrill,” all I can say is sic exsisto is.      
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   Moreover, note the five-justice 2008 reference to “existing rules.” Those “existing” rules, expanded 

further for the benefit of 300-pound rapists of 8-year-old girls, were not handed down by God to Moses on Mt. 

Sinai or written anywhere in the Bible. Nor were they written into the actual Constitution in 1787. Instead, these 

rules were created by two separate four-justice “pluralities” of high court gods, each of whom looks in the mirror 

and sees God. (Below 61) When? Beginning in earnest, in 1976. Virtually all of these “existing rules” did not 

exist during the first two centuries of this country’s history, as pro-murderer Justice Sotomayor unwittingly 

conceded.422 What really happened after 1976 was that a handful of unelected, unrepresentative, unaccountable 

and arrogant pro-murderer/anti-victim lawyers warming the Supreme Court bench turned a few words in the 

Constitution into a prolix, often incomprehensible, criminal code. As Professor Lino Graglia has pointed out:423  
 

Many people think the Constitution must be some kind of encyclopedia, which is not 

surprising considering what Supreme Court Justices claim to have found in it. It is … a 

small pamphlet … very little of it is even purportedly involved in the making of 

constitutional law. The vast majority of constitutional cases involve state law, not federal 

law, and nearly all of these cases purport to be based on … four words…. 
 

  At the request of the Congress, every ten years, the Congressional Research Service updates a 

comprehensive document424 called The Constitution of the United States of America; Analysis and Interpretation. 

It discusses Supreme Court cases “interpreting” every clause of the Constitution. In the latest version, available 

on May 15, 2016, a section devoted exclusively to capital punishment425 cases contained more than 16,000 words 

based on eight words actually in the Constitution: “Due Process” repeated twice (Fifth and Fourteenth 

Amendments) and “cruel and unusual punishments” (Eighth Amendment). One would have to be really gullible 

to believe that 16,000 words can be mandated by eight words. Furthermore, the 16,000 words are in the nature of 

a summary and explanation of countless cases occupying probably millions of words in the actual opinions of the 

Supreme Court. That is likely an underestimate.  

  In short, brazenly and shamelessly dishonest justices have taken it upon themselves to use a few words as 

a basis for the consumption of so much verbiage in the official United States Reports as to possibly require that at 

least one entire forest be chopped down just to provide the paper for their excessive bunkum. Not only have these 

justices seized legislative power they do not have, but the American people, uninformed by the media, have 

allowed them to pull it off. As fiction writers, the justices make tomes like Tolstoy’s War and Peace seem like 

dime store novels – except that these master wordsmiths lie about the fact that their handiwork is pure fiction.  

  The 2008 five-justice bare majority explicitly cited a 1980 four-justice opinion as the source of their pride 

in having enabled 97.8% of convicted first-degree murderers to avoid death sentences. That opinion, Godfrey v. 

Georgia, falsely announced that, because most murders are not “materially more ‘depraved’”426 than others (i.e., 

“ordinary” –below 48), the Constitution required five-justice diktats mandating restricted death sentences.   

  As noted, there are three types of judicial protections for convicted murderers (a) categorical exclusions; 

(b) unlimited “mitigation” and sharply limited “aggravation”; (c) procedural complexity often too confusing for 

even justices themselves to understand.  

  There is no need to go into detail here. In 2002, Justice Scalia briefly listed major cases from a “long 

list”427 of justice-concocted impediments to the death penalty, resulting in “incremental abolition.”428 In 2006, 

former prosecutor J. Richard Broughton provided a more detailed review of key cases slowly but surely 

assaulting429 capital punishment. In 2007, murderer advocate James S. Liebman presented a comprehensive 43-

year review of justices’ death penalty shenanigans430 (my word, not Liebman’s). Since that time, justices have 

provided enhanced protections for murderers under 18 and 300-pound savage men who rape little girls.  

    (a)  Categorical Exclusions 

  Falsely citing the Constitution, justices personally have banned death sentences as follows: 

 

 Mandatory, for any crime including genocide431 

 Murderers with a history of the greatest depravity432 (exempt from any punishment for 

additional violent crimes, including rape and torture) 

 Murderers one day433 under age 18 

 Rape,434 no matter how brutal, how severe the injury inflicted or how young the victim435  
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 Murderers who allege and feign mental retardation436 

 Murderers who have alleged insanity437 

 Planning438 a robbery resulting in murder 

 Knowingly participating in or aiding a felony439 that predictably can result in murder  

 In some circumstances, ordering440 someone else to commit a murder 

 “Ordinary” murder (below 48) 
 

          (i) The Unreported Categorical War Against Life Without Parole – and the People            
  If the categories automatically protecting convicted murderers and the most vicious rapists from capital – 

and sometimes any – punishment were not bad enough, the anti-victim justices have begun to extend their succor 

for murderers by inventing fictionalized categories exempted from mandatory life-in-prison-without-possibility-

of-parole. The pro-murderer justices commenced their assault on new unsuspecting, law-abiding victims by 

saving so-called juveniles from mandatory life sentences – even those “one day under voting age,”441 in the 

words of Justice Scalia’s last death penalty dissent. While the exemption purports to be not complete, Scalia cut 

through the “nonsense” to point out that the pro-murderer justices had made mandatory life for allegedly juvenile 

murderers a “practical impossibility.”442 This shocking development has been largely unreported by the media. 

   Five points are especially noteworthy.  

  First, the anti-victim/pro-murderer justices have values concerning children that probably would 

astound most unaware law-abiding people. This requires extensive comment (below 62).  

   Second, eliminating life without parole for murder eliminates the alternative to the death penalty 

long deceptively proposed by pro-murderer Machiavellian abolitionists. As Scalia put it,443 “one of the 

justifications [five justices] gave for decreeing an end to the death penalty for murders (no matter how many) 

committed by a juvenile was that life without parole was a severe enough punishment.”  

   Third, keeping murderers alive imposes mandatory death upon faceless, unknown, unknowable 

and unsuspecting innocent law abiding innocents. There is simply no way to keep convicted murderers alive 

without condemning the latter group to death (above 3).              

   Fourth, many, such as Gail Canzano (above 4), have argued that life without parole spares loved 

ones the agony of years of torture by the current so-called “justice system,” which not only allows but encourages 

guilty murderers to appeal death sentences for decades. After Richard Pompelio’s son444 was murdered, he 

became a self-styled “victims’ rights” lawyer who “silently pray[ed445 that] prosecutor[s] [would not seek] the 

death penalty, but not because I am against that … punishment ... [but] hope [families] will be spared the pain, 

isolation and despair the death penalty process will inevitably bring.” [Emphasis in original.]  

  But Canzano, Pompelio and others of like mind must know that saving a convicted murderer not only puts 

society at risk of future violence by him, but does not, in fact, bring “closure.” Instead of survivors enduring 

decades-long legal proceedings to see the murderer executed, they are tortured by endless legal proceedings446 

seeking his total freedom to prey on others. Canzano and Pompelio should compare their experiences with those 

of Jason Minter and Brooks Prouty447 as well as Gary Tedesco’s448 surviving family members and Yoko Ono. 
 

 At age 6, Minter witnessed the 1977 rape and murder449 of his mother and her close friend. Now, 

nearly four decades later, he is engaged in a continuous struggle with a dishonorable and corrupt 

pro-rapist/murderer New York State Parole Board, to keep in prison the savages who openly 

enjoyed their barbaric deeds. 

 Language too strong, you say? Well, ask Prouty, who was devastated when, in 2016, that Parole 

Board violated the law to virtually secretly release the 1980 murderer of Eleanor Prouty, his 

grandmother, a murderer so vile450 that he performed anal intercourse451 on her as she lay dying or 

was already dead. (It is not uncommon for benefits to be bestowed upon murderers in secret.452)   

 After years of struggle, the family453 of Gary Tedesco faced the final shocking indignity454 when 

the double-murderer of this 22-year-old police officer and his superior, 40-year-old Sgt. Peter 

Voto, was also released455 into the law-abiding population. 

 Few have not heard of the Beatles or the premeditated456 murder of John Lennon by Mark David 

Chapman. But how many know that, for years, Lennon’s devoted wife, Yoko Ono, has endured, 
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not only contacts457 from this murderer, but also his repeated parole attempts? She poignantly 

wrote458 to the parole board 20 years after the murder and continued459 to oppose parole after 32 

years460 and after 34.461 I have previously asked:462 “If prominent victims [such as Dr. Petit] can be 

tortured, what chance is there for those who suffer unnoticed?” Yoko Ono is further proof that, 

however loved and prominent victims may be, murderers and their groupies will never cease to 

torture victimized survivors as long as the murderers of their loved ones remain unexecuted.  
 

  “Closure” is a myth. The bottom line is this. As pro-murderer justices stick their fingers in the eyes of 

homicide survivors by assaulting the life-without-parole alternative to capital punishment, all they are doing is 

highlighting what fraud this falsely-touted “alternative” always has been. Thanks to these justices and other pro-

murderer fanatics, the price of a death sentence was turned into repeated needless legal torture of survivors.  

  But here’s the catch. Life-without-parole also guarantees torture of survivors, because a saved murderer 

will never cease seeking his freedom. Survivors will have to relive their pain again and again if they want to 

oppose a murderer’s release by dishonest pro-murderer/anti-victim justices, governors, legislators and parole 

boards – all shamefully callous or oblivious to the past and future victim suffering they inflict. 

  Fifth, with pro-murderer justices’ stealth full-frontal assault upon life without parole (LWOP), 

well under way since 2010 and confirmed again in early 2016 (below 62), the case for swift capital punishment 

for intentional murder has been strengthened in three respects: (1) The pro-murderer justices have confirmed the 

rank dishonesty of their previous assurances that LWOP was a reason not to have capital punishment and how 

fraudulent the “acceptable alternative” always was. (2) Because LWOP can never be assured, homicide survivors 

will continue to be tortured by pro-murderer justices, lawyers and parole boards.  

  (3) Death penalty supporters previously have justified keeping the death penalty as an incentive463 for 

murderers to accept LWOP plea bargains. In reality, LWOP has been less of an incentive for murderers than an 

excuse for "faint-hearted" supporters to accept only rare capital punishment instead of its imposition in all cases 

where deserved. With six justices joining the anti-victim assault on LWOP, that excuse for surrender to almost 

total abolition is removed. This is a strong reason to drastically increase use of capital punishment as the only 

way to assure that a convicted intentional murderer will never again be free to murder and to avoid victims’ loved 

ones having to endure the torture of repeated parole hearings and litigation to free the miscreant.  

  To take just one example, Timothy Ring (above 13) agreed to a LWOP plea bargain to avoid a death 

sentence but has fought ever since to renege. In my view, this conclusively demonstrates that the circumstances 

under which the law-abiding public deems capital punishment deserved should be written into law and, if 

necessary, into the Constitution -- with complete removal of all judicial discretion in the matter.    

   (b) Mitigation and Aggravation 
 There is no need here to repeat what I previously discussed at length464 (20-46): justices’ insistence on 

unlimited “mitigating” factors and sharply constricted “aggravating” factors.  

    (c) Confusing Procedural Complexity: Death Penalty Gulliver Tied in Knots by Supreme 

Court Lilliputians      
  I do not claim to be an expert on the myriad procedural complexities created by exalted high court 

pettifoggers. I have far less desire to become such an expert than I have to take a long swim in a sea of molasses. 

So let’s just take the word of some of the best experts. What follows is but a small sample of available examples.   

  As far back as 1973, in a case, with five separate opinions, reversing a clearly guilty murderer’s 

conviction, Justice White protested465 that fellow justices could have brought “clarity and certainty to … law that 

lower courts and law enforcement officials often find confusing. Instead, without apparent reason, [they] only 

increase[d] … confusion by clinging to distinctions … both unexplained and inexplicable.” (Emphasis added.) 

Other justices called this “nonsense.”466 Five years later, Justice Rehnquist accused fellow justices467 of going 

“from pillar to post, with the result that the sort of reasonable predictability upon which legislatures, trial courts, 

and appellate courts must of necessity rely has been all but completely sacrificed.” (Emphasis added.)   

  By 1990, Justice Scalia complained468 that justices “have been administering a ‘bait and switch’ capital 

sentencing jurisprudence.” (Emphasis added.) Two years later, Scalia further objected469 to justices’ “blow 

against the People in [their] campaign against the death penalty,” a blow “obscured within the fog of confusion 

that is our annually improvised” death penalty opinions. (Emphasis added.) In 1993, Justice White complained470 

that “[o]ur habeas jurisprudence is taking on the appearance of a confused patchwork.” (Emphasis added.) In 
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1984, referring to an earlier case in which five out of nine justices had applied “utterly senseless … intricacies,” 

White criticized471 Justice Stevens: “That five … later thought [Detective Leaming] was mistaken does not call 

for making him out to be a villain or for a lecture on deliberate police misconduct.” In 1999, Justice Thomas 

pointed out472 (2) that “delay[s] in carrying out … execution[s] stem[] from this Court’s Byzantine death penalty 

jurisprudence,” which he summarized as of late 1999. (Emphasis added.) It has only gotten worse since. Justices 

Thomas and Scalia are/were not completely innocent of creating procedural messes. In 2000, Justice O’Connor 

accused473 them and three other justices – a bare majority – of “throw[ing] … caution to the wind threaten[ing] 

… what will likely prove to be a lengthy period of considerable confusion.” (Emphasis added.)    

  In 2007, Chief Justice Roberts remarked:474  
 

      If the law were indeed clearly established by our decisions … it should not take [justices] 

more than a dozen pages of close analysis of plurality, concurring, and even dissenting opinions 

to explain what that “clearly established” law was ... [O]ur precedents did not provide [state 

courts] with “clearly established” law, but instead a dog’s breakfast of divided, conflicting, and 

ever-changing analyses. That is how the Justices on this Court viewed the matter, as they shifted 

from being in the majority, plurality, concurrence, or dissent from case to case, repeatedly 

lamenting the failure of their colleagues to follow a consistent path. [First emphasis added.] 
 

  Finally, on January 25, 2016, in one of Justice Scalia’s last dissents, three justices accused475 six justices 

of using three pages of obfuscation to soften up readers of their opinion so that the readers would accept what, at 

bottom, was a blatant lie. Yes, the three did not say “lie”; instead, they accused the six of “attribut[ing] to 

Miller that which Miller explicitly denies.” In Miller itself (below 61), Justice Alito (joined by Scalia) used 

euphemisms to make clear that five current, as well as former, justices were liars: using “pretense” to initiate pro-

murderer holdings and then “discard[ing] any pretense”476 to advance murderer protections and place the general 

population at further risk, while making promises with no intention of ever keeping them. In a non-criminal case, 

Justice Stevens once asked477 “Do we … have a duty to follow precedents that don’t make any sense?” 

  These assessments by justices of fellow justices have been confirmed by others. The New York Times 

reported478 that the Supreme Court had “created intense procedural confusion.” The authoritative Analysis and 

Interpretation of Supreme Court opinions (above 32) refers479 to the Court’s “doctrinally unstable” criminal law 

and “meandering development” of capital punishment law     

  One does not have to be an expert or wade through Supreme Court muck and quicksand to see that it 

consists of nothing but a bunch of arrogant out-of-control lawyers running amok in a Pettifoggers’ Paradise. And 

the last thing they care about is unconscionable delays resulting in decades of torture for homicide survivors.  

  This must be publicly exposed, which only homicide survivors can do. 
 

 Illustrating the largely judge-created unnecessary complexity of the legal system, The American Civil 

Liberties Union boasts480 of how the so-called “justice” system has been tied in knots. This has been done by a 

small band of justices analogous to the Lilliputians tying up Gulliver. With few exceptions, murder cases are 

prosecuted by the states. The ACLU presents this chart to show what tortured loved ones have to endure:   
 

 
 

 The situation is much worse now than 23 years ago, when Justice Scalia pointed out the hypocrisy481 and 

unfairness482 of what justices had already perpetrated:  
 

 [C]urrent … practice is this: State courts routinely see their criminal convictions 

vacated by federal district judges, but federal courts see their criminal convictions 
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afforded a substantial measure of finality and respect. …. 

************** 

  [O]ur national system …establishes this Court as the supreme judicial interpreter 

of the Federal Constitution and laws, but gives other federal courts no higher or more 

respected a role than state courts … It would be a strange constitution that regards 

state courts as second rate instruments for the vindication of federal rights and yet 

makes no mandatory provision for lower federal courts ... And it would be an 

unworkable constitution that requires redetermination in federal courts of all issues of 

pervasive federal constitutional law that arise in state court litigation. 

 

  Even worse, most violent crimes, including nearly all murders, are prosecuted in state courts. The seizure 

of virtually automatic review of state death sentences by federal judicial Monday Morning Quarterbacks is a 

major factor in tying the system in knots. To a considerable extent, criminal cases, especially death sentences, go 

on almost forever because federal judges have given state judges the first word but not the last word.  

  This cursory review of concrete cases goes a long way toward explaining why executions are exceedingly 

rare and often occur only after decades of court-created litigation designed solely to delay justice. Previously,483 I 

described how murderer devotees and their judicial soulmates, especially Supreme Court justices, have turned the 

death penalty into a farce – shamelessly, ruthlessly and cruelly torturing murder victims’ loved ones with decades 

of repetitive legal proceedings, not to avoid convicting the innocent but to avoid well-deserved capital 

punishment for the clearly guilty. I quoted a state chief justice’s concession that it is hard to defend a legal system 

that drags out cases for 29 years. In fact, there are cases in which convicted murderers currently have resided on 

death row for more than 40 years, frequently more than triple the time their victims were alive.    

           Is it any wonder that Justice Scalia referred to carrying out death sentences as a “practical impossibility”? 

In his last dissent from pro-murderer dictates, he added484 the “practical impossibility” label to life without parole 

for allegedly juvenile murderers. Moreover, in truth, while LWOP is constantly advocated as a substitute to fool 

the naïve, murderer groupies are so dedicated to their idols that their real goal is to turn them loose to prey on 

more innocent victims. In 2001, Nadine Strossen, then American Civil Liberties Union President, refused to 

agree485 not to seek freedom for convicted murderers to murder again after abolition of capital punishment. (Too 

harsh? See quotation, text at footnote 7, above viii.) In other words, not only is LWOP already largely a fraud,486 

anti-victim zealots, including high court justices, will abolish that too! And they have started.    

 In 2012, a pessimistic Justice Alito foresaw no limit487 to five anti-victim justices’ willingness, with no 

regard for the Constitution or self-government (below 65), to expose society to the “risk” that released convicted 

murderers “will murder again” (below 63). 

  Apparently, Alito was trying not to be too hard on his pro-murderer colleagues. Pro-murderer/anti-victim 

activists demand impossible perfection: that not a single person ever be executed by mistake. Yet, at the same 

time, they don’t reveal any concern that keeping murderers alive at all, let alone releasing them into the law-

abiding population, is more than a “risk” that law-abiding people innocently going about their business will be 

avoidably murdered. It is a guarantee!488 A recent estimate by noted expert death penalty fact researcher Dudley 

Sharp, based on a Bureau of Justice Statistics study of recidivism,489 is that, since 1973, about 14,000 additional 

innocents were murdered by murderers kept alive, thus allowed to murder again.490 How can justices be 

considered anything but pro-murderer when, to save the lives and further the interests of convicted murderers, 

they are willing to guarantee preventable murders of law-abiding, decent people?  

            In their January 25, 2016 diktat, five pro-murderer justices, joined by double-talking back-stabber, Chief 

Justice John Roberts (here,491 here492 and here493), guaranteed additional violence against innocent victims, 

including intentional murders, by expanding494 the 2012 case to make “a practical impossibility”495 life without 

parole for murderers one day under voting age.496 While avoiding the word “lie,” three justices, in one of Justice 

Scalia’s last scathing dissents, came close: 497 “This whole exercise, this whole distortion … is just a devious way 

of eliminating life without parole for juvenile offenders.” (Emphasis added.)                     

  Painfully illustrating the evil perpetrated by the pro-murderer justices on January 25, a mere three weeks 

later, on February 17, four days after Scalia died, a headline blared:498 “NJ Man Pleads Guilty To Killing 

Mother 2 Days After Completing 30-Year Murder Sentence.” Notwithstanding pro-murderer justices’ 

mislabeling teenage murderers as “children,” implying they will mellow and mature with age, Steven Pratt’s 
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(grossly inadequate) 30-year sentence was for a murder he committed at age 15. Given another chance at age 45, 

this bad seed promptly bludgeoned his mother to death. This horribly ill-fated woman had to endure having a son 

convicted of murder, spend 30 years in prison and then being murdered by him upon his release. The best Greek 

Tragedy writers could not have created fiction any more tragic than this oft-repeated non-fiction (below 63).  

    Pro-murderer justices refuse to accept that (1) most human beings under age 18 do not commit murder; 

and (2) those who do have demonstrated what they are capable of and many repeat. Pratt was no isolated case.  

  Finally, highlighting the daunting task faced by past – and future – law-abiding victims, the anti-victim 

justices are not just pro-murderer but pro-violent criminal. This was made clear one year before Justice Alito 

berated colleagues for their willingness to see murderers commit additional murders. In 2011, he objected499 to 

five anti-victim justices’ ordering the wholesale release of 46,000 California prisoners as “an inherent risk to the 

safety of the public … unprecedented, improvident, and … gambling with the safety of the people of California.” 

Justice Scalia was not quite so polite, labeling500 the five-justice order an “outrageous … absurd … judicial 

travesty.” Alito explained501 that, in Philadelphia, within 18 months after a court freed thousands of inmates, 

“police rearrested thousands of these prisoners for committing 9,732 new crimes [including] 79 murders, 90 

rapes, 1,113 assaults, 959 robberies, 701 burglaries, and 2,748 thefts.” 

  I recall that, during the Vietnam War, so-called peace-protesters objected to bombing by distinguishing it 

from infantry combat. Combat is often up-close-and-personal. Infantry fighters see those whom they kill. By 

contrast, those who drop bombs do not see the death and suffering they cause, however justifiably. Similarly, 

justices, who indefensibly drop human time bombs on a law-abiding and unwary population, find it easy to cause 

agony and murders they don’t see from the rarified atmosphere of their ivory tower. 
  

 Despite the farce created by fanatics dedicated to murderers and other violent criminals, there have been 

repeated denials among many death penalty supporters – often contradicting themselves – of what must be 

painfully obvious to the legally and judicially tortured homicide survivors who have endured the reality.  

 I can only speculate about why they so often contradict themselves. On the one hand, psychologically and 

politically, they cannot admit, either to themselves or to their followers, that they have spectacularly failed. But 

on the other hand, as putative capital punishment advocates, they have to protest – or appear to protest – frequent 

pro-murderer outrages. (I also speculate that abolitionists want to completely demoralize supporters into 

unconditional surrender by repeatedly pronouncing capital punishment already dead or on life support. But 

simultaneously seeking total abolition, opponents portray the death penalty in the most horrible terms by 

portraying executions as horrendous both in terms of sheer numbers and suffering inflicted on those who have 

inflicted far greater suffering on their victims.)    

 One of the most harmful and counter-productive mischaracterizations of reality by some death penalty 

supporters is that it is productive rather than destructive to “debate” opponents.  

 

VI. “DEBATE”: A CAPITAL PUNISHMENT OBSCENITY.        
  The very word “debate” is a death penalty obscenity that should be expunged from the vocabulary of 

capital punishment supporters. “Debating” opponents is counterproductive for four reasons:  

 Preaching to the Perverted rather than Educating the Converted 

 Legitimizing Evil 

 Trying to Win What Already Has Been Won 

 Addressing the Wrong Audience  

 

 A. PREACHING TO THE PERVERTED  

 If one considers something seriously wrong with lawyers who “love and care about” convicted 

murderers (above 7), whom they find “spiritually gratifying”; if one considers evil those who would sacrifice the 

lives of future innocent victims in order to save the lives of duly convicted murderers; and if one considers utterly 

evil any lawyer who says he enjoys torturing victims’ families in order to save indisputably guilty barbarians 

proud of beheading Jewish journalists – if one accepts all these considerations, one has to conclude that 

attempting to change the minds of such pro-murderer fanatics is no more than Preaching to the Perverted. It 

would be hard to imagine a greater exercise in futility and harmful waste of precious resources. Instead of 
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fruitlessly Preaching to the Perverted (see also above, 18-19), it is critical to Explain to the Converted why, 

despite overwhelmingly consistent public support for capital punishment, Justice Scalia predicted repeatedly that 

its last vestiges are on the verge of being wholly abolished. Also, remedies should be explained to the Converted. 

That said, trying to reach uninformed but possibly open-minded opponents should not be avoided. Many 

simply have bought not-widely-contested abolitionist lies, but are not married to their views as are fanatics. There 

are very significant examples of even the greatest people changing their minds when they examined the evidence. 

   In any event, Preaching to Perverted Fanatics only hastens abolition by indicating to the public that it is 

respectable and legitimate to defend evil.  

  B. LEGITIMIZING EVIL     

                     The late constitutional scholar, Alexander Bickel, argued502 that participating in a debate grants 

legitimacy to the other side. But sometimes, one side has no legitimacy and nothing should be done, explicitly or 

implicitly, to make it seem respectable. Implicit in any debate is that both sides merit being heard. Just exactly 

why are liars worth listening to when, in fact, their values are – or should be – abhorrent to decent people and the 

truth cannot be learned from shameless purveyors of falsehoods?  Although death penalty proponents believe that 

it is grossly unjust to place, as do opponents, greater value on the life of the murderer than that of his victim, the 

principal reason why abolition is illegitimate is that this guarantees innocent new victims of some of the saved 

murderers. Supporters should adopt and spread the view that it is absolutely illegitimate to sacrifice the lives of 

new law-abiding victims in order to save the lives of criminals convicted of having a demonstrated capacity to 

commit intentional murder.

This point applies with special force for those who believe that turnabout is fair play or what is sauce for 

the goose is sauce for the gander. With some exceptions, most opposition to capital punishment comes from the 

Left, which never misses a chance to try to delegitimize and even silence opponents. (See, e.g., here.503) And 

don’t death penalty opponents repeatedly use language seeking to delegitimize supporters (above 22)?  

   (1) Illegitimate Values 
Some people and/or the values they hold are so evil or so beyond the pale as to be illegitimate beyond 

question. As Andrew McCarthy put it:504 “Dialogue is an exchange that takes place when there are competing 

points of view and it is reasonable to believe that both of them may have a point.” In other words, debating is an 

acknowledgment that the other side might have a point. But sometimes it does not – clearly!  

What is respectable and legitimate changes with time and place. Although some now-beyond-the-pale 

ideas were once considered not only legitimate but respectable, ultimately they were consigned to what President 

Reagan famously called “the ash-heap of history.”505  

Bickel denounced faculty members who debated students seeking to justify protest by burning down a 

college building. Do those who want to protest by destroying buildings “have a point”? Did Hitler have a point? 

Should the appropriateness of genocide ever be debated? Or was it Adolph Eichmann’s prosecutor, Gideon 

Hausner, who had a point when he declared:506 “No one can remain neutral when faced with the crime of 

genocide.” Obviously, genocide has occurred all too often since the Holocaust. Does it follow that genocide 

should be legitimized by “debating” its “merits”? 

If someone today said that the earth is the center of the universe rather than revolving around the sun, 

would the debate-obsessed say that that might be a valid point worthy of discussion? Yet Galileo was forced to 

recant507 and publicly agree that the earth did not revolve around the sun.  

Because “respectable” people once believed in “witches,”508 some women were subjected to unspeakable 

torture509 and murder. In their day, slavery510 and Jim Crow segregation511 had “respected” defenders. No one 

today would grant them the legitimacy of respectful debate. Intoxication was once considered so illegitimate that 

a Constitutional Amendment512 adopted Prohibition, which was repealed513 by a later amendment. Now, it would 

not be considered respectable or legitimate to argue for Prohibition. 

Currently, there is a massive media and judicial attempt to accord those who consider same-sex marriage 

to be against their religious teachings the same treatment as slaveholders and segregationists. As Justice Scalia 

protested,514 a bare majority of five justices declared “any resistance to [same-sex marriage] is beyond the pale of 

reasoned disagreement. … [and] those who oppose it [are] enemies of the human race.” In a similar vein, a bar 

owner who was losing business because he had allowed his bar to become a transgender gathering place, was 

fined $405,000515 for asking the group not to come as a group. Just a few years earlier the same group had been 
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denied service at another bar, with neither penalty nor even protest.516     

Notwithstanding these examples, no one makes the case to consign to the ash-heap of history the ideas of 

the likes of Sister Helen Prejean better than the murderer-loving nun herself. She points out517 (194-195) that, 

although “it is clear … throughout the Hebrew Bible [] that the punishment for murder was death,” there were 

“numerous other crimes for which the Bible prescribe[d] death.” She lists ten, “by no means…complete,” 

including “contempt of parents … sorcery … adultery … profaning the sabbath … homosexuality … [and] 

prostitution.” She correctly notes that this “moral code” is rejected today. Apparently, Prejean cannot tell the 

difference between her listed offenses, most of which are not even criminal offenses today, and murder which is. 

Also, prostitution is a crime of consent; nobody consents to be murdered. 

Displaying her gift for sophistry, Prejean suggests that, because Biblical punishments for consensual and 

minor crimes are no longer accepted, it follows that capital punishment for murder should also be deemed 

unacceptable. Does she think murder is a minor crime? Does she assume that moral values proceed in only one 

direction: more and more tolerance for evil, with less and less punishment for worse and worse crime?  

Prejean echoes her Supreme Court pro-murderer cohorts (above 9) who claim that standards of decency 

only evolve in one direction. First abolish capital punishment and then life without parole, so that predators can 

continue to rape, maim and murder. In other words, for both Prejean and anti-victim justices, evolving decency 

requires placing increasingly less value on victims’ lives and progressively greater value on their tormenters’ 

lives. Unlike the misleadingly named Equal Justice USA (above 5), these people do not place equal value on the 

lives of murderers and their victims; they actually place far greater value on the lives of murderers.   

 In truth, moral values and concepts of decency can move in any direction (below 62). There can come a 

time when the People have had enough and say to anyone who intentionally robs lives that they must thereby 

forfeit their own lives. Furthermore, the People can mandate that taking a life includes the brutal rape of a child 

(or even an adult) who, as a result, will never live a normal life (above 8).  
                                             
Many examples show that the once-respectable can be delegitimized. It is a standard Leftist tactic518 to 

seek to delegitimize anything and anyone opposed to Leftist values and policies, even using the full power of 

government to shut up opponents. Accordingly, the bottom line is this. It is utter folly for capital punishment 

supporters to do anything that would bestow respectability upon abolitionists. This folly is compounded by 

opponents who concede no respectability or legitimacy to supporters. Instead, as noted (22), abolitionists have 

denounced supporters as “bloodthirsty,” “pathological,” “nuts,” etc.

           It should never be seen as legitimate to shed tears of over people who commit barbaric acts of torture, rape 

and murder. It should never be seen as legitimate to save the lives of such barbarians by knowingly and avoidably 

exposing new decent and innocent victims to torture, rape and murder. It should never be seen as legitimate to 

pursue this goal with blatant lying and unending extortionate torture of traumatized survivors left behind by 

savagely slaughtered loved ones. Legitimacy and respectability should never be conferred upon those who equate 

lawful execution of a convicted murderer with the unlawful intentional murders of law-abiding human beings 

who have harmed no one. This point will be amplified below (58).  
 This on-the-one-hand-on-the-other-hand/every-life-is-equally-sacred approach furthers the abolitionist 

scheme of illegitimate obfuscation, degenerating519 into “moral equivalence.”520   

Other than smug moral preening and lying to the gullible, the only abolitionist point that ever has 

resonated is possible execution of someone wrongly convicted. But that point is illegitimate for three reasons: (1) 

the current system bends over backwards to prevent such error. Even pro-murderer justices concede521 that nearly 

all court delays have absolutely nothing to do with guilt or innocence, focusing instead on sentences for the 

rightfully convicted and wholly spurious arguments over execution methods (methods that abolitionists, with 

shameful dishonesty, seek to make painful precisely so that they can argue that executions are cruel); (2) in 

contrast to the mere possibility of a rare wrongful execution is the 100% certainty that every murder victim is 

innocent and never had any of the legal protections afforded convicted murderers; and (3) far and away most 

important is the utter inanity, demonstrated elsewhere,522 of a demand applied to no other area of life, and that 

would require all human activity to come to a screeching halt because there is risk in every human endeavor. 

If the best that pro-murderer abolitionists have to offer is the possibility of an exceedingly rare wrongful 

execution, supporters, again, have too infrequently sought to turn the tables. Far from rare is that murderers can 

only be kept alive by guaranteeing the torture, rape and murder of numerous law-abiding innocents.   
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Despite having fooled many people into believing there have been and are multiple wrongful executions, 

public support for capital punishment remains strong (below 42). So why should any death penalty supporters do 

anything to legitimize abolitionists or make them seem even minimally respectable? Why should they legitimize 

abolitionists whose idea of morality is to create innocent victims by saving the guilty?  

  “Debating” evil liars does just that!    

    (a) Especially Tragic Debating     
             As discussed (above 22), Justices Scalia and Ginsburg were “good buddies,” a phenomenon of frequent 

surprised comment. In light of their strong – even harsh – disagreements, many asked how this could be.  

  Consider the viciously opposed Supreme Court nomination of former law professor and Judge Robert H. 

Bork. He was asked why he wanted to be a justice. His answer523 was quite revealing: “I enjoy the give-and-take 

and the intellectual effort … the Court … has the most interesting cases and issues … it would be an intellectual 

feast just to be there … read the briefs and discuss things with counsel and … my colleagues.” [Emphasis added.]     

   In a similar vein, according to Scalia524  (56:46), 

 

one reason [Ginsburg and I] became such good friends … was that we were both 

former academics … [A]t a law school, when you wrote a law review article, you 

would circulate it to your colleagues, and they would make comments, helpful 

comments … Well, Ruth and I did that with one another’s opinions … she’d 

suggest some additional stuff that I could put in, and I would for her as well. 

 

Thus, although they often vehemently disagreed on major political issues turned into legal issues (above 14), 

Scalia said that they did not take it personally (above 22-24). So was it just an academic game for them? Scalia 

may have had deeply felt legal positions, but in the end it was the intellectual jousting that counted. Then they 

went out to dinner and on vacations riding elephants together (above 23).      

  This confirms what was briefly mentioned above (14): while Scalia accused the pro-murderer justices of 

playing “games,” for him too it was a game. His wanted to win legal arguments, and he said so:525 “I love to 

argue. I’ve always loved to argue. And I love to point out the weaknesses of the opposing arguments.” Also, 

Scalia said526 that Justice Stevens was his “favorite sparring partner … you should give the dissenter the respect 

to respond to [his] points ... And so did John Stevens. So he and I used to go back and forth almost endlessly.”   

             Justice Stevens, openly anti-victim (above 13), has been characterized,527 correctly528 in my judgement, 

as “a thoroughly execrable Justice” and “a thoroughly execrable human being.” 

  To give respect to such a man legitimizes – makes respectable – his pro-murderer and anti-victim values, 

his arrogance and dishonest contempt for the Constitution and the law to achieve those values.   

             Listening to Scalia and Bork, one who did not know better could be forgiven for thinking, as perhaps do 

justices themselves, that the Supreme Court is a debating society, a scholars’ think tank or an ongoing college 

“bull session.” In fact, any five justices wield fearsome power to determine the outcome of real controversies 

between real human beings engaged in very substantial, sometimes life and death, disputes. Their decisions often 

cause immense joy and agony – for example, joy529 for rapists and murderers and unspeakable agony530 for their 

victims. Moreover, the high court decides not only winners and losers among actual litigants but also among 

competing public interests on the most critical and fiercely contested political issues. Justices’ “ideas” result in 

highly consequential decisions adopting or imposing values and policies, often undemocratically.  

Death penalty advocates should strive to make it beyond the pale ever to argue that the lives of decent, 

law-abiding innocent, never-convicted human beings are worth robbing in order to save the lives of fairly 

convicted violent barbarians. It should never be considered legitimate to argue or imply that the life of a 

convicted brutal torture-rapist-murderer is more valuable than the innocent lives he robbed. Granting public 

respect to justices with such views does just that, as Dr. Petit (above 10), eloquently made clear.    

In short, death penalty abolition should be tossed into the “ash-heap of history” rather than being 

granted wholly unwarranted respectability and legitimacy.  

     (b) Ruthless Torture   
It is appropriate to devote a separate section to the sheer viciousness of the loud and unrepresentative pro-

murderer lobby legitimized by capital punishment supporting debaters. There is no limit to the ruthless torture of 

victimized homicide survivors by pretenders to unwarranted moral superiority in order to save vicious torture-
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murderers. Lacking any decency, they force the survivors to relive their pain and traumas again and again 

through decades of legal proceedings designed solely to make the survivors surrender. In a moving 2009 note to a 

pained 15-year-old girl, Kayla Greenwood, whose father had been murdered ten years earlier by still-unexecuted 

Kenneth Williams (above 10), homicide heroine Patti March, whose own son was murdered, wrote:531  

 

  Your life is different than everyone else’s, homicide is a 

brutal act, not many have to deal with the reality of the pain it 

causes to those left behind.  Dealing with the justice system and 

injustices in the world is even worse.  [Emphasis added.]  

 

Can the pain of dealing with the “justice system” really be worse than the pain caused by the pain of 

losing a father or son? Most emphatically, YES!532  

Grief is part of life. Many people – probably, most – experience the sudden and premature deaths of loved 

ones to heart attacks, illnesses, accidents, etc. What few experience is being forced to live through and suffer their 

pain again and again – and again and yet again! – by champions of the most brutal human beings ever born – 

champions who love these savages and shed not a tear nor devote even a thought to the vastly increased agony 

they inflict. (In 1999, the murderer of Kayla’s father was already serving a “life sentence” for a prior murder 

when he escaped from a “maximum security”533 prison. Despite having committed multiple murders – at least 

four – he still534 had not been executed as of June 2016.) 

What kind of people inflict such needless additional torture upon those who already have suffered more 

than most ever suffer in a lifetime? How do such people land in the most powerful positions in the country, 

becoming lawless justices of the highest court in the land?   

To justify the undemocratic and unconstitutional imposition of their quirky personal moral values upon an 

unwilling public, pro-murderer/pro-rapist justices have turned, into an endlessly repeated mantra,535 a phrase 

originally concocted536 by a mere four justices in a 1958 non-capital case,169 years after the Constitution went 

into operation.  Contrary to their fictional pablum about “evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of 

a maturing society,” our society does not widely share their “decency” values. (Below 61-65.)  

It is especially safe to say that most people who are decent and law-abiding would be appalled if they 

knew of two particularly pernicious abolitionist activities.  

First, in recent years, they have claimed that even the most merciless savages who tortured their victims, 

often for long periods of time, should not suffer the slightest pain if executed; and if they do suffer, capital 

punishment should be abolished. Flying under the false flag of “impartiality,” abolitionist justices been concerned 

that executions be “respectful”537 of even the most brutal murderers’ “right to have a painless death.” Justices 

have gone so far as to demand “safer”538 executions. Four pro-murderer justices dissented from a five-justice 

order539 refusing to halt an execution of torture-rapist-murderer David Brewer (above 7). The four dissenters 

rejected the majority rejection of pro-murderer falderal that the execution would be “unsafe” or “risk … harm.”  

Capital punishment has surely been turned into a cruel “farce”540 when four justices demand “safe” 

executions without “risk of harm.” Anyone not immersed in pro-murderer/anti-victim judicial values would 

doubtless think “safe and harmless killing” is an oxymoron. As for a “right” to a painless death, for most, 

contemplating one’s nearing execution cannot possibly be psychologically painless and, physically, few decent 

people go through life without experiencing pain – often extreme – from needles and other medical instruments. 

One may be skeptical whether a convicted heinous murderer is entitled to less discomfort than patients submitting 

to (and paying for!) medical and dental procedures every day. And many likely would be incredulous if they 

knew that, in June 2015, Justice Sotomayor (joined by Ginsburg, Breyer and Kagan) used “outlandish rhetoric”541 

(above 7), shrieking that, when convicted barbarians are subjected to less pain than daily endured by patients 

routinely undergoing medical and dental tests and procedures, this is like being “burned at the stake.”542  

 What the Sotomayor gang and the shameless frauds they endorse do not reveal to the public is that they 

want executions to be painful543 for the very purpose of being able to complain and seek abolition by falsely 

alleging that executions are “cruel.” Pro-murderer thugs spare no effort to accomplish this by intimidating doctors 

not to participate and drug sellers not to sell the most efficient and painless drugs. (See below 76.) 

Second, and even worse, despicable beyond words, is that abolitionist goons have intimidated544 innocent 

individuals to confess to murders they did not commit in order to “exonerate” those actually guilty – for the very 
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purpose of being able to inflate bogus claims of wrongfully convicting the innocent.  
 

These morally preening and ruthless cold-blooded torturers must be publicly exposed as the evil frauds 

they are. True fighters for justice and public safety should never do anything – such as participating in “debates” 

as moral equals with valid points – to bestow upon such evil even a smidgeon of respectability or legitimacy.  

(c) Death Penalty Dishonesty 
Repeatedly, death penalty abolitionists have demonstrated their illegitimacy and immorality by resorting 

to massive lying rather than truth. Respectable, fair and moral positions do not have to be defended and advanced 

with resort to blatant hypocrisy, deceit and torture of the tortured   

Ron Ross explained545 the folly of “debating” such people and such positions: “[D]ishonesty makes it 

impossible to debate issues … When one side of a debate has absolutely no qualms about concealing its real 

objectives, is willing to fabricate and grossly exaggerate the facts, there is no possibility for authentic dialogue. 

Lying is a way of avoiding a real debate that they know they would lose.”  

When a “debate” consists of one side lying and the other side untwisting the lies and documenting the 

truth, it is not a debate but a sham. People with a respectable case to make do not have to resort to chicanery and 

deliberate deception to make that case. “Arguments” based on lies are not arguments at all. It is one thing to 

correct honest factual errors made in good faith. But to say that deliberate knowing lies are the result of faulty or 

lazy “fact checking” is to concede good faith to ruthless people contemptuous of decency and truth.       

Honest mistakes are made when facts are not verified by people confidently but wrongly believing what 

they say or write to be true. Lies are told by those who know but deliberately misstate facts. 
Documentation and countless examples of abolitionists’ duplicity have been provided. In particular, 

dedicated death penalty supporter, Dudley Sharp, has tirelessly and patiently turned their falsehoods into truth. 

For a long time, death penalty supporters have untwisted mountains of lies. So as not to interrupt the main point 

of the discussion here, a brief summary is provided in Appendix B (80).  

 

 C. ANY “DEBATE” HAS BEEN WON   
  It is hard to know whether to laugh or cry when people like Lawyer Kent Scheidegger claim to 

have “won” debates before unrepresentative virulently hostile audiences that predictably vote against capital 

punishment afterwards (above 19). Moral victory is claimed on the basis of having received more votes than 

“expected” when neither a majority nor plurality.  

It is hard to know whether to laugh or cry because, outside the cloistered world of academics and ivory 

tower lawyers hooked on pettifoggery, there is no need for any debate at all because any debate, if ever needed, 

was won long ago by capital punishment supporters. So strong is public support for the death penalty that 

abolitionists have not been able to shake that support with their propaganda campaign to convince the public that 

there have been many executions of wrongly convicted people. As recently as April 2015, the pro-murderer 

Washington Post reported a poll showing: “Most Americans support the death penalty [while agreeing] that an 

innocent person might get put to death.”546 This poll was not an aberration. Twelve years earlier, in May 2003, as 

a result of a skillful abolitionist media campaign, 73 percent wrongly believed547 innocents had been executed 

within the previous five years, while at the same time an astonishing 70 percent still favored the death penalty, 

with 28 percent opposed!  This led Jane Eisner to admit,548 with candor rare for opponents, “to being out of touch 

with American public opinion,” while proudly declaring “I don’t mind being in the minority.”  

Eisner has every right to enjoy her smug feeling of superiority in being “out of touch.” But, again, is that 

any reason why her 28 percent should prevail against the 70 percent?      

The premise of the abolitionist propaganda campaign is that capital punishment must be free from all error. 

The demand for absolute perfection for capital punishment – and capital punishment alone, among all human 

endeavors – has been and is inane, hypocritical549 – and illegitimate. As noted above (25), the same abolitionists 

who impossibly demand perfect capital punishment consider it “undemocratic” and “fascistic” not to risk the 

lives of law-abiding, decent innocents for the sake of convicted murderers. At bottom, a demand for perfection is 

a demand to stop living because nothing human is perfect. Perhaps realizing that obvious point, as high as 86% of 

the public still strongly supports550 the death penalty, notwithstanding all the propaganda. (See also, above 36) 

With such public support, how can the death penalty have been all but abolished? Having written about this 

issue and having dealt with death penalty advocates, I have concluded that they have not approached the matter 

correctly. A prime example is that they have treated the death penalty as an issue to be debated on the merits, 
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long after it has been clear that, with the public, they have prevailed on the merits.   

But they have not wanted to get their hands dirty in the political arena.  
 

   D. THE WRONG AUDIENCE  

Prominent supporters of capital punishment see it as an academic matter and talked to each other, but they 

have not mobilized the many, many millions of Americans who have been victims of brutal and often lethal 

crime and the multitudinous additional millions who fear crime and support the death penalty. Nor have they 

taken advantage of substantial support by the general public.  

Mahandas Gandhi’s film biography attributed551 to him a statement that profoundly highlights the heart of 

the problem faced by passionate supporters of capital punishment:  
 

[W]hat we say here means nothing to the masses of our country. Here, 

we make speeches for each other. …This Congress tells the world it represents 

India. My brothers, India is … not a few hundred lawyers in Delhi and Bombay. 
 

          Consider New York Law School Professor Robert Blecker, a top-varsity pro-death penalty debater. As 

previously mentioned (above 18-19), Blecker debates before audiences hostile to capital punishment. He has 

boasted552 of being invited to “academic conferences on the death penalty – usually as the only voice in favor.” 

At one college forum, he stingingly described a gruesome child murder. He did so because: “We know evil when 

we see it, and it’s past time that we start saying so. When it comes to the death penalty, too many in academia 

can’t face that.” But what Blecker apparently can’t face is that he is delivering the right message to the wrong 

audience. As Paul Cassell once wrote to me (above 16), academic death penalty supporters “seem to be few and 

far between.” And when they are not preaching to the perverted, like Gandhi’s lawyers, they talk to each other.   

But while ivory tower insiders endlessly talk to each other, they do little talking to the public. Vast public 

support is just waiting to be mobilized. Long ago, Sidney Hook pointed out553 (12) that most people are much 

more likely to be victims than criminals; unlike elite fanatics and as confirmed by myriad polls over a long period 

of time, a strong majority of the public still takes the side of victims rather than murderers. Hence, most people 

do not have to be convinced of the merits of the death penalty. Were they properly informed, they would not 

stand for having their safety cavalierly jeopardized by well-protected elite hypocrites.        

  Thus public awareness and intensity must be raised. Death penalty supporters must be organized to 

combat the well-financed and well-organized intense elite anti-victim minority. This is especially important 

because, thanks to a wholly unrepresentative media, the majority is unaware of just how shocking is the current 

abusive travesty of a legal system.      

  Again, what the general public tragically lacks is information. That is why what must be done is not 

“debating” but political and informational campaigning. The first step toward a return to sanity is to reveal 

media-concealed information to the public. Although death penalty opponents dominate the mainstream media, 

that media can now be bypassed by use of modern technology, including the internet and talk radio.  

 

  It is time for less debate, and more organizing and fund-raising. If the political nature of capital 

punishment is ever recognized by its supporters, they cannot lose. 

PART III - THE SOLUTION 
 

VII. MY TRIP TO THE DOCTOR: AN INSIGHT FOR HOMICIDE SURVIVORS  

For a long time, I have had a medical condition which, while non-fatal, can severely impede one’s ability 

to work. While writing this article, I made a grueling 15-hour round-trip to an outstanding out-of-state doctor. 

The trip proved worthwhile. His diagnosis and advice were immensely helpful – and very relevant here. 

First, his words were different from those of any other specialist I had seen. Second, he said: “I’m going to 

tell you something you will not want to hear.” Third, he was right. Fourth, I found his advice very difficult to 

accept and even more difficult to follow. But I did follow it as best I could; my improvement was immediate. 

I am no medical doctor. But I have studied the political system since childhood and the Supreme Court my 

whole adult life. I would not write this article if I did not think I had something different to contribute. 

Unfortunately, yet understandably, just as I did not want to hear what the specialist had to say, suffering 
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homicide survivors are not going to want to hear my diagnosis of the cause of the current grim state of capital 

punishment and my prescription for reversing course. What I recommend also will be very difficult to accept and 

harder to follow. Nevertheless, I try to apply the wisdom of Alexander Hamilton:554 “I thought it my duty to 

exhibit things as they are not as they ought to be.” However, I firmly believe that confronting “things as they are” 

is the absolutely unavoidable first step on the road to changing things to be “as they ought to be.” 

 

As I have studied and researched the agony inflicted upon homicide survivors by murderers and their 

ruthless allies among activists, lawyers and lawyer-judges, I have been touched and deeply saddened by the 

desperate fear of survivors that their loved ones would be forgotten. Multiple websites have been dedicated to 

single survivors or lists of many; flowers have been planted, murals placed in public buildings, and foundations 

established to do “good works” – all in the names of the murdered loved ones to preserve their remembrance. 

This is not only sad and suffused with pathos, it is tragic. It is tragic because it wastes precious emotion, 

energy and financial resources. These are wasted, above all, because they are not unified and not devoted to the 

one cause that would really make certain that murder victims will not be forgotten. That is the cause of assuring 

that they did not have their precious innocent lives cut short in vain. Such assurance can only be derived from the 

restoration of capital punishment to its rightful place, so that no intentional murderer can be nearly 100% 

confident that his own life will be protected by callous murderer advocates unconcerned about his victims and 

their suffering survivors. Also, no one convicted of intentionally murdering a law-abiding human being would 

ever have a chance to intentionally murder again, as often occurs now. As agonizingly stated555 by a homicide 

survivor who witnessed the brutal murder of her daughter: “I, Catherine Burke, REFUSE to allow each and 

every MURDERER – to have a NEXT VICTIM!  I refuse this RESPONSIBILITY for the MURDERER 

KILLING – AGAIN!” (Appendix A; emphasis in original.)  

 

Well over one million charities do “good works.” Often they seek a cure for a rare disease fatal to loved 

ones. Such a charity or foundation has the virtue of not only remembering the lost loved one but also directly 

addressing the cause of the loss. To cite just two of numerous examples: Susan G. Komen556 (breast cancer), 

Elizabeth Glaser557 (Pediatric AIDS).   

  By contrast, foundations and charities established in memory of murder victims, while dealing with 

serious problems – in no way intended to be minimized here – do not confront head-on the cause of a loved one’s 

loss: intentional murder. Unfortunately, if not tragically, foundations and charities established to remember 

murdered loved ones pursue activities irrelevant to what caused the loss of the loved ones in whose names the 

charities or foundations have been established. 

  Just consider this. As of October 2015, the authoritative Center on Non Profits and Philanthropy found558 

“1.41 million nonprofits … registered with the … IRS in 2013.” Moreover, “public charities accounted for just 

over three-quarters of the nonprofit sector’s revenue [$1.73 trillion] in 2013.” The National Center for Charitable 

Statistics estimates even more:559 2.3 million nonprofit organizations in the United States and 1.6 million 

registered with the IRS as of 2012 – a staggering one nonprofit for every 175 Americans!  

   Yes, there are scattered groups and individuals supporting capital punishment and offering aid to families 

of murder victims. However, I have found no unified national organization or foundation devoted solely to the 

restoration of capital punishment. (See below 54.) 

  That must change if capital punishment is ever to be restored to meaningful effectiveness.  

 

My diagnosis is simple and my remedy is simple. However, I recognize that homicide survivors who 

support capital punishment are not going to want to hear what I have to say. They will not want to be told that 

their efforts to date, however well intended, have been misguided and, therefore, have accomplished little to 

confront the disease that is the real cause of their losses, their grief and their unending agony.     

They are not going to want to face the reality that they should:  

        STOP doing what they have been doing.  

            Stop the individual websites.  

     Stop trying to get those who didn’t know murder victims to remember those victims.       

                             (Those who did know them need no reminder of the loss.) 

     Stop squandering precious resources on what is irrelevant to viable capital punishment. 
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     Stop “good works” not devoted to preventing more murders by convicted murderers.  

   (Exception: helping homicide survivors cope is vital but also insufficient.) 

     Stop trying to persuade the unpersuadable.  

     Stop painting murals.  

                            Stop planting flowers. 

        START doing what they have not been doing. 

                            Start a single-minded unified pursuit of one goal: effective death penalty restoration.                              

    Start uniting and combining financial, emotional and organizational resources.                         

                            Start educating the public.                 

     Start mobilizing existing broad public support for capital punishment. 

                            Start rejecting the siren call of “moderation.”      

                            Start rejecting the call to use water pistols against bazookas. 

               Start raising and organizing an army. 

                            Start fighting back against those who have been making war against victims for decades.                             

    Start using the real bullets of political warfare by planting facts in the public mind.  

 

VIII. WAGE WAR NOT TALK!  

The attack on Pearl Harbor did not result in a debate on its “merits.” President Franklin Roosevelt did not 

ask Congress for a Declaration of Debate; he asked for a Declaration of War. If the number of innocent people 

murdered since 1972 exceeds all the battle deaths560in the entire history of the country, is that a “debate”? Or is it 

a war not only against the more than 800,000 murder victims561 but also against their millions of loved ones and 

friends left behind, a war compounded in brutality by the torture inflicted upon perpetually suffering victimized 

survivors by pro-murderer lawyers and judges?  

Placed in perspective, 2,403 unsuspecting United States personnel were killed at Pearl Harbor562 and 

nearly 3,000 innocent victims were murdered on September 11, 2001.563 Each attack was called an act of war – 

rightfully! If these events were horrifying, how can the slaughter of well over 800,000 law-abiding victims be 

less so? How can such slaughter continue to be an occasion for debate? How can it be so blithely tolerated? 

Aggressors against decency have waged war long enough. It is time for those attacked to stop talking and 

fight back! It is far from unprecedented to call “war” what is required to restore capital punishment. A leading 

early fighter to prohibit intoxicants, Frances E. Willard, declared:564 “We have an irrepressible conflict, a war to 

the knife and a knife to the hilt. Only one [side] can win, the question is which one is it going to be?”   

To make capital punishment effective does not require a shooting war, but surely requires a political war. 

Among others, John Pitney565 and David Horowitz566 have described the similarities between politics and war. 

Political scientist Harold Lasswell once defined politics as “Who Gets What, When and How.”567  In other words, 

politics is about conflict, conflict about values and conflict between competing interests. Anti-victim Justice 

Brennan said568 that capital punishment involved “longstanding and heated controversy” and “battle.”  

The competing interests in the death penalty conflict could not be clearer. As Hook (above 43) stated569 

(12), “there is a direct conflict between the rights of the criminal and of persons accused of crime and the rights 

of their past and potential victims. In some … cases it is clear that the greater the right of the person accused of 

crime, the less the right of his future victim.”  

A critical point requires emphasis. While Hook referred both to “the criminal” and the “accused,” the 

political war over capital punishment involves not the accused but the duly convicted. As elaborated elsewhere570 

(5-8, 52-53), no death penalty supporter wants the execution of innocent individuals. Despite their false claims, 

the abolitionists’ war against murder victims and homicide survivors is a war on behalf of callous, often barbaric, 

intentional murderers whose guilt is not in doubt – and, inevitably, a war to condemn to death the, as yet 

unknown, faceless, nameless future never-convicted law-abiding victims of spared murderers. 

It would be a turning point in the history of capital punishment, if the victims of slaughter of the 

innocent ever fight back instead of talk back against the convicted guilty slaughterers and their champions.  

No one else is going to do it! – Not the pro-murderer/anti-victim media; not the inbred elite conservative 

establishment; not those who find satisfaction in the merits of their arguments and in scoring debating points; not 

those comforted by a very few executions for the wholesale barbaric slaughter of decent law-abiding people  

(only after obscene decades-long torture571 of homicide survivors); not Pollyannas seeking comfort in public 
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opinion polls defied by actual policies and practices; not those elated that the Supreme Court by a bare 5-4 vote 

deigns to allow homicide survivors into court at all, to make “victim impact statements” that turn out to be 

additional torture for victimized survivors because the same court has created massive procedural hurdles that 

require these endlessly grieving souls to relive their horrifying nightmares again and again for decades; and not 

those who take comfort when it takes “only” seven years572 to execute clearly guilty murderers.   
 

  A. “WHAT ARE WE FIGHTING FOR?”  

 Before turning to how to fight the political war, it is of the utmost critical importance to agree 

about the objective. Unity is essential for supporters. Victory cannot be achieved if they are divided. They should 

all be on the same page when asked the question573 made famous during the Vietnam War: “What are we fighting 

for?” Actually, in 1796, long before Vietnam, the same question was asked by poet Robert Southey:574 

             

“Now tell us all about the war, 

And what they fought each other for.” 
 

“… what they fought each other for 

I could not well make out; 

But everybody said,” quoth he, 

“That ‘twas a famous victory.” 

 

   There can and will be no “famous victory,” or any victory, if there is disagreement about their objective 

among those who accept my view that restoration of effective capital punishment requires war rather than debate.  

            Lawyer Kent Scheidegger points out575 that “thoroughly deserved” death sentences are “applied to only a 

tiny fraction of intentional criminal homicides.” But Scheidegger and his debating partner, Lawyer Robert Blecker, 

have contended576 that “the death penalty must be reserved for the worst of the worst of the worst.” Note the 

further restriction: not content with “worst of the worst,” they have retreated to “worst of the worst of the worst.”  

            Apparently, this view, repeated endlessly, is calculated to make death penalty supporters seem reasonable, 

perhaps in line with Lawyer Scheidegger’s desire for moderation and the avoidance of being “shrill” (above 17). 

  Now let’s get this straight. Scheidegger appears to be dissatisfied that only a “tiny fraction” of murderers 

who deserve death sentences actually receive what they justly deserve. So just what is a “tiny fraction” and what 

fraction would satisfy this lawyer? Fortunately, guessing is not required. Here is his answer:577 “[P]erhaps we 

have reached a new equilibrium where about 7 murderers out of 1000 are sentenced to death. That number … is 

not likely to return to the 1999 peak of almost 18.  Nor does it need to.” (Emphasis added.)  

  Two points. First, Lawyer Scheidegger refers to sentences, not executions. Many death sentences, he well 

knows, are never carried out. Second, I sharply and strongly disagree that it is unnecessary to sentence to death a 

mere 1.8% of murderers, even if, miraculously, they were all executed. If that is what Lawyer Scheidegger would 

accept as adequately more than a “tiny fraction” of deserved executions, count me out!  

   

            Unfortunately, many who claim to support capital punishment are, like that “faint-hearted originalist,” 

Justice Scalia (above 25), “faint-hearted” capital punishment supporters. If they really do support capital 

punishment, at a minimum, they have not thought through the implications of the “worst of the worst” mantra.  

            The most critical implication is that this is not moderation but virtually unconditional surrender – to the 

lawless Supreme Court’s concoction of “death eligibility” (above 31). It is an abject concession to the view that 

committing murder should not involve more than infinitesimal fear by a murderer that he risks his own life in 

committing his foul deed. It is meek acceptance of an illegitimate, dishonest and unconstitutional policy designed 

to trivialize intentional murder as well as savage rape of little girls by 300-pound savage men (below 56-57). It is 

acceptance of a policy guaranteeing 100% avoidable violence and terror against decent, law-abiding people.   

            Worst-of-the-worst also accepts the view that the lives of nearly all murderers are more valuable than 

the lives of their victims and that the lives of a few victims are more valuable than the lives of most victims.  

     If minimally thought about, this “moderation” directly conflicts with the view, expressed by heroic death 

penalty warrior578 Maureen Faulkner,579 whose 25-year-old police officer husband was deliberately slain 35 years 

ago by a murderer-groupie580 idol,581 the clearly guilty582 anti-cop ideologue Mumia Abu-Jamal. She asks:583 
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“Why should a murderer who violently and willfully took the life of an innocent person be allowed to keep their 

own life?” Painfully and to no avail, courageous homicide survivor Dr. William A. Petit, Jr. argued (above 10) 

that saving murderers places a greater value on their lives than on those of their law-abiding decent victims.  

  But as bad – and immoral – as valuing the lives of murderers more highly than those of their victims may 

seem to death penalty supporters, there is another values issue, one repeatedly exploited by anti-victim fanatics. 

What should be particularly galling to homicide survivors is that the very attempt to appear moderate by those 

who would confine capital punishment to the “worst of the worst” allows the pro-murderer zealots to oppose 

capital punishment out of pretended concern for murder victims and their victimized survivors. For example, 

rabidly anti-victim Lawyer David Dow pettifogged it this way:584  

 

[M]ost murder victims suffer … Every murder takes an innocent life, and leaves 

other innocent lives broken or in tatters.  My opposition to capital punishment does 

not disregard the crime in the slightest.  Quite the contrary, it treats all murder 

victims as equally worthy of society’s respect and concern.  I think no murderers 

should be executed, that they should all be sentenced to long prison terms, some 

[only some!] to life in prison.  I wonder whether Mr. Otis thinks they should all be 

executed, or whether he privileges certain victims over others. [Emphasis added.] 
 

  Dow was referring to Lawyer Scheidegger’s co-blogger, Lawyer Bill Otis, who replied: “the death 

penalty should be preserved for ‘particularly grotesque’ murders.  At no point have I stated or implied that all 

killers should be executed.” [Emphasis added.] In late 2015, Scheidegger reiterated:585 “Punishment for the worst 

murders is the actual policy question …Virtually no one today is arguing we should execute all murderers ….”  

            At the risk of redundancy, it must be stressed that the distinction – between “worst of the worst,” 

“particularly grotesque” or “heinous,” on the one hand, and “ordinary” murders, on the other hand – does not 

exist in the written Constitution. Nor did this distinction fall from the sky. The distinction comes directly from 

the pro-murderer justices of the Supreme Court. It comes from mandates for “narrowed” “aggravating factors,” 

with pro-murderer justices declaring jurors too inferior for the task and only justices themselves endowed with 

the superior morality, wisdom and insight required to determine just how “aggravating” a murder must be for any 

five justices to find themselves sufficiently aggravated to permit an execution.     
 

  It inexorably follows that those who claim to support capital punishment should realize that the execute-

only-the-worst-of-the-worst goal is very dangerous. An anti-death penalty group of victims explained why:586 
 

 Some believe that they stand with victims’ families by supporting the death 

penalty for “particularly heinous murders.” We have difficulty understanding this 

position. The implication is that other murders are ordinary and do not merit the 

death penalty. From experience, we can tell you that every murder is heinous, a 

tragedy for the lost one’s family. The death penalty has the effect of elevating 

certain victims’ families above others. [Emphasis added.] 
 

In a similar vein, while sounding like a clone of pro-murderer Lawyer Dow, Lawyer Cheryl Kates,587 

expressed sympathy while inflicting agony on the homicide survivors of rape-murder victim Eleanor Prouty 

(above 33): “Any murder is heinous. Any murder is going to leave victims behind who are upset … I understand 

they’re upset. Everybody would be. But that doesn’t entitle them to have his parole taken away.”  

  Could there be a clearer illustration of pro-murderer thinking? Why should an anal-rapist/murderer of an 

old lady ever have been eligible for parole? Since there never was any doubt about this savage’s guilt, only a swift 

execution would have spared the Prouty family from a long heartbreaking struggle resulting in a pro-murderer 

Parole Board’s stealth release of this man long after they suffered the initial shock. 

  Most important here is this. If even pro-murderer lawyers concede that “any murder is heinous,” this 

demonstrates just how fatuous and futile the quest for “worst of the worst” is. If “any murder is heinous,” why 

shouldn’t swift capital punishment be the penalty for “any murder”? If even a pro-murderer lawyer concedes that 

“any murder is heinous,” why should only a few such murders result in executions and not the rest? 
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        Although not recognized as authoritative, the widely-consulted Wikipedia accurately describes588 the 

Godfrey v. Georgia ukase by four justices (above 32) as dictating that the “death penalty is not possible for 

ordinary murder.” Lest there be any skepticism, Justice Scalia confirmed589 that the Godfrey justices 

“prohibit[ed] the death penalty for ‘ordinary’ murder.”  

  Note Scalia’s use of scare quotes around “ordinary.” Indeed, why should any homicide survivor or any 

normal person ever consider as “ordinary” the intentional murder of an innocent human being? Yet that is 

exactly the concession made by those who accept capital punishment restrictions, nowhere found in the written 

Constitution, to “death-sentence-eligible” and “worst-of-the-worst.” Homicide survivors should not allow 

themselves to be divided by these concepts bordering on utterly absurd. 

  I will leave it to professional hair-splitters to dispute that this concession, to pro-murderer claptrap, 

elevates a few victims and their families above all the others. Hopelessly limited to understanding only plain 

English, I do not see how it can be disputed. Homicide survivors who do not receive the justice of executing the 

intentional murderers of their loved ones have every right to object that this places a greater value on the lives of 

a few select murder victims than on the lives of others. However correct Justice White may have been, it is still 

not a satisfactory response to quote his observation590 in the 1972 case abolishing all capital punishment as it 

then existed: “It is perhaps true that no matter how infrequently those convicted of rape or murder are executed, 

the penalty … is not disproportionate to the crime and those executed may deserve exactly what they received.” 

Even so, White concluded that there was such a thing as excessively infrequent imposition of death sentences. 

He thus provided a critical fifth vote, accepting the view of those obsessed with murderer interests: if all did not 

receive their just deserts, none should. No justice is better than some justice. Ultimately, no murderer should 

receive his just deserts. That is essentially Lawyer Dow’s view; instead of more justice and public safety for 

actual and potential victims, he seeks less – gallingly, in the name of equality for victims! 

   

  Despite Dow’s sophistry, it does not follow that valuing murder victims equally requires abolition of 

capital punishment. The goal can be achieved by increasing use of the death penalty instead of abolishing it. 

   Recall Chief Justice Burger’s pointed response591 to Justice White’s distinction (below 60) between 

“harmful” and “unharmful” rape: “This bifurcation of rape into categories of harmful and non-harmful eludes my 

comprehension.” (White’s choice of words was not inadvertent. Most people unfamiliar with Supreme Court 

practice are unaware that opinions are circulated among the justices before their final release. So the pro-

rapist/murderer justices concocting the concept of “unharmful rape” were well aware of Burger’s objection and 

had every opportunity to withdraw their distinction.)    

  To me, the distinction between “worse” and “not worse” intentional murders is also incomprehensible. 

Those who disagree should try saying to any homicide survivor: “C’mon, don’t you realize that the murder of 

your loved one wasn’t so bad? It may have been one of the worst, but it was not the worst of the worst of the 

worst, or even the worst of the worst!” Or consider using the words of Lawyer Otis: “The life of the murderer of 

your loved one should be spared because, although the murder was grotesque, it was not particularly grotesque.” 

  Could there be a better example of the type of hair-splitting pettifoggery lawyer-justices engage in? For 

my part, it is bad enough when openly pro-murderer fanatics engage in this; but it is far more indefensible when 

accepted and rationalized by those purporting to be on the side of victims. Perhaps murderers should offer their 

victims a “last meal,” politely bow and apologize before intentionally stealing their innocent precious lives. Or 

perhaps, their deeds would be downgraded from “worst of the worst” to merely “worst” or from “particularly 

grotesque” to just plain-vanilla “grotesque,” if they first asked their victims for forgiveness like Mary Stuart’s 

executioner,592 who kneeled before her to ask to be forgiven by Mary before he chopped off her head.    

  Otis, who himself has both (above 27) refuted and accepted negative characterizations of the current 

health of capital punishment, has described593 the search for the “worst of the worst” as “Quixotic.”  I am no fan 

of David von Drehle, who, more than 20 years ago, asserted that “the death penalty is dying” (above 27).  

However, in my view, he made two points594 that are indisputable.  

  First, “the U.S. Supreme court had set a very high standard for the death penalty.” (Note that it was not 

the United States Constitution, but the Supreme Court or, more accurately, human beings called justices. Every 

so often a Freudian slip reveals the truth595 about the willfully unconstitutional actions by pro-murderer justices. 

In 2012 as noted (33), probably inadvertently, pro-murderer Justice Sotomayor admitted that, for nearly the 

entire history596 of this country, there never was such a standard. Again, that standard is required by absolutely 
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nothing in the written document.)  

  Second, due to this standard, von Drehle added, the “problem resides in the essential enterprise – trying 

to define shades of evil on a consistent basis” (emphasis added). Exactly! What justices did was to tie the system 

in knots with a hopeless standard often causing decades of litigation – disputing sentences rather than convictions 

(exactly what murderers and their worshippers desire597).  But since these knots were non-existent for most of 

United States history and are not in the Constitution but rather were “set” by unelected justices (often a bare 

majority), there is no reason to accept or keep them.  

  Instead of “trying to define shades of evil,” I say that evil is evil, regardless of its “shade.” Anyone who 

commits the ultimate evil of robbing an innocent, law-abiding person of his or her life should be deemed to have 

forfeited his or her own life. True death penalty supporters should replace pro-murderer gibberish limiting capital 

punishment to “death eligible” murderers; death sentences should be mandated for all “death deserving” 

murderers – i.e., all those convicted of intentional murder. To adapt Justice White’s words, all convicted 

intentional murders, not just a tiny few, should “receive exactly what they deserve.”  

  For the first two centuries of this country’s existence, no one ever conceived or even imagined the 

obscene concoction distinguishing between “death sentence eligible” murder and “ordinary” murder. This was 

imposed by arrogant, dishonest and willful high court fiction writers only in the most recent four decades. 

            Homicide survivors should turn this fiction into truth by flying under the flag of “death deserving” rather 

than “death eligible” murder. Anyone who intentionally or knowingly aids in the unlawful intentional robbery of 

an innocent human life should be considered “death deserving” or “execution deserving.” 

  Let me repeat that: a war-worth-fighting to restore capital punishment must seek death sentences for the 

“death deserving” or “execution deserving” – minimally, all convicted intentional murderers.  

 

 Death comes to everyone. The only question is how it comes. Some die peacefully in their sleep; others 

die slowly and painfully of a dread disease.  

  When my father died suddenly, I was told by a very wise much older man: “I have experienced two kinds 

of deaths in my family, each more horrible than the other: slow and swift. One either suffers grief from sudden 

shock or from the agony of watching a loved one’s agony of slowly dying.” 

  I cite this personal experience here because I have concluded that there has been far too much emphasis 

on how a murder took place and too little on the fact that it occurred at all. Having done much thinking about this 

distinction without a difference, it is my considered judgment that what should – and must – be stressed is the 

premature and irreversible robbery of an innocent life, not how it was perpetrated.  

  Accordingly, I agree that “every murder is heinous, a tragedy for the lost one’s family.” I cannot imagine 

most homicide survivors enlisting in the war effort to restore capital punishment if they are told that the lives of 

their lost loved ones are not as valuable as the lives of a miniscule percentage of other survivors’ lost loved ones. 

While some murders are more brutal and savage than others, no murder should ever be described as “ordinary,” 

“not worse” than other murders or not “particularly grotesque.”  

  This is hair-splitting that only pettifoggers can love.  

  It is the stolen life that is paramount! 

  If the goal is to double the execution rate from 0.17% to, say, 0.34% for all intentional murderers, that 

hardly seems worth fighting a war to achieve. I would not enlist in such a war effort. Even if raised to 25%, I 

would not accept it, because that would mean that the lives of 75% of murder victims are not all that important.  

   I previously have discussed this painful problem at greater length598 (49-51). I concluded that the only 

way to unify homicide survivors is this (51): “The death penalty should be mandatory for any unlawfully 

intentional robbery of the life of an innocent, law-abiding person, or for knowingly aiding a violent crime where 

this possibility is predictable.” Although Margaret Thatcher seemed to shrink from its implications, I agree totally 

with her view599 that “people who go out prepared to take the lives of other people forfeit their own right to live.”  

  For me, that means rejection out of hand of absurdities that insult the intelligence, such as Wilbert 

Rideau’s claim600 (35-36) that he committed murder and attempted murder in a panic but never intended to do so. 

Really? Who shows up to rob a bank armed with multiple murder weapons if he is not prepared to murder? Or 

take the Tison brothers.601 They purported not to have intended or expected murders to result when they 

smuggled into a prison a chest filled with loaded guns to turn over to convicted murderers to help them escape. 

The judges and justices who bought this contention should answer one question: “Are you too stupid to realize 
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that this is arrant dishonest nonsense, or are you dishonest yourselves in knowingly accepting such dishonesty?” 

For more multiple absurdities propounded by mortal human beings with legal training who landed on the 

Supreme Court for political reasons, see here (47-55).602 

   

  To dispel any doubt, I would like to see a poll conducted with the following questions:  

 

 “Is a murderer’s life more valuable than the life of the person he murdered?”  

 “Should the law command that anyone who unlawfully and intentionally kills another person be 

considered to have surrendered his own right to remain alive?”  

 In other words, “should all doubt be removed from the minds of those considering committing 

murder that, if caught, they will lose their own lives by doing so?” 

 “Is it fair to save the life of a person who steals the life of another person for no lawful reason?” 

 “Do you support or oppose the death penalty for anyone who deliberately and unlawfully murders 

an innocent and law-abiding human being?” 

 

During the past half century, as anti-victim, pro-criminal sentiment dramatically escalated among the 

ruling class authoritarians who impose their will upon the unwilling, violent criminals have happily received the 

aid and comfort from ruler-provided enhanced protection against risk603 in the practice of their chosen career.    

  Specifically, as pointed out above (30), right now, in the entire country, murderers are judicially 

comforted by the fact that they have a 99.83% chance of escaping execution and in Texas, both laughably and 

tragically called bloodthirsty, the murderer-comfort figure is 99.29%. Moreover, based on the above figures, 

1,392 executions for 813,400 murders, government officials (especially but not exclusively judges), whose prime 

function is to provide public safety and justice, have determined that the life of one murderer is worth more than 

the lives of 584 murder victims. Conversely, our rulers value the life of one law-abiding murder victim at 0.17% -

- less than one fifth of one percent – of the life his or her murderer.  

  Why should any rational homicide survivor fight for a minor improvement in which the lives of nearly all 

convicted intentional murderers are still worth hugely more than the lives of nearly all their innocent victims? I 

can scarcely imagine most homicide survivors providing a vivid real life analogy to the soldiers in Act IV, Scene 

IV604 of Hamlet: “We go to gain a little patch of ground that hath in it no profit but the name.” 

                                   

 I am sure that I will be called every name in the book for my “inhumane” and “bloodthirsty” position. 

However, I would like to see the name-callers answer, directly to long-suffering and valiant homicide survivor 

Maureen Faulkner (above 47), the question she asks: “Why should a murderer who violently and willfully took 

the life of an innocent person be allowed to keep their own life?”  

  Or, how about responding to Thomas Sowell:605 
 

  Many a cold-blooded murderer has had his life spared because people 

squeamish about executions imagine that it is more moral or humane to lock him 

up for life — or until he escapes or is pardoned someday when an even more 

squeamish governor is elected.                

  Additional people murdered by convicted murderers are part of the grim 

price paid for that squeamishness …The price of their vanity can be deaths more 

terrible than the executions they regard as too cruel to carry out. 

 

  In sum, to prevent deserved death sentences is to place greater value on the lives of murderers than on 

those of their victims. To confine capital punishment to the “worst of the worst” is to place a greater value on 

the lives of a select few victims than on the lives of most victims. No homicide survivor should be expected or 

asked to invest time, money, energy and emotion in pursuit of such an outcome. 

  Moreover, “worst of the worst” is not evidence of moderation; it is a poison pill for capital punishment. 

Again, none other than Lawyer Scheidegger’s sidekick, Lawyer Otis, having declared he would confine capital 

punishment to the “particularly grotesque,” has also said606 that “a worst-of-the-worst requirement would, in 

practice, be the end of the road for the DP. That may well be what abolitionists intend, but as long as the courts 
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and the public approve the DP … there MUST be a practical way to implement it.” (Emphasis added.)  

  It is beyond my humble Non-Lawyer limitations to explain how there must be a practical way to 

implement what, “in practice,” would be the end of the road. Handicapped by my mere political science Ph.D. 

and lack of law school training, I can only conclude that “worst of the worst” is a concession to pro-murderer 

fanatics that most unlawful intentional murders are really not so bad – “not all that terrible,”607 as Jeff Jacoby put 

it – and that most lost innocent lives are not as important as the lives of the convicted murderers who stole them. 

Such a concession can only discourage the most needed fighters for justice and safety from joining the fight.     

  Finally, if this article has any unexpected influence, it will surely be grossly distorted. Therefore, I want to 

make clear exactly what I am and am not saying. The only way to garner widespread active homicide survivor 

support for capital punishment is to make it mandatory for intentional unlawful homicide.  

   However, I do not advocate capital punishment for homicides that are in no way intentional. For example:  
 

  Two people are in a bar room brawl. One is pushed and strikes his head on a hard or sharp 

object from which death results. That is manslaughter.608   

  Spouse A unexpectedly comes home, only to find Spouse B in bed with someone else. Spouse 

A loses control and kills one or both of the cheating pair. That was neither planned nor 

intended. The term for this is “crime of passion.”609  

  A driver unintentionally hits and kills a pedestrian. If the driver is not drunk, does not run, has 

a license and is not deemed reckless, that is an “accident”610 and not a crime. 

  By contrast to the last two examples, a jealous cheated upon wife waits for and deliberately 

and repeatedly runs over her husband.611 That is clearly intentional premeditated murder.                      
 

The distinctions between accidents, manslaughter and intentional murder existed long before justices turned 

capital punishment into a farce. As in criminal law generally, the key is intent, or mens rea in legal jargon.  
 

* * * *  * 
 

 An Alternative: Redefine the Term. The most activist justices redefine the clearest words all the time. 

They certainly have made a mockery612 of the terms “cruel and unusual punishment,” “equal protection” and 

“due process.” But it is not necessary to make a mockery of “worst of the worst,” which itself has made a 

mockery of capital punishment. Hence, I would make one concession to worst-of-the-worst adherents – define 

worst-of-the-worst as “most evil.” 

  Instead of comparing murders, in a vain hunt for the “worst,” I would contrast all convicted intentional 

murderers to the rest of society. I would not engage in what Von Drehle indicated was an exercise in futility: 

“trying to define shades of evil.” Rather, I would weigh evil against good. I would define all convicted intentional 

murderers as the “most evil” members of society – not only unfit to live among decent human beings but unfit to 

live at all. And I would include the most brutal torturers and rapists in the “most evil” category.  

 

  B.     THE WAR CAN BE WON: A BRIEF LOOK AT THE HISTORY OF POLITICAL SUCCESS.   
All serious death penalty supporters should study the successful successive political wars first to impose 

and then repeal Prohibition of intoxicating liquor. Detailed accounts may be found here613
 and here.614  

After years of struggle, Prohibitionists achieved the adoption of the 18th Amendment. But capitalizing 

upon rapid disenchantment, the other side counter-attacked – fewer than 15 years after its ratification, the 18th 

Amendment was repealed by the 21st Amendment. Significantly, the counter-attack used the very same methods 

originally employed by the initially successful Prohibitionists.  

The idea of repealing a constitutional amendment, let alone a recent one, was initially derided. Yet it 

happened. This historical fact demonstrates that the dishonest unpopular unconstitutional decisions of rogue pro-

murderer/anti-victim justices can also be undone. Such a prospect will also surely be scoffed at by those having 

very unpopular values, who cannot prevail fairly in a political dispute in a representative democracy and rely, 

instead, upon justices to unconstitutionally, unlawfully and undemocratically do their dirty work by imposing 

policies unacceptable to most people. Passionless supporters of capital punishment will, doubtless, also scoff. 

In reality, Supreme Court history contains many decisions later reversed by justices themselves. As of 

mid-2014, justices had made at least 233 decisions “overruling”615 well over that number of prior decisions.  

The evisceration of capital punishment itself has largely been a result of justices’ reversals of past 

http://www.jeffjacoby.com/8003/ultimate-evil-calls-for-ultimate-punishment
http://thelawdictionary.org/manslaughter/
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/crime+of+passion
http://thelawdictionary.org/accident/
http://murderpedia.org/female.H/h/harris-clara.htm
http://murderpedia.org/female.H/h/harris-clara.htm
http://midutahradio.com/download/garbage/Death_by_due_process.doc
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/prohibition/about/
https://books.google.com/books?id=MJbBqn3XWqAC&dq=daniel+okrent+last+call
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-CONAN-REV-2014/pdf/GPO-CONAN-REV-2014.pdf#page=2621
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precedents and practices. As recently as the 1960s, it was not considered realistic616 to seek repeal of capital 

punishment by wielding the bludgeon of arrogant dishonest high court justices. Success of the modern anti-victim 

movement dates back four decades in a country 24 decades old. It was only in the early to mid-1970s that steam 

was picked up and success achieved by617 the movement’s “all-out strategy of litigation against the death 

penalty,” originally commenced by “a small number of ambitious lawyers and academics.”  

There is nothing permanent or fixed in cement about justices’ capital punishment fiction.    

Due to relentless “abolitionist” attacks, there may well be a final coup de grâce delivered by willfully 

dishonest justices – infatuated with convicted murderers and contemptuous of their victims, contemptuous of the 

American people, and contemptuous of the Constitution. Unlike Prohibition, this coup would not be achieved by 

a constitutionally prescribed process but only in total disregard for representative democracy, often by a bare 

majority of five unelected and unaccountable justices. Whether or not complete “prohibition” of the death penalty 

is inflicted upon justice and public safety, the time is long overdue for another counter-attack – with lessons taken 

from the legitimate repeal of the legitimately adopted Prohibition. The difference would be that the proposed 

counter-attack would be a Constitutional assault on what is in no way moral, democratic or constitutional.  

What must be done by the vast homicide survivor majority supporting capital punishment is so analogous 

to the imposition and repeal of Prohibition that it is appropriate to quote Daniel Okrent at length: 

 

The Anti-Saloon League … was the first618 [pressure group] to develop the tactics and 

the muscle necessary to [amend] the Constitution [to mandate prohibition] … It owed its 

success to two ideas, one core constituency and [one man,619 Wayne Wheeler620].  

 The two ideas were focus and intimidation.621 The decision to declare war on alcohol 

and only on alcohol—to choose one target at which the organization’s weapons could be 

fired—was a direct rebuke to the [unfocused] efforts of [others] … Strategically focused, the 

ASL could more effectively apply its intimidating tactics. “Intimidation” might seem too tough 

a word for the forthright application of democratic techniques, but as practiced by the ASL, 

democracy was a form of coercion. [League Creator Howard Hyde] Russell was direct about 

this: “The Anti-Saloon League,” he said, “is formed for the purpose of administering political 

retribution.” The ASL did not seek to win majorities; it played on the margins, aware that if it 

could control, say, one-tenth of the voters in any close race, it could determine the outcome. 

… The ASL had no problem supporting a Republican today and Democrat tomorrow, so long 

as the candidates were faithful on the only issue the league cared about. [Emphasis added.] 

 

             When the hypocrisy, corruption and organized crime spawned by Prohibition rapidly produced 

disenchantment, the same political tools622 used to adopt it in the first place were applied to obtaining its repeal.  

             Yes, there were a few differences. According to Okrent,623 the ASL 

 

mobilized … Protestant churches and their congregations. Any pressure group 

would be … blessed with a constituency like this one. It was scattered across 

the American landscape, yet easily reached when there was a message to 

deliver or an action to initiate … it wore the mantle of moral authority … 

prepared for apocalyptic battle [as] “the Church in Action Against the Saloon.” 

  

Those later fighting for Repeal did not have a network of congregations, but they did grow into what New 

York Governor Herbert Lehman commended624 as Pauline Sabin’s “devoted army of [valiantly fighting] 

women.” Moreover, with improving means of communication, Sabin obtained a Constitutional Amendment in 

four years compared to the ASL taking 25 years to get its Amendment adopted. Sabin’s group used625 (8:34) 

demonstrations and rallies, radio spots, automobile caravans and even stunts by female aviators.  

 

 Although times have changed, for the time being (below 58) at least, there is a far greater opportunity 

than ever to reach the public. If capital punishment supporters were to adopt immediately what is proposed here, 

they would have available social media, the internet, blogs and email, in addition to the mass media which could 

not ignore a well-led, well-organized, well-financed and well-publicized nationwide political army.    

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/07-5439P.ZC2#page=2
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/506/461/case.html#481
https://books.google.com/books?id=MJbBqn3XWqAC&printsec=frontcover&dq=daniel+okrent+last+call&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAGoVChMIyMfyzOzbyAIVBlQ-Ch3oCgFV#v=onepage&q=first%20broad-based&f=false
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/prohibition/media_detail/2082716385-wheeler/
https://books.google.com/books?id=MJbBqn3XWqAC&q=begin+to+describe#v=snippet&q=begin%20to%20describe&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=MJbBqn3XWqAC&printsec=frontcover&dq=daniel+okrent+last+call&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAGoVChMIyMfyzOzbyAIVBlQ-Ch3oCgFV#v=snippet&q=focus%20and%20intimidation&f=false
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https://books.google.com/books?id=MJbBqn3XWqAC&dq=daniel+okrent+last+call&q=colleagues+mobilized#v=snippet&q=colleagues%20mobilized&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=MJbBqn3XWqAC&dq=daniel+okrent+last+call&q=colleagues+mobilized#v=onepage&q=herbert%20lehman&f=false
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/prohibition/media_detail/2082534271-sabin/
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Despite arrogant elitist defiance, poll after poll has shown strong support (above 42) for effective capital 

punishment to provide justice for victims and safety for the public. Just imagine what could be done by now-

unorganized death penalty advocates. Millions of homicide survivors are available to be mobilized by a strong 

political effort. If that effort is undertaken, many millions more in the general public will surely follow.    

Yet another page should be taken from the Prohibition wars. Significantly, the ultra-powerful Anti-Saloon 

League was given birth by a single “founding cell.”626 That tiny acorn grew into a mighty oak with millions of 

dues-paying adherents. The repeal effort commenced in earnest when Sabin created the Women’s Organization 

for National Prohibition Reform at a meeting with eleven friends (339).627 These eleven rapidly grew to 1.3 

million628 members. Most of these did not have passion nearly equal to that derived from the intense personal 

pain experienced by homicide survivors and still alive victims of severe violent crimes. 

It would take no more than a handful of the most articulate and skilled homicide survivors to hold a 

similar founding meeting (or conference call) to create a nationwide organization. In addition to survivors, 

anyone else appalled by the outrages of the current injustice system would be welcome to join. Because this is my 

proposal and someone has to co-ordinate initial organizing efforts, I have placed at the outset an invitation for 

anyone interested to contact me. If I hear from even five, we can take the necessary steps to get started.  

   (1) The Power of Small Numbers    

  In a democracy, what can a small number do? Plenty! President Andrew Jackson has been widely, if 

arguably wrongly,629 quoted as stating that “one man with courage makes a majority.” Political scientists long 

ago noted that small numbers of dedicated individuals often achieve “impossible” results.  

  Let American Spectator Editorial Director Wladyslaw Pleszczynski reject articles that he calls “too 

intense.” Political scientists have long dealt with the dilemma630 of the power of tiny intense minorities prevailing 

over apathetic majorities. Joseph A. Schumpeter found631  that “history is full of examples of the success of small 

groups who, believing in their cause, were resolved to stand by their guns.” A stunning recent example of this has 

been the growing acceptance of gay marriage prior to five justices’ directive that its acceptance be required. After 

a May 2011 Gallup poll found that the public thought 25%632 of Americans were homosexual, an October 2012 

Gallup poll disclosed the actual number to be about 3.4%.633 It would be hard to imagine a better illustration of 

the power of a tiny minority to influence policy. In 1996, Justice Scalia made this very point:634 “preposterous to 

call ‘politically unpopular’ a group which enjoys enormous influence in American media and politics [and] 

though composing no more than 4% of the population had the support of 46% of the voters.”    

  As Okrent pointed out, the Anti-Saloon League punished opponents. It had no need to win majorities but, 

instead, “played on the margins, aware that if it could control, say, one-tenth of the voters in any close [election], 

it could determine the outcome.” Senator Charles Schumer, a stridently hostile critic of the National Rifle 

Association, explained635 that its power and success did not come from its money or size of membership but from 

the fact “that they have a core group of active members who translate what’s going on to the average person.”  

  Furthermore, as shown by the examples of death penalty repeals in New Mexico (above 9, 19), 

Connecticut, New Jersey and other states, capital punishment has been a classic illustration of an intense minority 

prevailing over a large and consistent but largely inert majority.   

  However, while capital punishment is typical in one sense, it is extraordinary and dreadfully shocking in 

another sense. Although other issues often involve an intense small minority on one side steamrolling a largely 

apathetic majority on the other, the intensity of capital punishment supporters should far outweigh that of 

opponents. Consider the numbers. There have been well over 800,000 murders in the United States since 1972 

(above 45). One need not be a mathematical genius to see that this amounts to many millions of loved ones and 

friends left behind. According to one account,636 “9.3% of the adults sampled had close friends or relatives who 

had been murdered”; and “homicidal deaths produce between 120,000 and 240,000 new homicide survivors each 

year.” Since 1972, that would roughly total between 5,160,000 and 10,320,000 homicide survivors.  

Thus there is a vast pool of many millions of homicide survivors who can and should be organized into a 

one unified passionate mighty national army. This can be achieved by a nucleus of survivors with leadership and 

organizational skills. Finally, add to that the vast majorities in the public who already support capital punishment. 

 In sum, (1) a small number of highly-motivated people can accomplish a great deal, and (2) just a 

handful getting the ball rolling can grow into a large powerful army numbering in the millions.  

  If properly organized, there can be no stopping this potent political combat force (above 45) as it marches 

across the political battlefield to vanquish the much smaller legion of screaming deranged murderer groupies. 
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Several years ago, Lawyer Kent Scheidegger indicated637 that death penalty opponents have “a well-funded 

[public relations] organization, masquerading as neutral [but getting] away with a lot of misrepresentation … 

There is no similar organization” in support of capital punishment. (Emphasis added.) He added that “PR work 

is not the purpose” of his Criminal Justice Legal Foundation. Also, “[d]eath penalty is not the only, or even the 

primary, mission … Our main job is briefing cases… We participate in the debate to fill a void, but there is no 

way we can pump out the volume to match an organization that does nothing else.” (Notwithstanding this earlier 

disavowal, Scheidegger later purported to be “trying to … reach [and] persuad[e] … ‘swing voters’” (above 17).)  

    Implicit in Lawyer Scheidegger’s point is a simple question: Why isn’t there a “similar organization” 

supporting capital punishment? Just as those who successfully fought for repeal of Prohibition adopted the 

methods of those who successfully fought for its initial adoption, so too death penalty supporters should concede 

that death penalty opponents have succeeded way beyond their numbers.  

  In a word, supporters should copiously plagiarize their opponents’ playbook. 

   Lawyer Scheidegger was referring to the propaganda outfit bearing the Orwellian label, Death Penalty 

Information Center,638 which is, as most knowledgeable supporters are painfully aware, actually a 

“misinformation” center. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that it has at least two main strengths. First, it has a 

laser-like focus on one goal: doing what is best for convicted murderers by initially saving their lives and then 

getting them released into the law-abiding population as quickly as possible. Second, it is a national 

organization. And that is enhanced by numerous other organizations infesting this country (as well as Canada and 

Europe) like multiple bedbug colonies sucking the blood out of innocent victims.  

  (Is that fair? Too “shrill”? Too “overheated”? (Above 17.) I say turnabout is fair play. Abolitionists often 

compare actual homicide survivors to bedbugs by calling them “bloodthirsty”?639 (above 22, 30))   

 One difference would be that a unified national organization supporting capital punishment would not be 

compelled to rely upon misrepresentation. The main problem of supporters is to get out the truth – not in a largely 

unnoticed manner but with a massive media campaign. Moreover, there is nothing wrong with having many 

small pro-death penalty groups, geographically and functionally organized, as long as they are coordinated by 

one unified national organization. (“Functional” groups provide homicide survivors with general information, 

counseling, legal advice, financial assistance, etc. Their efforts are vitally necessary but insufficient to restore 

capital punishment. The point of the latter is to lessen or prevent the need for such efforts.)                         

 

IX. PLANT FACTS NOT FLOWERS: THE POWER OF ADVERTISING                       
   In the 1970s, established previous or then-current singing stars sought renewed fame and additional 

income from television commercials hawking records containing their “greatest hits.” But did those who 

purchased the records want them because they contained their favorite singers or simply to get on any bandwagon 

labeled “greatest hits”? Unknown Peter Lemongello provided the answer. Having tried and failed to achieve 

stardom, he raised cash to pay for the same type of advertising as recognized stars. He convinced many viewers 

that he, too, was a star – launching a media blitz with saturation television commercials inviting audiences to buy 

an album containing his “greatest hits.” Of course, not being Elvis Presley or Frank Sinatra, he never had had any 

hits at all, let alone “greatest” hits.640 One headline blared641 “Lemongello’s Formula for Stardom: Tell 

Everybody You’ve Become One.” For more about Lemongello, see here642  and here.643      

Lemongello furnished a real life illustration of a hilarious 1954 movie comedy, It Should Happen to 

You,644 in which the unknown but publicity hungry Gladys Glover achieved fame and money by spending her 

savings to rent a sign in New York’s Columbus Circle bearing only her name, in huge letters, and no message.  
 

  According to one estimate,645 total United States media advertising expenditure was 171 Billion dollars in 

2013 and is projected to be 221 Billion in 2018. (That’s in a weak economy!) Advertising works! 

Advertising sells! Profit-seeking businesses do not undertake massive spending if there is no payoff in increased 

sales. That’s why so many commercials must be endured. When I record a football game, I can watch it in 90-120 

minutes at most. When I watch an NFL game live, 60 minutes of playing time can take up to 220 minutes of 

viewing time. I once timed the commercials in a football game and found that they occupied nearly an hour.  

  Yes, I admit it. I hate commercials. (Who doesn’t?) Yet, without embarrassment, I strongly advocate their 

use as an essential weapon for capital punishment supporters because – they work! And given the reality and the 

true content that is abundantly available, pro-death penalty commercials will be interesting when not outright 
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gripping – especially if not requiring extended attention, which might be too much too take for the unwilling. 
   

  A. HARNESS PASSION; RAISE AN ARMY; RAISE FUNDS    
        I have made the case for what, I am convinced, needs to be done. It remains to be seen who, if 

anyone, is seriously willing to go to political war. But here it is important to at least mention that, in addition to 

providing truthful information, fund-raising and recruitment would be major ingredients in any advertising 

campaign. Anyone familiar with interest group and political campaign commercials knows that, in addition to 

seeking support for causes and candidates, they also seek to raise funds and recruit members. 

 I originally intended to include here a list of commercials. But given the length of this work and my 

hopefully wrong pessimism, I am deferring this, as well as my plan to raise funds and recruit members. If there is 

a nucleus of homicide survivors serious about organizing along the ambitious lines I propose, I likely will write a 

follow-up article containing roughly 100 concrete commercials, and also addressing fundraising and recruiting.  

 Once organized, even with an initially small number, funds must be raised both to further organize (for 

basics such as an office, telephone, website, etc.) and to enable a full-blown –and massive! – media campaign. 

Although the primary goal of that campaign should be to reach fellow supporters, open-minded opponents who 

are uninformed and not strongly committed should not be neglected. But the major focus must be on educating, 

motivating and mobilizing uninformed, apathetic and unwilling supporters.  
 

B. REACHING THE UNWILLING  

   Living and writing in the heart of pro-criminal liberalism, I have been asked time and again how I 

could possibly support anything so cruel and barbaric as capital punishment. For me the painful answer is very 

clear. I actually have read the details of countless cases that are but the proverbial tip of the iceberg. I know and 

have written in depth about what has been done to victims. And I know and have written about the excruciation 

of the loved ones left behind to suffer the initial shock and then the slow torture at the hands of merciless lawyer-

judges infatuated by the merciless. And I have heard horribly anguished expressions of pain directly from brave 

judicially-tortured homicide survivors.  

  Having tried to discuss gruesome murder cases with non-homicide survivors, most of whom lack any 

knowledge (let alone understanding) of what is truly involved, I quickly learned that most of the uninformed want 

to stay that way. They can’t bear to hear the details of the realities and agony that actual homicide survivors 

suffer. Patti March, an activist homicide survivor herself, has told me of having had similar experiences.646 

 Two illustrations from opposite ends of the spectrum should suffice. At one end is “Sister” Helen Prejean, 

the perpetually prevaricating and preening pretender to moral superiority, notorious among informed capital 

punishment supporters. She has openly, and apparently without shame (above 7), said that she does not want to 

know the details of the gruesome acts perpetrated by the barbarians to whom she is so devoted. At the other end 

of the spectrum is an acquaintance of mine, a capital punishment supporter. This is a big and strong young man, 

probably 6’3” tall, 250 pounds, with a bulldog neck and strong as an ox. Looks like a real “tough guy.” Yet when 

I showed him sharply curtailed details of what Cal Coburn Brown did to Holly Washa (below 83), he turned 

away and said he could read no more than the first few words, which made him sick to his stomach.  

  Appendix C provides further examples of what the uninvolved very understandably do not want to know.  

  Although few non-homicide survivors want to hear details, for at least four reasons, it is critical to inform 

the public of these details if capital punishment is ever to be restored to its rightful place.  

  First, if they ever decide to capitalize on it, capital punishment supporters have a major advantage: 

consistent majority public support. The problem is that the death penalty has not been made a voting issue.  

  Second, voters do not make decisions based on issues about which they feel little passion. The opponent-

supporter passion imbalance (above 19) must – and can – be reversed. A significant number of voters must be 

roused from their apathy to cast their votes based on candidate death penalty records. These records must include 

predicted outrages perpetrated by justices and judges whom senators vote to confirm in defiance of constituent 

protests. More on this later (below 70). 

Third, it does not take a large percentage of voters to determine the outcome of a close election. 

Understanding that crucial point has been the essence of the influence of today’s National Rifle Association and 

success of the Anti-Saloon League a century ago. This is so important that it requires repetition: it does not take a 

large percentage of voters to determine the outcome of close elections.   
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  Fourth, endless television commercials successfully seek contributions of both funds and volunteer efforts 

for all manner of causes. If the pro-death penalty army contemplated here is to win the war, funds must be raised 

and more enlistees must be recruited to the cause. 
 

            To reach an unwilling audience, advertising is the best way – perhaps the only way. Advertisers do not 

impose their mostly awful ads on captive audiences to entertain, but to get their messages across. Again, the 

slightest thought can only lead to the conclusion that there would be no such advertising if it did not work. Justice 

Scalia pointed out:647 “Perhaps voters do detest these 30-second spots ... Evidently, however, these ads do 

persuade voters, or else they would not be so routinely used by sophisticated politicians of all parties.”   

   Similarly, given the high stakes, in innocent lives lost and ruined, it is essential to reach the uninvolved 

who want to remain ignorant of bloodcurdling details faced every waking hour by homicide survivors and made 

worse for decades by anti-victim judges and lawyers.  Well-presented short commercials will both get their 

attention, educate them regarding the reasons why their support for capital punishment has been defied and 

provide them with the horrifying information that the media so resolutely conceals (15, 39, 76). A lengthy 

presentation of facts can be tuned out or turned off. However, pin-point 20 to 60 second commercials cannot 

easily be avoided, not only on television and radio but also in the age of internet popups.   

  How to reach the unwilling is clear: present the worst murderer depravity with the greatest brevity. Also 

with the utmost brevity, present the worst unconstitutional judicial outrages willfully and callously inflicted 

against justice, victims and public safety. Graphic examples would make clear to the unwilling why they should 

not be capital punishment couch potatoes. They must understand why, at a minimum, they should vote for 

genuine rather than phony pro-victim candidates. And some can be motivated to contribute funds or become pro-

victim/anti-murderer activists. Again, I will provide a list of commercials if the proposal here is accepted.  

    As explained above (19, 37, 43), a great mistake of death penalty supporters is that they waste their efforts 

talking to each other and Preaching to the Perverted. It is long overdue to start Explaining to the Converted (and 

to the open-minded not-yet-converted). Lawyer Kent Scheidegger “debates” before limited audiences, satisfied to 

present the pro-death penalty side in what he admits knowing to be futile attempts to persuade a very few of the 

most hostile (above 18). However, that is just not how successful political campaigns work. The primary task is 

not to persuade a diehard antagonistic minority but rather to educate and mobilize leaderless supporters. That 

applies all the more when the latter comprise a substantial majority (above 42). Unlike other political movements 

that started out and even succeeded as tiny minorities (above 53-54), passionate death penalty supporters need 

only mobilize the majority support they already have and have had for a very long time.  

  Far more important than reaching a few closed-minded fanatic opponents is to rouse the vast numbers of 

passive supporters – to vote, contribute and volunteer. This requires that they be informed why and how their 

values –and safety! – have been disdained and imperiled by a tiny but powerful-by-default ruling class – whose 

members hypocritically648 provide themselves with ample security to assure their own safety (see also, above 11).  

  Supporters start out with another advantage. Unlike deadly boring toilet paper and beer commercials, for 

example, one of the staples of television always has been crime and lawyer programs (e,g., Law and Order, The 

Practice, Criminal Minds, CSI, The Closer, Blue Bloods, etc., etc.) So although many apathetic death penalty 

supporters do not want to hear the details of what homicide survivors have experienced, there is an ongoing 

public fascination with the subject – a fascination most commercials lack.  
 

   (1) The Abolitionist Fear of Facts 
  The last thing abolitionists want is a public armed with facts. In fact, this prospect terrifies them.  
 

   As the 2016 Iowa caucus was fast-approaching, the pro-murderer New York Times 

ran a hit piece649 attacking Ted Cruz. It alleged that, during his service as a law clerk to 

Chief Justice Rehnquist, his greatest sin was that, rather than being “dispassionate,” he 

was “obsessed” with seeing brutal murderers executed. And worst of all, he did not 

confine himself “brief review” of facts but instead “dwelled on the lurid details of 

murders.” Lest there be any mistaking the intent of the hit piece, a pro-murderer blogger 

declared that it showed Cruz to be “On the Wrong Side”650 of the issue.  

   In reporting on Kennedy v. Louisiana (below 62), pro-murderer651 New York 

Times652 abolitionist653 Linda Greenhouse mocked654 the attorney who advocated 

Supreme Court upholding of the death penalty for the brutal rape of an 8-year-old girl 
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by 300-pound Patrick Kennedy. Protective of this savage rapist, Greenhouse derided 

the description of damage to the little girl’s internal organs as an “anatomy lesson.” No 

“grisly details” should be given about a grisly crime. Keep the public in the dark!   

 Homicide survivors not only agonizingly know but cannot forget what 

Greenhouse disparaged as “grisly details.” And cruel judges repeatedly force them to 

relive these details with endlessly repeated frivolous court proceedings, whose only 

purpose is to spare murderers from just punishment – capital punishment. Accordingly, 

homicide survivors are in the best position and have the highest motivation to make the 

case for the death penalty. This case has been made greater as anti-victim zealots, 

themselves well-protected against violent crime, have upped the ante in their campaign 

against public safety. Having almost completely abolished capital punishment, they 

now seek to abolish permanent loss of freedom for those with a demonstrated capacity 

to commit depraved intentional violence against the law-abiding (above 33, 37).  

   My first death penalty article (above 16) was about abolitionist Fact 

Suppression. I decided to write that article when I read Justice Stevens’ dissent655 (n.1) 

in a horrifying656 case (below 83) involving robbery, extended torture, rape and murder, 

as well as a second similar episode that differed from the first only in that the attempted 

murder failed and the victim survived to live with this memory for the remainder of her 

life. Stevens explicitly protested revealing even the names657 of the crimes committed 

(which he falsely called “a graphic description of the underlying facts”) because he 

feared they could only detract from “moral support” for the torture-rapist/murderer 

upon whom he wished to bestow his munificence. Stevens objected to any moral 

support for the victims because he wanted moral support for the rapist-torturer-

murderer! (When finally executed, Cal Coburn Brown devoted his final words to 

pronouncing658 himself the victim of injustice because “I only killed one victim” – not 

for want of trying to kill a second one).  
 

  Regarding Supreme Court seizure of decision-making authority that properly belongs to elected 

representatives, law professor Mark Tushnet has raised a profound question659 going to the very heart of whether 

authentic representative self-government still exists in the United States:  

                                  

We usually use our legislatures as the forum in which to discuss and resolve … 

differences … So why don’t we use these same institutions for hot-button 

constitutional issues …? In these cases, we let nine other people decide, by majority 

vote, what they think our rights are …The great puzzle is, why do we let them get 

away with it? [Emphasis added]  

   

In my judgment, that is not really a difficult question to answer. I long ago concluded that, if the public knew of 

their foul deeds, lawless justices of the Supreme Court could never impose their arrogant contempt for self-

government, the law, the Constitution, the truth and decency. Truth suppressor Stevens was well aware of what 

was pointed out by Justice Louis Brandeis:660 “Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants.” 

  Oh how Stevens feared shining any light on his arrogance, deceit and lawlessness! That is why he was a 

long-time supporter of free-speech suppression. He claimed that campaign spending restriction is merely 

economic regulation – of property rather than of speech. Nevertheless, as the above-cited massive advertising 

expenditures show, money today now the key to communicating with the public and providing voters with 

information critical to performance of what they think is their civic duty. At present, that duty has been turned 

into a sham by justices who have utter contempt for voters and voting. As a highly skilled lawyer (i.e., capable of 

speaking out of both sides661 of his mouth), Stevens hypocritically acknowledged662 this obvious fact when he 

wished to reach an opposite result. (And remember, for politician-lawyer-judges, results are paramount – not 

consistency, not law, not the Constitution, but political outcomes!)  

    It was and is nothing new for Stevens and his ilk to want to suppress grim facts and the freedom of speech 

that reveals them to the people. Those who impose unpopular and unwanted ideas and policies must lie to keep 
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the public unaware of what they do. That is why efforts to suppress speech have been endless and relentless (e.g., 

here,663 here,664 here,665 here,666 here667 and here668). And make no mistake. It is not just lawless willful justices 

who want to suppress freedom of speech.  

  As the justices who respect the Constitution repeatedly have pointed out, the First Amendment was and is 

intended to protect669 political speech. If free political speech means anything, it means the right to criticize the 

government in order to “throw the bums out.” But the bums don’t want to be thrown out. This is very 

understandable, because Congressional bums exercise great power, have their massive egos regularly fed, indulge 

their ideological hypocrisy – and get rich in office670 to boot. These bums will never be ousted if opposing 

candidates and other critics are prohibited from telling voters what said bums are doing.  

 

          John McCain, a tireless opponent of free political speech (except for himself671), as well as many 

incumbent supporters of his handiwork deeply resent672 political “attack ads” critical of incumbents. That is the 

real reason why Congress enacted the McCain-Feingold Act,673 as Justice Scalia made clear.674  He added:675  

 

  [I]t is not the proper role of those who govern us to judge which campaign 

speech has ‘substance’ and ‘depth’ (do you think it might be that which is 

least damaging to incumbents?) and to abridge the rest … This … is about 

preventing criticism of the government. [Emphasis added.] 

  
 Death penalty supporters should realize that, currently, the American political system is rotten to the 

core.676 The political cancer of corruption, lying and abuse of power has metastasized throughout all levels and 

all branches of government. Moreover, prior to the writing of this paragraph the Supreme Court was one corrupt 

justice away from approving relentless efforts by corrupt legislators and executives to violate the First 

Amendment in order to prevent public exposure of their misfeasance and malfeasance.  

  The sudden death of Justice Scalia on February 13, 2016 meant that, until a new justice arrives, there 

would be a likely 4-4 split, with all anti-freedom federal appeals court rulings likely affirmed by an equally 

divided vote. The 2016 election will likely determine the future of freedom in this country. If Hillary Clinton is 

elected and perhaps even if Donald Trump is elected, the composition of the Supreme Court will significantly 

change during the next administration. So the sanctity of free speech hangs by a thread. And let’s not forget that, 

in 2014, no less than 48 Leftist United States senators voted to undermine677 First Amendment free speech 

protections for those on the Right. 

   In terms of “throwing the bums out,” which bums have more job security and more power than lifetime 

judicial appointees? Why would these bums want to be exposed when all they have to do is get one more 

Supreme Court bum to approve suppressing criticism of judicial bums?   

  In short, time itself is growing short – short for death penalty supporters to galvanize to exercise their 

freedom, while it still exists, to publicly expose abusive judicial dishonesty in the service of convicted murderers.  
                      

 C. RECOURSE: WHAT TO ASK OF THE UNWILLING  

   (1) Turn the Tables: Delegitimize Death Penalty Abolitionists 
  Although my position is that it is wrong to do anything, especially debating, to legitimize anti-victim 

supporters of convicted murderers (above 38), that is only a start. Far from merely refraining from legitimizing 

them, advocates of public safety and justice for victims should strive to de-legitimize murderer advocates. To 

summarize. (1) They consider themselves as morally superior and always have tried to de-legitimize supporters. 

It is long overdue to de-legitimize the de-legitimizers. (2) Far more important, the abolitionists are illegitimate 

and their ideas should be thrown on Ronald Reagan’s “ash-heap of history” (above 38). 

For example, if they were not illegitimate: 

 They would not have to lie so much. In fact, they would not have to lie at all! 

 They would not place an astronomically higher value on the lives of convicted murderers than on 

the lives of the victims of these murderers. 

 They would not demand perfection in imposition of the death penalty, with no concern for the 

imperfections, in saving the guilty, that condemn the truly innocent law-abiding to be avoidably raped, 

maimed and murdered. Because failure to execute convicted murderers condemns wholly innocent people 
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to death, rape and other violence, in Jeff Jacoby’s words, the choice is not whether to execute, but whom 

to execute: the guilty or the innocent.  

 Abolitionists prefer executing the innocent to executing the guilty. For them, this has the 

advantage that those they prefer to execute are nameless, faceless and sight unseen – out-of-sight, out-of-

mind. Responsibility can easily be denied; only rarely do you have a Norman Mailer undeniably 

responsible for a murder by a murderer he helped free to commit murder again (above 11, 25). 

 They would not, with brazen shamelessness, openly assert their willingness to see 100 or 1000 

decent law-abiding human beings slaughtered in order to save one inhumane murderer.  

 They would not turn the legal system into a farce that ruthlessly tortures the surviving murder-

victim loved ones for decades in order to save murderers. I have covered this in greater detail, not only in 

the forgoing discussion, but also in my previous death penalty article.678
 

 They would not make every effort to “humanize”679 the inhumane680 savage and depraved 

torturers, rapists and intentional murderers – while at the same time seeking to dehumanize681 their 

victims by turning them into virtual non-persons (also, below 64). 

      

   

     (2) Delegitimize Judges, Especially U.S. Supreme Court Justices    
                 Anyone who has seen my previous articles knows that I regard the United States Supreme Court as a 

fraudulent and illegitimate institution that would never be permitted to succeed with its dishonest and dictatorial 

abuse of power if exposed to the light of day. For example, I have written:682 
 

Do such justices have anything but contempt for the rule of law, contempt for the 

legislative process, contempt for the Constitution that clearly specifies that process, 

contempt for self-government and, ultimately, contempt for the American people? 

And is the time coming for the people to reciprocate that contempt?  Repeatedly, 

justices have expressed concern for the Supreme Court’s legitimacy and public 

confidence, lest they be perceived as merely imposing their own subjective views 

rather than impartially and objectively applying the law.   
 

                 Justices must be unmasked to the public as essentially dishonest frauds. Justice Scalia wrote in 2013683 

that the only current limit on them is their “sense of what [they] can get away with.” Prof. Tushnet immediately 

converted Scalia’s words into a telling question:684 “What justifies giving [any five members of the Supreme] 

Court the last word on our constitutional rights? … The great puzzle is, why do we let them get away with it?”  

  Long ago, both the answer and the path to limiting what justices could get away with was implicit in the 

words of Thomas Jefferson:  

 

   The judiciary of the United States is the subtle corps of sappers and miners 

constantly working under ground to undermine the foundations of [government] … Our 

judges [have passions for party … power, and … privilege … irresponsibl[y]  

advancing … noiseless[ly] like a thief … until all shall be usurped….685  

        [T]heir decisions … pass silent and unheeded by the public at large… sapping 

by little and little the foundations of the Constitution … before any one has perceived 

that that invisible and helpless worm686 has been busily employed in consuming its 

substance. In truth, man is not made to be trusted for life if secured against all liability 

to account. [Emphasis added.]  
                 

  This means that (1) “we let them get away with it” because grossly insufficient, if any, noise is being 

made about these “noiseless thieves”; and, in turn, (2)  the only way to limit what power-abusing justices can get 

away with is to deprive them of their ability to operate like invisible worms and noiseless thieves.   

 

            Justices know the score. From time to time, they have fretted that public exposure could undermine their 

Court’s legitimacy and public respect for it. In a 1992 non-capital case, claiming to fear687 “[t]he country’s loss of 

confidence in the Judiciary,” Justices Kennedy, O’Connor and Souter, explained:688  
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  The root of American governmental power is … the power conferred by the 

Constitution upon the Judiciary …, and specifically upon this Court[, which] cannot 

buy support for its decisions by spending money[. E]xcept to a minor degree, it 

cannot independently coerce obedience to its decrees. The Court’s power lies, rather, 

in its legitimacy … the people’s acceptance of the Judiciary as fit to determine what 

the Nation’s law means, and to declare what it demands. [Emphasis added.] 

 

            This requires emphasis. The judicial power scam upon the public results from “the people’s acceptance 

of the Judiciary as fit to determine what the Nation’s law means, and to declare what it demands.”  

            It would be hard to imagine a clearer statement of what is at stake for capital punishment. The Supreme 

Court has been at the center of what Justice Scalia called the successful “guerilla war” (above 27) against the 

death penalty, making it a “practical impossibility.” Isn’t it time for capital punishment supporters to withdraw 

their acceptance of the judiciary as fit to say anything about the law, let alone give orders undermining justice 

and safety for past and future potential victims of rape, maiming and murder? 

Aside from establishing an organization unified behind a single goal, nothing is or can be more 

important for death penalty supporters than de-legitimization of the Supreme Court in the public mind. In the 

very same opinion just quoted, a dissenting Scalia warned his colleagues:689 

 

[T]he American people … are not fools. As long as [they] thought … that we 

Justices were doing essentially lawyers’ work … - reading text and discerning our 

society’s traditional understanding of that text – the public pretty much left us alone 

… But if …our pronouncement of constitutional law rests primarily on value 

judgments … The people know that their value judgments are quite as good as those 

taught in any law school – maybe better … [T]he people should demonstrate, to 

protest that we do not implement their values instead of ours. [Emphasis in original.] 

 

  In 2015, Justice Scalia cautioned690 five fellow justices (including his “buddies” (above 23) Ginsburg and 

Kagan): “With each [bare majority] decision of ours [not based on law] that takes from the People a question 

properly left to them … we move one step closer to being reminded of our impotence.” Nothing new here. As far 

back as 1996, Scalia painfully declared691 that fellow justices already had taken “major step[s] in the abridgment 

of the people’s right to govern themselves.” He added:692 

  

  While the present Court sits, a major, undemocratic restructuring of our national 

institutions and mores is constantly in progress. … Day by day, case by case, it is 

busy designing a Constitution for a country I do not recognize.  

 

What legal document grants any five justices the lawful power to design a new Constitution rather than apply and 

enforce the Constitution “ordained and established”693 by the People of the United States? The Constitution 

clearly provides procedures to amend694 it. Lawless justices have made these procedures irrelevant.695  

  Isn’t it time for the People to “remind the court of its impotence”? 

   Who can better deliver the reminder than Homicide Survivors? A massive public counter-attack against 

the Court, especially its arrogant power-abusing anti-victim justices, is long overdue. 

    Justices’ fear of this prospect did not start in 1992. Justice White expressed his fear in Coker v. Georgia, 

the 1977 case that, for the first time in history, created a special right for the most depraved convicted rapist-

murderers to commit additional rapes without any punishment whatsoever696and declared that rape could be 

“unharmful.”697 White wrote:698 “Eighth Amendment [anti-death penalty] judgments should not be, or appear to 

be, merely the subjective views of individual Justices.” In 1991, he repeated:699 “The Court is most vulnerable 

and comes nearest to illegitimacy when it deals with judge-made constitutional law having little or no cognizable 

roots in … the Constitution.” In 2000, Janus-faced Justice Stevens added his two cents, expressing concern700 for 

“the Nation’s confidence in the judge as an impartial guardian of the rule of law.” Janus-faced because it would 

be hard to find a less “impartial guardian” than Stevens himself (above 31). 
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(a) Illegitimate Fantasies: “Evolving Standards”; “Consensus”; The Last Word  
   By now, my position is clear. To restore capital punishment, it is absolutely essential to expose the 

dominant justices for what they are: dishonest; arrogant; pompous; contemptuous of the lives of innocent, decent 

and law-abiding human beings; protective of the lives of convicted murderers and rapists; enablers of violent 

criminals to engage in continued violence; disdainful of representative government, the law and the Constitution; 

and – illegitimately abusing their oaths of office and sacred trust in the service of raw evil.  

  In general, the war against capital punishment (and now against “life without parole,” the bogus 

alternative long proposed (above 34) by Fairness Phony abolitionists) has been waged by pro-murderer/anti-

victim justices flying under the false flag701 of “unfairness.” 

  My previous death penalty article702 was devoted to refuting this claim. Now, it is critical to address two 

brazenly fraudulent assertions, one so outrageous that Justice Scalia rightly called it laughable. Originally 

proclaimed by mere four-justice pluralities, 19 years apart in two separate cases, these fictitious assertions have 

been cited again and again as fig leaf “precedents” (below 73) to enable the near abolition of capital punishment.   

 

  “[T]he Constitution contemplates that, in the end, our own judgment703will 

be brought to bear on the question of the acceptability of the death penalty under the 

Eighth Amendment.” [Emphasis added.] 

  “The [Eighth] Amendment must draw its meaning from the evolving standards 

of decency704 that mark the progress of a maturing society.” [Emphasis added.] 

 

  Regarding the first assertion, Scalia retorted:705 “the Constitution contemplates no such thing; the … 

Eighth Amendment would have been laughed to scorn if it had read ‘no criminal penalty shall be imposed which 

the Supreme Court deems unacceptable.’” [Emphasis added.] In other words, the Framers would have scornfully 

laughed at the notion that the crimes and punishments determined by the elected representatives of hundreds of 

millions of Americans must be “acceptable” to a mere five lawyers who, through sheer happenstance, warm seats 

on the U.S. Supreme Court bench at a particular time.  

  As noted, in Coker, the groundbreaking unpunishable-“unharmful”-rape case, Justice White worried that 

judgments might appear to be “merely the subjective views of individual Justices.” When “acceptability” of 

criminal punishment enacted by elected representatives is determined by a vote of five justices to four, how can 

the five say with a straight face that that is not a “subjective” imposition of personal morality by the five? 

“Subjective” is exactly what these judgments are, as Justices Scalia and Thomas have observed often.  

 

  Turning to the second assertion, capital punishment has been largely abolished by justices worshiping at 

their own brazenly invented Potemkin village altar: “evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a 

maturing society.” This was briefly mentioned above (41). It now must be shown just how illegitimate this 

fantasy is and the harm it has done. It is one of the greatest and most evil frauds ever perpetrated by the Supreme 

Court against the Constitution and the American People who “ordained and established” it.  

  In my judgment, it would be hard to match Justice Alito’s devastating dissection of this arrogant and 

dishonest seizure from the People of their once elementary and indisputable right to protect themselves from 

prowling human predators. I strongly urge all capital punishment supporters and all believers in representative 

self-government to read Alito’s opinion in full.706 Briefly, using the least harsh words possible, Alito noted that 

the “evolving standards of decency” mantra was based on “abandon[ment] of the original meaning of the Eighth 

Amendment.” In turn, this abandonment was based on “pretense,” “discarded pretense” and false promises. The 

result of this dishonesty was a judicial gamble with innocent people’s lives in order to release convicted 

murderers, and an unconstitutional visionary journey toward an “undisclosed … culmination.”  

  A brief excerpt707 captures Justice Alito’s decimation of fellow justices’ abolition of capital punishment 

and now life without parole for convicted murderers, with the artifice of this brazenly concocted fantasy: 

 

Is it true that our society is inexorably evolving in the direction of greater and greater 

decency? Who says so, and how did this particular philosophy of history find its way 

into our fundamental law? And in any event, aren’t elected representatives more 

likely than unaccountable judges to reflect changing societal standards?  
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Alito also exposed the patently dishonest (not his term) attempts by pro-murderer justices to justify this 

“standard” by alleging public opinion support and a phony national consensus. As noted, in the end, they 

dispensed with all “pretense,” except, of course, the pretense that they had not dispensed with pretense.  

 Years earlier, Justice Scalia weighed in by citing Justice O’Connor’s observation of the obvious:708 

standards do not change only in one direction and to freeze standards allegedly existing a one specific time is to 

prevent society from democratically reconsidering them.  

  To take a particularly egregious pro-murderer example, although Justice Alito asked whether society is 

truly evolving toward greater and greater decency, a more fundamental question is: what exactly is “decency”? 

Just how many truly decent people share the anti-victim concept of “decency” that values the life of a convicted 

murderer 584 times more than that of his innocent victim? (Above 50.)  

  Or consider another view of “decency” espoused by pro-murderer justices, an example that, if 

adequately informed, would likely outrage concerned parents of good children everywhere. 

     (i) Justices, “Decency” and Children    
  The anti-victims justices expend enormous emotion and concern on near-adults, whom they falsely label 

as “children,” convicted of intentional murder. But what about children who are victims? Say what? Not worth a 

second thought in the minds and hearts of these justices. As they say where I come from, fughetaboutit.709 

  Self-styled Decency Justices simply have no compassion for tortured, raped and slaughtered really decent 

children. There is no room for brutalized and murdered children at the Judicial Decency Inn.  

  To say the least, anti-victim justices have very contradictory views about just what constitutes a “child” 

or “juvenile” and when a person becomes “mature” and therefore “responsible.” Consider the following cases.  
 

 Roper v. Simmons (2005). Violating precedent,710 not the Constitution but five justices, 

purporting to show great concern about the allegedly tender youth of a scheming cold-blooded premeditated 

murderer, ban capital punishment for even the most savage murderers711 one day under the age of 18.     

 Kennedy v. Louisiana (2008). With a 180 degree about-face, the same five justices (again, not 

the Constitution) rescue a 300-pound clearly adult 32-year-old from capital punishment for brutally raping an 8-

year-old little girl,712 causing severe physical and likely lifelong psychological injury. No capital punishment for 

any rape whatsoever, regardless of the depravity, severity and age of the victim. And no concern for youth of 

the 8-year-old victim (see also, above 56-57)!   

 Graham v. Florida713 (2010). Not the Constitution,714 but six justices (including Chief Justice 

Roberts,715 giving an early sign of his contempt for truth and law) ban life without parole for violent “juveniles” 

in non-homicide cases.  

 Miller v. Alabama716(2012). Five justices (not the Constitution)717 ban mandatory life without 

parole sentences for “juveniles” convicted of murder.   

 Montgomery v. Louisiana718(2016). Not the Constitution,719 but six justices (including Roberts), 

apply Miller retroactively.    
 

  These cases cannot be discussed in detail here. The relevant point, common to all, is the blatantly 

dishonest assertion that anyone under the age of 18 is automatically too young and too immature to fully 

understand that violent crime is wrong. That includes murder, rape, and violent assault causing severe injury. 

According to the pro-murderer justices, “[t]he susceptibility of juveniles to immature and irresponsible behavior 

means ‘their irresponsible conduct is not as morally reprehensible as that of an adult.’”720 [Emphasis added.]  

  Note the legerdemain. Nothing can better illustrate the illegitimacy and out-of-touch values of these 

peerless pettifoggers than to characterize brutal murder as mere “irresponsible conduct”! Do they expect us to 

accept that terrifying721 and abducting a 46-year-old woman,722 Shirley Crook, from her home, covering her 

mouth with duct tape, tying her up with wire and throwing her off a bridge to drown while conscious723 is the 

same as painting graffiti or dropping water filled balloons from a window? What makes this high court notion 

of “decency” especially indecent, appallingly so in my view, is that these high court judicial decency dictators 

vindicated the murderer’s very mature and calculating reasoned prediction that he could get away with his 

premeditated barbarity precisely because he was seven months short of 18. 

  As the ultimate in indecent pomposity, Justice Kennedy (joined by accomplices Stevens, Souter, 
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Ginsburg, and Breyer) gave this reason not to execute the convicted “juvenile” premeditated brutal murderer: 

“When a juvenile offender commits a heinous crime, the State … cannot extinguish … his potential to attain a 

mature understanding of his own humanity.”724 For decency justices, moreover, not extinguishing the potential 

of nearly-adult murderers means that the State cannot extinguish their potential to commit future murders.    

 Consider these consequences of pro-murderer “decency”:    
 

 Steven Pratt, a murderer at 15, promptly murdered his own mother two days after his release 

from prison at age 45 (above 36-37)

 Reginald McFadden725 (murder at 16, plus rape and at least two murders 25 years later at 41, 

after parole as “an excellent risk for release.”726) 

   Grant Cooper727 (murder at ages 18, 36 and 60) 

   Richard Biegenwald728 (murder at age 18, ultimately turned loose to prey upon the law-abiding 

population to commit multiple murders after age 40)   
   
  Could it be that there is validity to the concept of bad seed?729 If so, shouldn’t bad seeds be executed to 

protect their future victims? Not according to “decency” justices. For them, it is perfectly decent to preserve the 

potential of bad seed “children” who have “extinguished the potential” of good children. These justices do not 

care about the teenage and 9-year-old victims of Jorge Benvenuto (above 8) and Alyssa Bustamante (below 64).  

 The attitude of pro-murderer justices finally became too much even for death penalty opponent Jennifer 

Bishop-Jenkins. She objected730 to the “decency” obfuscation of Scalia-Buddy Justice Kagan, who referred to 

convicted nearly-adult murderers as “children”731 and opposed their being sentenced  “to die in prison.”732 Is 

Kagan unable to distinguish between ages 9 and nearly-18? (Note the further muddying: “life in prison” equals 

“death in prison.” Execution is death. Ultimately dying, as everyone does, is not the same as prematurely dying, 

as do murder victims and as should their convicted intentional heartless killers.) 

  As he did so often, Justice Scalia nailed the utter hypocrisy733 of the claim that those under 18 are 

automatically too immature to know that murder is wrong, especially premeditated torture murder:  
 

      In other contexts … we have recognized that at least some minors will 

be mature enough to make difficult decisions that involve moral considerations. 

For instance, we have struck down abortion statutes that do not allow minors 

deemed mature by courts to bypass parental notification provisions … Whether 

to obtain an abortion is surely a much more complex decision for a young 

person than whether to kill an innocent person in cold blood. 
 

Note that some of the minors deemed “mature” enough to make abortion decisions are as young as 13 or 14 and 

not on the verge of turning 18.  

  Compounding his “decency” hypocrisy, because he could not excuse a little girl’s 32-year-old 300-

pound rapist on the ground of the latter being too young, Justice Kennedy and his gang concocted an alternative 

perversion of “justice”:734 “justice is not better served by terminating the life of the perpetrator rather than 

confining him and preserving the possibility that he … will … understand the enormity of his offense.”  

 So that’s the essence of “evolving decency.” Gamble on a savage 300-pound barbarian raping and 

perhaps murdering another little girl because it is the decent thing to do; after all, he might come to “understand 

the enormity of his offense.” This is in the Constitution?!?! Anybody out there wanna buy735 the Brooklyn 

Bridge from these justices (real cheap!)?    

  This ought to be enough to expose the utter hypocrisy of these justices’ alleged concern about “youth” 

and “immaturity” of nearly-18-year-old “children. But consider a few examples in addition to the 8-year-old 

rape victim, whose tender age, severe physical injury and likely lifelong emotional scars were of far less 

importance than giving her rapist a chance to repeat his brutality: 

   (1) Teenager Stephanie Neiman736  was kidnapped, beaten, raped and buried alive.737 Did her 

youth concern fervidly anti-victim justices? Not a chance! What concerned them was that her adult murderer, 

Clayton Lockett, might have suffered during a rare deserved execution. In June 2015, “decency” justices, 

discussed Lockett at length738 as a prime illustration739 to support their “outlandish rhetoric” (above 41) that all 

executions must end because lethal injections are tantamount to “disemboweling” and “burning at the stake.” 
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It merits emphasis that in furtherance of their campaign for “decency,” these justices repeatedly 

mentioned Lockett by name, but did not deign to mention his multiple crimes or pay homage to the wonderful 

brutalized dead girl, Stephanie Neiman, by mentioning her name even once in 31 pages. There could not be a 

starker example of love for murderers and contempt for their victims. 

  (2)  The ages and names of Jennifer Ertman, 14, and Elizabeth Peña, 16,740 were also not deemed 

worthy of mention to the pro-murderer justices who sought to save741 the brute who raped, tortured and 

murdered them. They devoted 40 pages742 to the indisputably guilty rapist-murderer without one mention of the 

victims or the vicious crimes against them.  

       (3)  A very similar case involved the kidnap, rape with a stick and bludgeoning to death of 16-

year-old743 Adria Sauceda. Again viewing the victim as a non-person who never existed and without according 

her the dignity of mentioning her name, her youth or her agony, four pro-murderer justices744 sought, instead, to 

save yet another adult barbaric rapist murderer. And these justices’ anguished crying out to save the life of this 

savage was based on shameless lying (above 13).745 Sorry. No other word will do.  

   (4). In 2009, Alyssa Bustamante was 15½ when, fully understanding the “indecency” and 

unlawfulness of her act, she cold-bloodedly plotted and carried out the “ahmazing … enjoyable” brutal murder 

of 9-year-old Elizabeth Olten.746 Of course, Bustamante’s life was already protected by the “decency” justices; 

she did not even receive a life sentence without possibility of parole (itself a fraud). Instead, some day she will 

be paroled. Ah, yes, but won’t she be more mature? Exactly! Perhaps just like Steven Pratt, who also committed 

murder at age 15 and two days after release from prison, at age 45, promptly murdered his mother (above 36-7). 

(a) Just before Bustamante was given a comparative slap on the wrist for the brutal pre-

meditated murder of 9-year-old little Elizabeth,  justices of the highest court in the land revealed the kind of 

underage suffering that really concerns them. Heaven forbid that a teenage girl should ever be searched by a 

female nurse for attempting to smuggle drugs into her school. Oh, the indignity! So with their customary 

coherence, justices declared that students have a right – a constitutional right, no less – to smuggle drugs into to 

school in their underwear but not in their backpacks. Or as Justice Thomas put it,747 his fellow justices 

instructed teenage drug smugglers on “the safest place to secrete contraband in school.” For more details about 

Bustamante’s murder of Olten and when justices do – and do not – care about the young, see here.748   

                        (5) Hayley and Michaela Petit.  I have mentioned Dr. William A. Petit, Jr. a number of times 

(here749 and above 8). Suffice it to say now that his sexually assaulted and murdered daughters, Hayley and 

Michaela, were just 17 and 11 years old; and that these ages meant nothing750 to those in the business of seeking 

to feel good about themselves and morally superior by saving the savages called “evil” by Dr. Petit (above 5).   
   

 The upshot is this. Youth is of little concern to “decency”-mongering justices. Of paramount importance 

to them is not a person’s age, but whether he or she is a violent criminal or a victim. They cry tears for murderers 

and rapists of any age. But they have callous contempt for all the decent children whom they cause to be 

avoidably tortured, raped and murdered in the future in order to save vicious adults duly convicted of savagery. 

  This is so critical that, if my proposal is ever accepted, this message must be communicated to American 

voters again and again – and again!  As a start, I repeat it here, with special emphasis: 

             Youth is of little concern to “decency”-mongering justices. Of paramount importance to them is not a 

person’s age, but whether he or she is a violent criminal or a victim. They cry tears for murderers and rapists 

of any age. But they have callous contempt for all the decent children whom they cause to be avoidably 

tortured, raped and murdered in the future in order to save vicious adults duly convicted of savagery. 
 

  What these cases clearly reveal is the blatant fraudulence of the pontifications of anti-victim justices on 

the subject of childhood and maturity. They also reveal the utter illegitimacy of the Supreme Court, its complete 

unworthiness of public respect and confidence, and the utter folly of relying on these people to decide 

anything of importance to the truly decent members of society.  

  Based on many face-to-face conversations I have had over the years with those unfamiliar with the 

subject, I am convinced that decent people everywhere – north and south, east and west – if they had an inkling 

of the facts documented here, would recoil in horror and find repulsively indecent the notions of decency 

espoused and imposed by five lawyer-justices callous to the agony of victims.   

  When five unaccountable mere mortals, who have the same bodily functions as everyone else, 

pompously presume to prevaricatingly shove these perverted “decency” concepts down the throats of hundreds 
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of millions of law abiding people, this seizure of power by justices to do whatever they want is a perfect 

example of illegitimacy and why it must be laid bare before the American people in all its hideous ugliness. It is 

a perfect example of why what is needed is nothing less than de-legitimization of the Supreme Court – and why 

it must be stripped of the public respect that is essential to the continued and repeated dishonest abuse of power 

by five lawyers who have declared war on the innocent to protect the guilty.    

(b) The War Against the People, Self-Government and Representative Democracy 
  When five justices of the U. S. Supreme Court seize from the People the Last Word on the meaning of 

“decency”; when they seize from society what Chief Justice Burger called751 the right “to protect innocent 

persons from depraved human beings”; when they reward convicted rapist-murderers with a right to commit, 

free from punishment,752 additional rapes by threatening to murder their new victims; when they effectively 

immunize convicted first degree murderers from capital punishment and even life without parole – when these 

and many more usurpations and abuses of power occur, it is time to recognize that these “lawless”753 justices 

have undermined the very foundations of the government created by the Framers of the Constitution (above 59). 

Yet again, no one can or could have stated the stakes754 better than Justice Scalia:  
 

It is an empowerment of judges [for them to say:] “[T]he text says that but that’s 

contrary to the spirit of the law and we’re going to go ahead and do whatever we like.” 

[T]hat's just not democratic self-government if people can't have their 

representatives write a statute, which is to be applied as written. (Emphasis added.) 
 

  Nevertheless, even Scalia had no trouble declaring:755 “My most important function on the Supreme 

Court is to tell the majority to take a walk.” Moreover, in my respectful judgment, the late great justice had a 

blind spot. He repeatedly extolled The Federalist Papers756 and was  
 

appalled757 that Americans get out of high school, … college, even … law school 

without ever having read the federalist papers … to have the proper respect, and 

indeed awe that you ought to have for the United States Constitution - thing 

number one is to realize how brilliant were the men who put that piece of work 

together and that shines through in the Federalist Papers. [Emphasis added.] 
 

There are several problems with this view.  

  First, it would be hard to find people who have had less “proper respect” and “awe” for the Constitution 

than many justices (often enough to constitute bare majorities). To take but one example, despite her oaths758 to 

support the Constitution, Justice Ginsburg told a foreign audience:759 “I would not look to the US constitution, 

if I were drafting a constitution in the year 2012.” Justice Scalia himself often wrote dissents objecting to fellow 

justices’ contempt for the actual Constitution, so much contempt that they had “designed” a new one for a 

country he did not recognize (above 60). However, notwithstanding his brilliant opinions to the contrary, Scalia 

frequently sang the praises760 of his extremist Constitution-shredding colleagues.  

 But the February 19, 1935 New York Times front page761 reported Justice James McReynolds’ vigorous, 

passionate and unambiguous extemporaneous oral dissent from the bench. He boomed: “The Constitution is 

gone.” After comparing five fellow justices to Nero, he added: “This is not a thing I like to talk about … But 

there are some responsibilities attaching to a man on this bench to reveal …, in all its nakedness, just what has 

been done.” (Emphasis added.) (When I was in college, my professors ridiculed McReynolds. Having had my 

entire adult life to think about it, I have concluded that they were wrong and he was right.)   

  Six decades after McReynolds’ oral outcry, law professor Lino Graglia pointed out:762 “The … most 

important thing to understand about constitutional law is that it has virtually nothing to do with the 

Constitution.” In my view, this means that justices have so brazen lied about the Constitution that what they call 

“constitutional” law has nothing to do with the actual Constitution. Nearly the entire voting public does not 

realize this. One reason is that justices have insidiously destroyed the written Constitution precisely with the 

Big Lie that they were relying on it. As Prof. Graglia also pointed out,763 they have “inflicted … many injuries 

on the nation … in the name of the Constitution.” In other words, the Constitution has been misused as an 

essential pretext to justify unconstitutional opinions and decisions. The Constitution has been trampled upon in 

the name of the Constitution. 
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  (It is important to repeat that, at present, justices are engaging in perhaps the most “injury inflicting” 

undertaking, causing law-abiding people to be murdered for the benefit of convicted intentional murderers.) 

 Second, it is not as though, at the time ratification was considered, no one perceived the seeds of 

destruction of the Constitution embedded within the document itself. During the last half century, many have 

deplored the worsening deficiencies764 of history teaching765 and resulting lack of knowledge. However, 

although Justice Scalia often rued the ignorance of the Federalist Papers, he himself left out something critical.  

  In college, I read some of the most important Federalist Papers. With great awe, as a young teacher, I 

taught about these papers and the Constitution. It took me a while to get around to perusing the Anti-Federalist 

Papers.766 If Scalia lamented widespread ignorance of the Federalist Papers and failure to read all of them, 

very few, even among the educated, have even heard of the Anti-Federalist Papers, much less read any of 

them. The former document is completely provided767 by Thomas768 the official Library of Congress website 

(now undergoing a change) and listed under its Government Resources;769 the latter document does not appear 

to be on the site. Yet it is the latter that foretold the Constitutional doom confronting us today.  

  Key documents are Federalist 78770 and Anti-Federalist 78-79.771 The former declared the courts to be 

“the bulwarks of a limited Constitution against legislative encroachments,” but the latter presciently objected: 

 

        The supreme court under this constitution would be exalted above all other power 

in the government, and subject to no control … [D]anger … will result … I question 

whether the world ever saw … a court … with such immense powers, and yet … so little 

responsible … [T]he judges under this constitution will control the legislature,  

[determining] the extent of the powers of the Congress … [T]here is no power above 

them to set aside their judgment … their errors may [not] be corrected. 
 

 Third, if the Framers of the Constitution were geniuses, they were naïve geniuses, assuming such an 

oxymoron is possible. They thought that the judiciary was the “least dangerous”772 of the three branches of the 

federal government. Having declared war on past and future victims of violent crime in order to protect violent 

criminals, today’s federal judges are anything but “least dangerous.” They are nothing less than a major threat 

to the very public safety that it is the first duty of government to protect.     

  Fourth, the founding geniuses also thought that life tenure for federal judges would assure their honesty 

and integrity. What life tenure produced instead was uncontrollable arrogance, enabling grossly dishonest 

willful judicial usurpations, virtual dictatorship and destruction of representative self-government (as Scalia 

himself complained repeatedly). I have concluded that the Anti-Federalists have been proven correct:773 

    

      There is no power above them, to control any of their decisions. There is no 

authority that can remove them, and they cannot be controlled by the laws of 

the legislature. In short, they are independent of the people, of the legislature, 

and of every power under heaven. Men placed in this situation will generally 

soon feel themselves independent of heaven itself. [Emphasis added.] 

 

 Deep down, Justice Scalia surely knew the Anti-Federalists were right. Repeatedly, he accused fellow 

justices of imposing “self-righteous” 774 personal views, breathtaking “arrogance”775 and making a “mockery”776 

of Framers’ expectations. Contrary to the Federalists, Alexis de Tocqueville (above 14) warned777 of the great 

harm that could be done by justices who are “imprudent or bad.” In other words, job security assures neither 

good sense nor good character. In my personal view, for what it’s worth, for decades, the anti-victim/pro-

murderer justices have lacked good sense and good character, especially integrity. It is vital to make this clear to 

the American people, whose safety the justices have relentlessly waged war against. 

            Fifth, the Framers and the Federalist Papers contended that the Constitution was constructed with 

safeguards against federal tyranny. Little did they realize that, step by step, Supreme Court justices would 

destroy these safeguards. Of the two principal protections, Federalism is long gone with the remnants of 

Separation of Powers not far behind. Again, listen to Justice Scalia:778 “the Court flagrantly offends … 

separation of powers, and arrogates to itself prerogatives reserved to the representatives of the people.” 
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  For now – for now! – there is a silver lining. The Anti-Federalists were not wholly correct. Justices’ 

abuses can be thwarted. On paper and dejectedly waiting to be brought to life, Congress right now has ample 

Constitutional powers to rein in power-abusing federal judges. However, the fly in the ointment is fear of 

exercising these powers. An absolute prerequisite for this to occur is that the federal judiciary in general and the 

Supreme Court in particular must be stripped of the public respect and legitimacy that power-usurping justices 

themselves know are essential to unquestioning acceptance of judicial dictatorship.          

    (c) De-legitimizing the Federal Judiciary: Practical; Proper; Essential 
   History might convince a skeptic that taking on the Supreme Court is impossible and perhaps improper. 

Many have tried and failed. Most famously, President Franklin Roosevelt tried to “pack” the Court779 and 

failed. On the other hand, it has been said many times that he lost the battle but won the war780 because, within a 

very short time, he was able to create a new Court; within four years, he replaced seven781 of the nine justices. 

More on new justices in a moment.  

  One reason why, after winning a huge landslide re-election, FDR lost the court-packing vote is exactly 

that the Court has been held in high regard. In turn, the reason it has been held in high regard is that most 

people, being neither lawyers nor students of government, just assume that they don’t have the competence to 

judge the high-sounding legalistic words of nine smart lawyers – dressed in black robes, almost like priests 

(above 9). That is why it is necessary to wage a vigorous advertising campaign to expose what the court really 

is and does, using concrete easily understood specifics, such as “unharmful rape,” sparing murderers “only 

dangerous to old ladies” and a declaration of war against public safety by releasing violent human time bombs 

into the general population to once again – and preventably -- maim, rape and murder law-abiding innocents.  

   Moreover, most of those who best understand the flimflammery of these smart lawyers are also lawyers. 

Lawyers are active participants in this process. No one should be surprised if the last thing that lawyers would 

want is to have their enterprise exposed as a conspiratorial sham, for four reasons: (1) Lawyers who beg justices 

for crumbs cannot offend the crumb dispensers. (2) Lawyers who use other lawyers (justices) to bypass and 

defeat representative democracy will not object to that from which they benefit so much. (3) Unconstitutional 

pro-murderer high court rulings could not have been dictated until pro-murderer lawyers accepted the 

“prompting”782 of anti-victim lawyer-justices to initiate and document litigation on behalf of their beloved 

murderers. (4) Many lawyers despise both representative democracy and the Constitution; they are all too happy 

to conceal from public view what Justice Scalia called783 the Supreme Court’s “jiggery-pokery.”784  

  (I hasten to add that many, if not most, cases are decided honestly; it is only the most important and 

politically controversial785 ones that are not.)  
 

  Most who support capital punishment tend to be conservatives who, in recent years, often have defended 

the Supreme Court in the hope that it would rescue them from both President Obama and the corrupt members 

of Congress786 they elected to resist him. This hope has been dashed again and again. Just two months before 

the infamous787 ObamaCare betrayal788 by Chief Justice Roberts, I warned789 that 
                                  

the president is attacking the Court in anticipation of an adverse ruling, while 

conservatives defend it. No one should be deceived by this probably 

temporary role-reversal. Even if the Court rules ObamaCare unconstitutional, 

it already has disfigured the Constitution beyond recognition by its framers.  
             

  Hopefully, the repeated back-stabbing of his original supporters by Roberts (above 36) will put to rest 

the longstanding delusion that judicial abuses would be curbed if only good judges were selected. If these 

abuses are ever going to be halted, it is absolutely essential to attack and expose the fundamental illegitimacy 

of how the exercise of power by judges has degenerated into complete arrogant and dishonest abuse of power 

– exactly as predicted by the Anti-Federalists and described by Thomas Jefferson (above 59). Unless and until 

the American people rise up and, in Justice Scalia’s words, remind the Supreme Court of its impotence (above 

60), the people will continue to have “ceased to be their own rulers,” 790 in Lincoln’s first words as President.  

 Long ago, Judge Learned Hand eloquently cautioned:791  

 

          What do we mean when we say that first of all we seek liberty? I often 

wonder whether we do not rest our hopes too much upon constitutions, upon 
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laws and upon courts. These are false hopes; believe me, these are false 

hopes. Liberty lies in the hearts of men and women; when it dies there, no 

constitution, no law, no court can even do much to help it. While it lies there it 

needs no constitution, no law, no court to save it. [Emphasis added.] 

   

  Finally, Justice Scalia’s “good buddy,” Justice Ginsburg, considers Citizens United v. Federal Election 

Commission,792 somewhat793 restoring free political speech, to have been the Supreme Court’s biggest mistake.794 

With equal fervor, conservatives have defended the decision. So they were quick to defend the court when, with 

justices present, President Obama attacked Citizens United in his 2010 State of the Union Address. Many of 

them said Obama’s attack was improper because the Court was above face-to-face criticism.  

  That was and is a huge mistake! The problem with Obama’s criticism is that, first, it was wrong795 on the 

merits and, second,796 it was based on lies797 about what was in the decision. But just because Obama’s particular 

attack on the Court was wrong, this does not mean that it is wrong ever to attack the Court – or its legitimacy. A 

correct criticism based on truth should be distinguished from ill-founded criticism based on lies. 
  In a word, homicide survivors would be amply justified in doing everything within their power to make 

the public aware of the Supreme Court’s illegitimate, dishonest and power-abusing death penalty decisions. 

  Finally, conservatives, almost by definition, want to conserve rather than revolt. So it must be stressed 

that, if there has been a revolt, it has been by justices against the Constitution and not by victims. In any event, 

conservatives, if averse to revolting against revolting justices, should consult the Declaration of Independence,798 

which makes this clear: There comes a time when those who have been entrusted with the power to govern have 

so massively and dishonestly violated that sacred trust that the only recourse is to rise up and expose their 

illegitimacy and unfitness to further exercise and dishonestly abuse power. This is the key: 
 

  Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not 

be changed for light and transient causes … [M]ankind are more disposed to suffer, 

while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which 

they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations … evinces a 

design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to 

throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. 
 

  There is no call here for armed revolution. But at the very least, it is long past due for those abused by the 

federal judiciary, especially justices, to thoroughly publicize their abuses and make maximum use of still 

available political tools to reduce or remove altogether the judicial power to make war against the People, 

thereby causing avoidable rapes and murders of decent, law-abiding people minding their own business. 

  Victims, including homicide survivors, have been tortured by judges long enough. If they do not rise up 

to protest, nothing will change. If they do rise up, they will very likely be surprised by how many will join them. 

Remember, they start out with between five and ten million adults who have survived the murders of family 

members and friends (above 53). Moreover, as pointed out by Sidney Hook (above 43), nearly all people are far 

more likely to be victims than violent criminals. What’s been lacking is any concerted effort to seek their 

support. And most law-abiding people do not realize that four justices (and more often than not, five) have 

endangered the law-abiding in order to protect murderers and other violent criminals. These justices border on 

delusional when they deny imperiling anyone. But sane justices, such as Scalia, Thomas and Alito, repeatedly 

have documented the additional violent crimes that the lawless five have inflicted upon the decent population. 

Whether or not they admit it, the pro-violent criminal/pro-rapist/pro-murderer, anti-victim justices are mortal 

enemies of the law abiding. There is absolutely nothing in the real Constitution or statutes that has required these 

justices to declare war against unsuspecting innocents.  

  It is my considered judgment that, if violent crime victims ask law-abiding decent people to join them by 

explaining the utter illegitimacy of justices’ dictatorial dishonest decisions, this would have a high probability of 

ending the licentious judicial obscenities of the United States Supreme Court. 
 

         (3) Vote Based on Capital Punishment: Defeat Pro-Murderer Legislators and Governors        
    Okay. Let’s assume that the first hurdle has been cleared. Serious capital punishment supporters accept 

the need to go to war. How? Against whom? Fighting back requires holding leaders accountable for their 
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atrocious Defiance of the People. In turn, that requires independent political campaigns to defeat elected officials 

based on not only their own bad records but also on the foreseeable abusive records of judges they put into 

office. (In states where judges must face elections, they should be799 and have been800 prime voter targets.801) 

 Broadly, there are four targets: the President, United States Senators, all Members of Congress; and 

elected state officials. Only one question is required regarding the latter: how many, if any, organized political 

campaigns, based solely on capital punishment, have been undertaken by death penalty supporters in New 

Mexico, New Jersey, Illinois, Oregon, Nebraska, Maryland and Connecticut, where outright and de facto repeals 

took place in recent years in defiance of public support for that penalty?  

States are important, but the principal damage has been done by federal judges, especially justices, very 

often as few as a bare majority of five. So the prime emphasis here should be on the following:   

 

 Appointment and confirmation of federal judges  

 Judiciary funding  

 Federal court jurisdiction  

 Constitutional Amendment 

 Enforcement of blatantly unconstitutional judicial decrees 

 

(a) Senators: Confirmations  

 Unless the Supreme Court and acceptability of judicial review are discredited, an effort must be made to 

obtain good justices and defeat bad ones. Chief Justice Roberts, as well as many other Republican appointees 

(e.g., Blackmun, Stevens, O’Connor, Kennedy and Souter) have demonstrated the extreme difficulty802 of naming 

honorable judges devoted to the Constitution, law and representative self-government. Every now and then, we 

are blessed with Justices Scalia, Thomas, Alito and Rehnquist. But not enough to stem the tide of judicial 

dictatorship, especially since Leftist character assassin goon squads are armed and ready. Only recently (above 

14) have many on the Right acknowledged that modern Leftist Activist judging is not honest application of law 

to specific cases but achieving desired political outcomes through dishonest manipulation of words and facts.  

  But modern technology is available to all. However late the Right’s recognition of reality, the Right as well 

as the Left can easily research the records of judicial nominees. For example, opposition to the appointment of 

Harry Blackmun should have been a no-brainer. Before his arrogance, dressed in soft-spoken public self-

effacement, was imposed upon the American people, he had “stated publicly803 that [he] doubted [the] moral, 

social, and constitutional legitimacy” of the death penalty, the upholding of which he found “particularly 

excruciating804 [and that he was] not personally convinced of the rightness of [and questioned] capital 

punishment. ...” (While Blackmun, did not declare capital punishment unconstitutional until just before he retired, 

he was a major contributor to its subversion and an anti-victim justice.)  In 1981, when Robert Bork could have 

been confirmed easily, Sandra Day O’Connor was appointed because of her sex (by President Reagan!). The 

senate confirmed her despite opposition805 by conservatives. She vindicated their predictions for the next 25 

years. (While not as much as Blackmun, O’Connor also contributed significantly to death penalty subversion.) At 

the time of his nomination to the Supreme Court, it was well known806 that John Roberts had no qualms about 

making the case for any side of any issue.807 So those who confirmed him should not have been surprised by his 

later betrayals, with “astonishing … cynicism,”808 of what they thought they were getting. (See also, above 36.)  

   By contrast, to avoid a nomination fight such as occurred over Judge Bork, David Souter was put on the 

court precisely because he had no record. How that turned out is too well known to require documentation. Never 

again should a nominee be confirmed if he or she has no public record on matters likely to come before him or 

her. There are enough outstanding available potential judicial nominees to render absolutely required: vigorous 

opposition to any actual nominee with the slightest hint of unreliability or who is predictably unpredictable.  

 When Congress passes a law, the law can be amended or repealed (at least theoretically809). But when the 

Senate votes to confirm a federal judge (including a Supreme Court justice), that decision is irreversible. 

However, it is utter nonsense to say that nothing can be done about confirmed federal judges. When confirmation 

occurs over objections based on predicted and foreseeable future outrages by nominees, those outrages should be 

prominently featured in senate re-election campaigns. Senators must be put on notice that, if they show contempt 

for their constituents, the judicial records (including absurd and appalling decisions and statements) of defiantly 
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confirmed nominees will be prominently publicized before and during ensuing campaigns.  

  From now on, if a senator votes to confirm despite having been warned of the danger posed by a judicial 

nominee, that nominee’s record in office should be deemed to be part of the senator’s own record. 

  With sharply opposed values, Justices Blackmun and Scalia agreed on one point. As stated by Scalia:810  

 

[T]he people should … protest that [justices] do not implement their values instead of 

ours … [C]onfirmation hearings for new Justices should deteriorate into … sessions in 

which Senators … seek the nominee's commitment to support or oppose … their 

constituents’ most favored and most disfavored alleged constitutional rights. Value 

judgments … should be voted on, not dictated; and if our Constitution has somehow 

accidentally committed them to the Supreme Court, at least we can have a sort of 

plebiscite each time a new nominee to that body is put forward. JUSTICE BLACKMUN 

not only regards this prospect with equanimity, he solicits it. [Emphasis in original.] 

 

  Thus a major check on justices is indirect: on senators. Pro-violent-criminal federal judges cannot be held 

accountable but senators who vote to confirm them can. The latter should be confronted with their defiant 

confirmation votes, the predictions made at the time they voted and the fulfillment of those predictions by later 

actions by confirmed federal judges. If law-abiding people are stuck with them, they should be hung like 

albatrosses around the necks of the senators responsible. Ghastly judicial words and decisions should be fair 

game for opponents to use in commercials against these senators. Pro-death penalty political action committees 

should be organized to advertise the horrible consequences of senators’ votes.  

  The viciously slanderous political campaign against Robert Bork made clear the political nature of the 

Supreme Court. The Left has understood this for a long time. Justice Kennedy, selected instead of Bork, has 

made the country pay for nearly three decades. The Right appears to be slowly waking up from the naïve delusion 

that judges are honorable and impartial “thinking machines” (above 9, 14). With Kennedy’s vital complicity in 

unconstitutionally ordering convicted murderers and other violent felons to be turned loose on society to again 

slaughter innocent individuals never convicted of anything, the decent members of society should rebel and 

loudly demand – demand! – that their senators never again vote to confirm pro-murderer judges and justices.  

  Failure to honor this demand should result in political capital punishment for senators. This is especially 

appropriate when it is realized that pro-murderer justices have no respect for the people’s right to representative 

self-government, no respect for the law and no respect for the Constitution.  

  Let’s not forget Justice Scalia’s 1992 reference811 to his fellow justices’ “strik[ing] a further blow against 

the People in [their] campaign against the death penalty.” Isn’t it long overdue for “the People” to “strike blows” 

against elected senators responsible for placing on the Supreme Court justices who, protected by the cover-up 

media, campaign against law-abiding innocent decent human beings in order to save murderers? Finally, let’s 

also not forget that abolitionists “had launched a national litigative campaign812 against the constitutionality of 

the death penalty.” Again, why has there been a campaign only by one side?   

   There is one important difference. Abolitionist political campaigns have largely failed (except where 

governors and legislators have ignored the will of the People). That is why abolitionists have had to resort to 

litigative campaigns for votes by unelected judges rather than by citizens; unaccountable judges are the last best 

hope of democracy’s losers. Again: Federal judges are: The Last Best Hope of Democracy’s Losers. By contrast, 

death penalty supporters have no choice but to wage a political campaign to get rid of elected officials who have 

contempt for the People’s longtime overwhelming support for capital punishment as well as for the lives of the 

innocent victims raped, maimed and murdered due to keeping convicted murderers alive. The political war can 

and must be waged by publicizing the indefensible statements, values and decisions of pro-murderer/anti-victim 

federal judges and justices – making them part of the records of senators seeking re-election.  

  Unfortunately, however, selecting outstanding new justices will not be sufficient to undo the damage 

already done by the worst ones, as will be shown shortly.  

               (b) One or Both Houses of Congress: Jurisdiction, Staff, Courthouses 
  Here is a particularly apt example of what I mean when I say (above 37) that capital punishment 

supporters err when they Preach to the Perverted rather than Educate the Converted. Many, if not most, capital 
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punishment supporters do not know why their support keeps being defied. They must be informed – again and 

again! – of four key provisions of the United States Constitution:  

       

        I-9-7:813 No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence 

of Appropriations made by Law. 

        I-8-9:814 The Congress shall have Power … To constitute Tribunals 

inferior to the supreme Court. [Emphasis added.] 

        III-1:815 The judicial Power of the United States, shall be vested in one 

supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time 

ordain and establish. The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold 

their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times, receive for their 

Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Continuance in 

Office. [Emphasis added.] 

         III-2-2:816 In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and 

Consuls, and those in which a State shall be Party, the supreme Court shall have 

original Jurisdiction. In all the other Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court shall 

have appellate Jurisdiction, both as to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under 

such Regulations as the Congress shall make. [Emphasis added.] 

 

  Notwithstanding the clarity of these provisions, Congress repeatedly has failed to flex its Constitutional 

muscles. That is why discussion of de-legitimization of the Supreme Court was placed before this section. There 

can be no successful public pressure on legislators to exercise their clearly written Constitutional powers until 

they feel it is politically safe to do so. It cannot be politically safe until voters understand how lawless, dishonest 

and utterly illegitimate are many federal judges, especially justices.   

  Unless and until the Supreme Court in particular, no longer bound by the Constitution, laws – or anything 

beyond the will of any five justices – completely loses the respect of voting majorities, there can and will be no 

legislative recourse against that court. Such recourse requires informing voters of the foul deeds of justices who 

have the blood of innocent victims on their hands.   

  Should Congress ever decide to rein them in, justices might do what they do best: lie817 about what even 

the clearest words mean. However, the above-quoted language is clear. There is absolutely no reason whatsoever 

to accept the absurd Biggest Lie of All: that five justices are the only ones in the United States who know how to 

read what is written with crystal clarity. This will be explained shortly (below 75).   

  Finally, it is a well-established principle that when law writers take the trouble to express one thing, 

everything else is excluded.818  Regarding the federal judiciary, the only restriction on Congress’ power of the 

purse is that the compensation of federal judges “shall not be diminished.” Every other penny spent on the 

federal courts must be appropriated by law, subject to congressional discretion.  

  Because this is widely misreported and misunderstood, it must be stressed that the power of the purse is 

not a power of Congress but of each house,819 either of which can refuse to approve a spending proposal. 

           Consider two areas of spending: staff and courthouses.  

   Staff. Justice Louis Brandeis told820 (61) Judge Charles Wyzanski: “The reason the public thinks 

so much of the Justices of the Supreme Court is that they are almost the only people in Washington who do their 

own work.” That is certainly not true now. Just think of how much less damage justices could do if they did not 

have a retinue of clerks, secretaries and other staff to help them. Either the House or the Senate can refuse to 

approve spending any to pay for these people. Then the justices would have to really do their own work. 

              Courthouses. According to the Court,821 “despite its role as a coequal branch of government, the 

Supreme Court was not provided with a building of its own until 1935, the 146th year of its existence.” 

Previously, it was located in the Capitol. There is no reason for either house of Congress, let alone both, to 

continue to spend taxpayers’ money on an elaborate temple to feed the gargantuan egos of justices who have 

nothing but contempt for the taxpayers, whom they consider to be fools (below 73), as well as contempt for 

everyone who does not accept their perverted morality – very often a majority of voters. 

 And there is certainly no justification to continue to build and pay for upkeep of judicial palaces. Most 
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Americans are unaware of the huge expenditures on such courthouses for federal judges. A very brief 1994 ABC 

News report822 noted that a proposed West Virginia federal courthouse plan “called for a dome wider than the 

one on the United States Capitol.” The following shocking excerpt is worth quoting at length: 
 

                         [In] the new [New York] federal courthouse … [e]ach judge will have an 800 square foot 

chamber with separate law library and private bath with shower. The building will cost more 

than $300 million [The] 42 judges ordered at least $30 million in extras - wool rather than 

synthetic carpeting, ornate ceilings, custom lights and marble walls and flooring…  

    [O]ne of America's senior federal judges [Scott Wright, U.S. District Western Missouri] 

said his colleagues take advantage of unsuspecting citizens[:] “They would never think that a 

judge would do anything but what was fair. And if they knew - if the general public knew about 

some of the waste that's going on in the judiciary, they would be very upset about it.” 
 

This is surely one area that cries out for spending supervision. But no one should bet on it unless sufficient 

pressure is exerted. An even more risky bet would be on expecting Congress to exercise its jurisdiction power. 

              Jurisdiction. There is no need to more than simply mention the obvious. As quoted above, the 

Constitution clearly renders the Supreme Court’s appellate jurisdiction subject to “such Exceptions, and under 

such Regulations as the Congress shall make.” Moreover, under its power to create courts inferior to the 

Supreme Court, Congress has complete power over the jurisdiction of those courts.  

  There is absolutely no reason, other than lack of legislative will, why all federal judges, including justices, 

cannot be barred, right now, from reviewing death sentences. Again: there is no reason why, right now, the entire 

federal judiciary cannot be prohibited from reviewing death sentences. 

  The Constitution grants federal judges life tenure and compensation that cannot be reduced. That’s it! 

Everything else is subject to legislative control. Only fear due to public apathy and lack of information can 

explain why Congress has failed to remove the power to review of death sentences from the federal courts.  
 

  Congress won’t exercise its jurisdiction and spending powers so long as the courts are wrongly considered 

to be legitimate institutions worthy of respect and justices are considered to be honestly applying the People’s 

law as written by their representatives, rather than, like Jefferson’s “noiseless thieves,” furtively rewriting the law 

and Constitution to reflect their own ideological and political prejudices. That is why the restoration of capital 

punishment is going to require de-legitimization of the judiciary, most especially the Supreme Court.                                     
   

                (c) The Entire Congress and Elected State Officials: Amend the Constitution 
 Although the entire Congress has Constitutional power over judicial appropriations and jurisdiction, and 

although the Senate can withhold confirmation of judges, these powers might not be enough to combat the 

Supreme Court’s assault on innocent, law-abiding victims of judge-protected predators.  

 If the federal judiciary is ever thoroughly discredited in the minds of a substantial majority of voters, its 

funding should be drastically reduced and it should be stripped by Congress of jurisdiction to review state court 

death sentences. (See above 35-36.) Nevertheless, a constitutional amendment might still be required.  

  Formally amending the actual written Constitution is no doubt the most difficult and daunting option. But 

it is possible if an intense political campaign is waged, as demonstrated by the Prohibition Amendments.  If a 

pro-victim political campaign succeeds in raising public awareness of judicial abuses to the point where the 

people no longer have high regard for the Supreme Court, that would give legislators the backbone to exercise 

more than appropriations and jurisdiction powers. If representatives and senators were willing to use those 

powers, why would they not also be disposed to use their power to propose a Constitutional Amendment? At a 

minimum, an amendment should: (a) impose term limits on dishonest politicians pretending to be impartial 

federal judges, who long ago proved wrong the Framers’ claim that life tenure would ensure judicial integrity; 

and (b) give Congress power to overturn federal judicial decisions by two thirds majorities in each house, as in 

the case of presidential vetoes. Such an amendment would help prevent future judicial abuse of power, but would 

do nothing to undo what already has occurred. 

      Therefore and also for the following reasons, any amendment should nullify all pro-rapist, pro-murderer 

and anti-victim decisions since 1972, specifying each case – if necessary.      

   

http://tvnews.vanderbilt.edu/program.pl?ID=154073
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     (i) Stare Decisis: The Mummification of Justices’ Constitutional Fairy Tales 
  As demonstrated by Chief Justice Roberts, careful judicial selection, while very important, would not be a 

sufficient remedy for capital punishment supporters. Roberts has been blatantly and shamelessly crude, dishonest 

and two-faced. But even honest judges would be unlikely to desire or be able to reverse the damage already 

during the more than four last decades.   

  Consider Justice Scalia. Definitely honest and outstanding, he sincerely believed in applying precedents.  

Despite his commitment to “original meaning,” Scalia said he was “not a nut”823 who would “rip up” all 

non-originalist decisions that people had gotten used to. He added: “We have been proceeding on this [wrong] 

non-originalist track for quite some time … But I'm not going to go back … [I]t's water over the dam. I do feel 

bound by” precedent. He distinguished himself824 from Justice Thomas: “He does not believe in stare decisis,825 

period…If a constitutional line of authority is wrong, he would say let's get it right. I wouldn't do that.”  

Stare decisis is one of many fifty dollar terms used to convince lay persons that “interpretation”826 is 

required by lawyers and judges because ordinary people cannot be presumed to be able to read the clearest 

language. In plain English, stare decisis simply means that, to preserve stability and not upset expectations of 

those who have relied on the law, judges should adhere to prior wrong decisions rather than reversing them. And 

let’s not forget, many of these “wrong” decisions were not honestly wrong but were products of outright lies to 

reach desired political results. Thus, what stare decisis comes down to is the view that it is better to have settled 

“law” based on lies than to change the law so that it is based on the truth.  

Justice Scalia believed:827 “stare decisis ought to be applied even to … stare decisis.” The problem is that 

very often it is not. To briefly digress from capital punishment, in a moment of rare, almost shocking candor, six 

justices all but called stupid anyone who relies on “settled” law:828  

 

     Tax legislation is not a promise … [A] change in the law may 

disturb the relied-upon expectations … [A] taxpayer “should be 

regarded as taking his chances of any increase in the tax burden 

which might result from carrying out the established policy. …”  

 

This is just one more example of how justices pick any829 of countless conflicting “principles”830 to reach 

whatever result they want to reach. Sorry, no reliance here on a dumb taxpayer’s reliance on the law. When 

precedent supports what many justices want to do, by all means they will cite their “respect” for it. But the 

dishonest justices never hesitate to reject precedents of all kinds to impose their political and ideological goals.  

Pro-murderer history of the last 40-plus years, turning capital punishment into a farce, has largely been a 

history of overturned and ignored precedents – creating massive confusion and unpredictability (above 34-36). 

What pro-violent-criminal justices have done would have been unrecognizable to justices two generations ago.  

Two of the most appallingly anti-victim recent-vintage phony precedents have been discussed in detail 

(above 61). These are the fairy-tale fabrications that (a) decency values “evolve” only in one direction (increasing 

protection of violent criminals at the expense of the safety of law-abiding human beings); and (b) the Constitution 

empowers any five justices to declare what is “decent” or “acceptable” punishment, which, in their “enlightened” 

view, means no punishment at all for rape, maiming and murder committed by the most depraved individuals.  

Justice Alito was quoted (above 61) as asking: “how did this particular philosophy of history find its way 

into our fundamental law?” Alito surely knew the answer but was too polite to say so. Four justices slipped this 

nice-sounding line into a 1958 non-capital punishment case. These words were not in the Constitution and were 

not law. They were just made up. Then they were later cited as “precedent” to justify pro-murderer and pro-rapist 

justices’ further jeopardizing public safety and assaulting justice, by arrogantly and without authority, claiming to 

apply the “decency” of a society that had rejected their decency fantasies with duly enacted laws.  

One of the most pro-murderer justices ever, William J. Brennan, was notorious for planting judicial “time 

bombs” to be later used as precedents in the judicial war against victims, their survivors, justice and public safety. 

According to his biographers831 (343), Brennan was a master of inserting “the seemingly innocuous casual 

statement or footnote – seeds that would be exploited to their logical extreme in a later case.”  

In 1921, before he became a justice, Benjamin Cardozo referred832 to the “tendency of a principle to 

expand itself to the limit of its logic,” which Brennan deviously exploited. Justice Powell warned of Brennan’s 

ability “to shape future decisions by the inclusion of general language unnecessary to the present opinion ....” 

http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/1997-wriston-lecture-interpreting-constitution-8063.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A31117-2004Oct13.html
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/stare+decisis
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Humpty-Dumptys.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/boundvolumes/505bv.pdf#page=1019
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/512/26/case.html#33
http://mtweb.mtsu.edu/cewillis/Hermeneutics/Llewellyn%20on%20Canons%20of%20Interpretation.pdf#page=1
http://mtweb.mtsu.edu/cewillis/Hermeneutics/Llewellyn%20on%20Canons%20of%20Interpretation.pdf#page=6
http://www.justicebrennan.com/
https://books.google.com/books?id=gAucAAAAMAAJ&q=of+its+logic#v=onepage&q=to%20confine%20itself&f=false
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(444). But, Brennan’s biographers added, Powell “believed in following precedents … This meant that Brennan 

benefited greatly from the unwillingness of Powell and other colleagues to overturn precedents….” 

There could not be two more diametrically opposed justices than Brennan and Scalia. Brennan made up 

law out of thin air; Scalia was dedicated to applying actual written law. If justices such as Scalia are going to 

accept Brennan-type “time bombs” as legitimate precedents, there can never be any way to undo the harm to past 

victims and the guaranteed harm to faceless unknown future victims now encrusted in our fairy tale Constitution. 

To use a redundancy, a hopelessly misinformed New York Times reader might think that Justice Scalia 

underwent a major change in views. Linda Greenhouse spent many years misreporting833 about the Supreme 

Court, including an unfounded vicious attack834 on Scalia. In 1991, she accused835 him of being “the most 

aggressive attacker of stare decisis” on the Supreme Court. This was based on a complete distortion of a 1989 

case, involving a two-year-old fairy tale, in which Scalia actually wrote:836 “[T]he respect accorded prior 

decisions increases … with their antiquity, as the society adjusts itself to their existence, and the surrounding law 

becomes premised upon their validity [and] state and federal laws and practices have been adjusted….”  
 

The critical importance of the belief held by Powell, Scalia and many other justices in accepting 

(surrendering to?) precedent cannot be overstated. In fact, certain justices – i.e., liberal activists such as Brennan 

– have had no problem overturning precedents (above 51-52).  Thirty years ago, Federal Appellate Judge Richard 

A. Posner disputed Justice Scalia’s “water over the dam” approach by responding837 to the 
 

argument of liberal commentators [that] a good liberal judge gives little weight to 

precedents that are not liberal, but the good conservative judge gives great weight to all 

precedents, liberal as well as conservative … If this view is accepted, … the law will 

grow more liberal even if the number of liberal and conservative judges is the same in 

the long run. This … argument … with its built-in [liberal] ratchet is wrong. 

 By Scalia’s own account (above 60), his fellow justices had “redesigned” the Constitution for a country 

he could not recognize and written an “extraconstitutional Constitution.”838 If one of the most outspoken judicial 

advocates of originalism in history was unwilling to change what was “water over the dam,” there can be little 

hope that justices themselves are going to restore the Constitution as it was originally written by its Framers.  

In sum, stare decisis is a highfalutin term used to clothe with unwarranted gravity the dishonest fairy tales 

and fantasies springing from the fertile imaginations of justices. Deceitful justices write a fictionalized version of 

words in – or not in – the Constitution and then cite “respect for precedent” as a reason to rely again and again on 

the fictionalized Constitution rather than the actual Constitution.  
 

If some of the worst and most unconstitutional dictates of power-abusing pro-murderer/anti-victim 

justices must be accepted as a fait accompli, there are only two remedies left. Already mentioned (72), the first, if 

necessary, is to amend the Constitution to undo these “fait accompli.”   

  If necessary, because there is a less difficult second option. 
 

    (d) The President and Governors: Enforcement of Unconstitutional Judicial Diktats 
What can be done when justices lie about the meaning of crystal clear words? (Above 71.) The answer 

was provided by President Andrew Jackson. When the Supreme Court handed down a decision he did not like, 

he reportedly reacted:839 “Well, John Marshall has made his decision: now let him enforce it!” Although the 

authenticity of this particular statement has been disputed,840 its essence cannot be. Jackson clearly stated his 

position in his July 10, 1832 veto message:841  

 

  The Congress, the Executive, and the Court must each for itself be guided 

by its own opinion of the Constitution. Each public officer who takes an oath to 

support the Constitution swears that he will support it as he understands it, and not as 

it is understood by others. It is as much the duty of the House of Representatives, of 

the Senate, and of the President to decide upon the constitutionality of any bill … as it 

is of the supreme judges when it may be brought before them for judicial decision. 

The opinion of the judges has no more authority over Congress than the opinion of 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/article-MSS-FACT-SPRSN.pdf#page=24
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Greenhouse-Hatchet.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/1991/07/21/weekinreview/the-nation-a-longtime-precedent-for-disregarding-precedent.html
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/490/805/case.html#824
https://books.google.com/books?id=GI2NgoDRwaAC&pg=PR11&dq=richard+posner+the+federal+courts&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj8-NC5-bvLAhVMGB4KHWHfAXIQ6AEIHTAA#v=snippet&q=powers%20expansively&f=false
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/boundvolumes/530bv.pdf#page=513
http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2205966.pdf?acceptTC=true#page=2
http://www.ushistory.org/us/historians/remini.asp
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/ajveto01.asp
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Congress has over the judges, and on that point the President is independent of 

both. The authority of the Supreme Court must not, therefore, be permitted to control 

the Congress or the Executive when acting in their legislative capacities, but to have 

only such influence as the force of their reasoning may deserve. [Emphasis added.] 

 

Lincoln put Jackson’s words into practice by repeatedly rejecting what is today called “the myth of 

judicial supremacy” (e.g., here,842 here,843 and here844). This is the myth that the justices are supreme in 

interpreting the Constitution and the Congress and President, let alone state governors, must defer to said 

justices. This notion was first explicitly asserted845 by justices in 1958 (not the Constitution but any five justices’ 

interpretation “is the supreme law of the land”) but was often accepted long before that. In 1907, before 

becoming a justice, Charles Evans Hughes famously declared846 that “the Constitution is what the judges say it 

is.” FDR’s attempted court-packing (above 67) occurred because he accepted its holdings prior to the attempt. 

But Lincoln took the Jackson position that, because the Constitution is supreme rather than the justices, he could 

disregard847 (ch. 7) judicial rulings he thought were wrong. Michael S. Paulsen refers to848 “the inherent tension 

between constitutional supremacy and judicial supremacy.” (Emphasis in original.)  

  Relevant to capital punishment is that justices have so frequently, so outrageously and so dishonestly 

abused power they never legitimately had that it is long overdue to take a page from Presidents Jackson and 

Lincoln. To borrow the lingo from when/where I grew up, it’s time to tell justices who have contempt for the 

Constitution and the People to “go fly a kite,” “jump in the lake” or “take a long walk on a short pier.”  

  Disrespectful? Absolutely. But that’s my point. The justices of the Supreme Court have forfeited any 

moral or legal right to be respected or to have their decisions be enforced as legitimate, Constitutional or lawful.  

  Recall the concern expressed by justices in 1992 (above 60). The Supreme Court “cannot independently 

coerce obedience to its decrees.” Once again, no one said it better than Justice Scalia. Just six months before his 

death, he pointedly warned Justices Kennedy, Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan: “Hubris is sometimes 

defined as o’erweening pride; and pride, we know, goeth before a fall. The Judiciary … ‘must ultimately depend 

upon849 the aid of the executive arm’ and the States, ‘even for the efficacy of its judgments.’”   

  During the Civil Rights revolution, Presidents Eisenhower850 and Kennedy851 used the military to enforce 

federal court orders. But outside the defiant South, Civil Rights had widespread public support. The enforcement 

of the Supreme Court’s civil rights orders was lawful and Constitutional, morally right and popularly supported. 

However, as Paul Moreno has pointed out,852 “Civil rights became such a popular cause that the [Supreme] Court 

has been living off the moral capital of Brown [v. Board of Education] ever since ... But the principle of judicial 

supremacy has been applied to other, not so morally obvious cases….” That includes murderer protection orders. 

  What exactly is the public support now for the morality of justices who declare war on public safety, on 

the very lives of decent, law-abiding people, in order to save convicted intentional murderers?  

  Now is the time to say enough is enough. Today’s justices are as defiant of the Constitution as were 

segregationist governors of the 1950s and 1960s. It is time for the public, led by well-organized homicide 

survivors, to demand that the president and governors refuse to enforce outrageously absurd and morally 

“indecent” willful judicial dictates wholly devoid of Constitutional basis or support. When justices declare war 

on the safety of the people, jeopardizing their well-being and very lives, it is time to say their lies about facts and 

elementary legal meaning will no longer be accepted by a free people. In turn, it is time for a free people to tell 

their elected officials not to enforce unconstitutional Supreme Court decisions; and if these officials do so 

anyway, it is time to replace complicit recalcitrant officials by vigorously campaigning to elect new officials.  

  Office seekers should be required to demonstrate that they know how to read plain English and to 

promise not to enforce Supreme Court decisions blatantly contrary to plain English.  

   

  Specifically, if homicide survivors can persuade a substantial portion of the public to withdraw respect 

for the Supreme Court; to consider its fiats to be illegitimate and unconstitutional; and to reciprocate the 

contempt that justices have for the right of self-government – if this can be achieved, homicide survivors would 

have public support for a demand that the president and governors no longer enforce pro-murderer federal court 

capital punishment orders.  

  It is time to throw back at the justices, their words quoted above (60): “The Court’s power lies [in] the 

people’s acceptance of the Judiciary as fit to determine what the Nation’s law means, and to declare what it 

http://www.nationalreview.com/bench-memos/386430/day-liberal-judicial-activism-september-29-ed-whelan
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/420389/not-law-land
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2015/09/the_myth_of_judicial_supremacy_.html
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/358/1/case.html#18
http://www.bartleby.com/73/328.html
https://www.amazon.com/Constitution-Introduction-Michael-Stokes-Paulsen/dp/0465053726#reader_0465053726
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/05/20/lincoln-versus-judicial-supremacy/
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-556_3204.pdf#page=77
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-556_3204.pdf#page=77
http://www.nytimes.com/learning/general/onthisday/big/0925.html
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/STATUTE-77/pdf/STATUTE-77-Pg1011.pdf
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/420389/myth-judicial-supremacy-paul-moreno
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demands.” It is time, then, for the People to demand that their elected representatives enact a congressional joint 

resolution declaring that the current judiciary, having declared war against public safety and justice, is no longer 

fit to determine what the law means and demands! 

  Therefore, unless and until a formal constitutional amendment is adopted, the utmost political pressure 

should be applied to Congress and the president to declare outrageous, dishonest, indecent, unlawful and 

unconstitutional decisions and orders unworthy of respect and legitimacy and – above all, enforcement. 

  That means the states would be free to go ahead with richly deserved executions – disregarding federal 

judges and justices if need be.        
         

    (4) Demonstrations, Petitions and Pressure   

  I agree with the old saying853 attributed to Samuel Johnson: Nothing concentrates the mind like an 

impending hanging. Political capital punishment for elected anti-victim scoundrels is surely the best way to get 

their attention. That said, there is no reason to forgo other political tools, such as petitions and demonstrations 

(above 20). Pro-murderer fanatics regularly demonstrate and sign petitions. Homicide survivors should do the 

same. Moreover, if exhibitionists can receive media coverage by demonstrating for the “right” to parade naked in 

public to gain even more public attention (above 21), there is no reason why immensely greater numbers of 

homicide survivors, their supporters and potential victims cannot organize massive demonstrations resembling 

anti-Vietnam War rallies. Add to that disruptions of transportation and civil disobedience.  

  But, on May 14, 2016, the pro-murderer New York Times made glaringly clear the most important 

disregarded political tool unused by capital punishment supporters: relentless pressure, not only on public 

officials, but also on cowardly private corporations. The one-sidedly anti-death penalty paper printed this front-

page headline:854 “PFIZER PROHIBITS USE OF ITS DRUGS IN EXECUTIONS.” The report quoted a 

murderer supporter’s triumphant declaration of total victory: “all F.D.A.-approved manufacturers of any potential 

execution drug have now blocked their sale for this purpose.” Tellingly, the abolitionist propaganda sheet 

identified the supporter as working for a “human rights advocacy group.” Note the implication: even the most 

barbaric murderers are “human” and have “rights,” but victims are not human and don’t or should not have rights. 

It is this value system that leads murderer devotees to mention their heroes by name (even lovingly by first name 

– above 10), with no mention of victims’ names or just what the crimes against them involved (above 64, 57).  

  The same article cited a lawyer’s concern about “undue suffering” in executions. Of course, what the once 

great newspaper-turned-propaganda-organ New York Times did not – and would not – tell its readers is that 

creating “undue suffering” is the whole idea behind the campaign to intimidate drug manufacturers and sellers, as 

well as physicians. As noted (above 41), the goal is to create as much suffering as possible for the very purpose 

of seeking abolition of capital punishment because the murderous darlings might suffer a little, and enormously 

less than their victims. The truly suffering – homicide survivors – should answer this question: what would be the 

reaction if they waged a campaign to make the public aware of this duplicitous Machiavellian scheming? 

     Particularly significant here is this part855 of the Times report:  
 

Pressure on the drug companies has not only come from human rights groups. 

Trustees of the New York State pension fund, which is a major shareholder in 

Pfizer and many other producers, have used the threat of shareholder resolutions to 

push two other companies to impose controls and praised Pfizer for its new policy.   
   

 In a single account, the Times thus refers only to: (a) murderers as “human” and as having “rights” and (b) 

“undue” suffering of murderers caused by death penalty opponents themselves – without mentioning that their 

purpose is precisely to produce horror stories. If all this isn’t enough to infuriate missing-in-action homicide 

survivors (above 14, 20) and spur them to action, I can’t imagine what would entice them to join the war effort.   

  The Pfizer report contained an obligatory but inadequate comment from an obviously pro-death penalty 

spokesman who objected to drug companies “caving in to special interest groups.”  

  That should not be a source of complaint but of emulation!  It borders on trite to say that, when pressure 

comes only from one side, the easiest course for the pressured is to cave in to those exerting the pressure. That is 

why it is critical for death penalty supporters to stop sitting on the sidelines while leaving the battlefield to 

insidious abolitionist schemers. I repeat: It is long overdue – it is long overdue for advocates of public safety and 

true justice for victims to start exerting pressure on cowardly corporations and public officials.  

http://www.samueljohnson.com/mortalit.html#383
http://www.nytimes.com/images/2016/05/14/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/images/2016/05/14/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/14/us/pfizer-execution-drugs-lethal-injection.html?_r=1
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X. CONCLUSION: NOW or NEVER        

   Ronald Reagan famously said:856 “Freedom is never more than one generation away from 

extinction.” Walter Williams, the great black intellectual, largely unknown to most blacks, pointed out:857 

 

[L]iberty and limited government is the unusual state of human affairs. The normal 

state throughout … history is … to be subject to arbitrary abuse and control by 

government … A historian writing 100 or 200 years from now might well say, 'You 

know, there was this little historical curiosity that existed for maybe 200 years, 

where people were free … But then it went back to the normal state of affairs.  

 

Finally, Jonah Goldberg documents and warns of Liberal Fascism.858 

  For more than a century, freedom to criticize government has been under assault by advocates of 

unpopular policies who know that the public would never stand for their transgressions if informed. It will take 

only one more unaccountable, corrupt and dishonest Supreme Court justice to join the present four anti-free 

speech justices, in order to approve efforts to drastically limit – or completely prevent freedom of speech to 

criticize government corruption and dishonesty – efforts that will be rationalized and approved, in Orwellian 

fashion, as thwarting the alleged appearance of corruption and dishonesty. 

           What will distinguish this denial of freedom from all others in history will be that the new dictators will 

have intense passion to protect violent criminals at the expense of ordinary, decent, law-abiding people.  

            The time is short for opponents of murderers to take advantage of the freedom that still exists but is 

hanging on by a thread.  

  The time to act on the proposals in this article is NOW!  OR NEVER!  
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APPENDIX   A 
A Homicide Survivor’s Eloquence 

VICTIMS' FAMILIES FOR THE DEATH PENALTY - 1ST ANNIVERSARY!859          For all the reasons I 

DO have; for all the reasons you imagine I have. It all comes down to this ONE very real reason to give the Death 
Penalty...   Posted by Cat Burke , October 11, 2013 at 04:15 PM 

Oh, this issue of the Death Penalty.  How it divides us.  Everyone has his or her opinion.  Some are faith 

based, others only give a swift glance at the issue to decide.  No matter what, any way you look at it – it 

always seems to be a most difficult issue. 

Round and round the debates go.  Is it right, is it wrong?  Are we good, or bad, or vengeful – or just like the 

MURDERER himself to kill?  Round and round, opinions fly. 

And yet, here I stand.  A VICTIM, of what is truly the most inconceivably HORRIFIC THING THAT CAN 

HAPPEN.  I am LIVING EVERYONE’S WORST NIGHTMARE!  

I am a WITNESS to MURDER!  And “inside” this event of Murder?  I am witness to WHAT THIS 

MURDERER TRULY IS!   I have seen with my own eyes, just what IS INSIDE this murderer, and I have 

witnessed him CHOOSE MURDER – and choose it pleasurably! 

It is with these eyes now, that I look at every MURDERER…  I see the heinous, brutal monster each 

Murderer IS…  I ask myself, “HOW!”  How CAN each one of these Murderer’s, be capable of doing such 

inhuman barbaric things to another living creature?  How is it, they can DO such painful, horrifying acts of 

murder to another individual, and dare to call themselves human beings? 

And it is with profound CONFUSION, that I look at a world and see 
so many people defend these Murderer’s, for ANY reason; or worse, 
display sympathy to these murderous monsters, ever.  

I guess SEEING – IS BELIEVING!  Seeing, the total lack of empathy the Murderer has for LIFE itself, AS 

IT IS MURDERING...  Seeing the Murderer CHOOSE to KILL, again and again and again, instead of choosing 

to flee.  Seeing the pleasured expression on the Murderer’s face as IT is MURDERING.  Seeing what I thought 

was a human being, but WATCHING IT MURDER?  I now KNOW, that IT’S not… 

For all those untouched by Murder, do not let yourselves be fooled by a false sense of security.  Don’t think 

for one moment, this issue DOESN’T CONCERN YOU.  For I am living PROOF, that MURDER can in fact 

happen to each and every one of us, at any moment.  The MURDERER doesn’t care WHO you are, HOW you 

live your life – and those home security systems?  Well, in those MINUTES it takes for police to respond, it takes 

only SECONDS for the Murderer to KILL… 

Witnessing MURDER, has completely and forever changed me as a human being.   Physically bearing 

witness to this action of MURDER, leaves me knowing this one thing to be true. 

I, Catherine Burke, REFUSE to allow each and every MURDERER – to have a NEXT VICTIM!  I refuse 

this RESPONSIBILITY for the MURDERER KILLING – AGAIN!  I have already lost this LIFE to our 

Murderer, WILLIAM GARY SIMPSON, and I refuse to allow this Murderer to destroy my ETERNITY to me 

as well!                                       

NONE of us truly know, just what lies in front of us – after life… 

But I REFUSE to go to death, carrying this responsibility for William Gary Simpson’s NEXT MURDER 

VICTIM!  I witnessed what’s inside him, and I will do whatever it takes to stand before those 12 Jurors, and 

expose HIS TRUE MURDEROUS NATURE TO THEM!  For when I DIE, I will be FREE of this burden…  

 The responsibility for his NEXT MURDER will lie upon their 12 souls.  If THEY choose to give him “Life in 

Prison”, he WILL KILL AGAIN.  And that Victim’s BLOOD, will be on THEIR hands. 

THIS - is the difference between “Life in Prison” and the “Death Penalty” ladies and gentlemen.  The Death 

Penalty is given to so FEW MURDERER’S, but it IS GIVEN FOR THIS VERY PRECISE REASON… 

The question you must reach deep inside yourself to answer is, HOW MUCH BLOOD ARE YOU 

WILLING TO HAVE ON YOUR HANDS AT THE EXPENSE OF THESE MURDERER’S NEXT 

VICTIM’S?                            

 And if your answer is NONE, you must hold on to the Death Penalty.  

 

http://patch.com/california/murrieta/victims-families-for-the-death-penalty--1st-anniversary
http://murrieta.patch.com/users/cat-burke-2d88ac0b
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APPENDIX   B 
 

Compendium of Abolitionist Dishonesty, Duplicity and Outright Fraud 
 

(1) EXCERPT FROM FAIRNESS PHONIES 860
 

 

Fairness Phony cynicism and hypocrisy never end. Consider a few other examples:  

 Unmoved by the horrendous and protracted torture inflicted by murderers, the Phonies 

demand that the latter not suffer for a second if executed. One at a time, they find fault with 

each execution method while promising an “acceptable” alternative. When the alternative is 

adopted, they not only protest it, they do everything to make sure that it cannot be effective.  

 It takes no little chutzpah for Phonies to exert pressure on physicians not to participate, as well 

as on drug manufacturers and sellers not to provide the most effective and painless drugs for 

lethal injections, and then protest that less than the best personnel and drugs result in 

“suffering” for brutal murderers who heartlessly inflict immense suffering upon victims – and 

often enjoy doing so!  

 Generally, Phonies demand a reward for abuses they themselves perpetrate – going so far as to 

seek abolition of capital punishment because of delays they create solely to create delay. 

 Phonies do all they can to add unnecessary costs to capital punishment and then contend that it 

should be abolished because of the unnecessary costs they themselves caused.  

 Phonies utilize all available chicanery and abuse of the legal system, imposing severe mental 

anguish upon homicide survivors by needlessly and unjustifiably stretching out death penalty 

cases for decades. Then with a straight face, they insist that an execution should not take place 

because the delay was inhumane to the very convicted murderer who sought countless delays.  

 Phonies assert that every murderer is a “human being” with “human dignity” equal to that of 

his victims, but turn around and treat the victims as not human, not worth mentioning or 

remembering and, hence, as “faceless strangers” deserving of no dignity. 

 Phonies contend that, in order to “narrowly constrain” capital punishment, death sentences 

should be reserved for the “worst of the worst”; but in seeking to abolish capital punishment, 

they reward the “worst of the worst,” already serving life sentences, with a special privilege:  

to commit further violence, including rape and murder, secure in the freedom from fear of any 

new punishment whatsoever.  

 Phonies justify abolition of the death penalty by selling “life without parole” as a viable 

substitute punishment. But once they secure the substitution of a “life without parole” option, 

they turn on a dime to argue that that, too, is unjust cruel and unusual punishment which also 

should be made unlawful or declared unconstitutional.  In other words, a punishment which 

should be banned should replace a punishment which should be banned. 

 Judicial Phonies have provided special protections for career criminals unavailable to first-

time offenders. Thus, New York State’s highest court judges have thrown out murder 

convictions of the “overwhelmingly guilty” if they are represented by lawyers in cases 

involving prior unrelated crimes they have committed.   

 Phonies seek precisely calibrated “moral accuracy” in sentencing even those proven guilty by 

overwhelming evidence. But their accuracy obsession does not apply to the verdict of guilt itself. 

Judicial Phonies who have tied the legal system in frivolous knots, not remotely required by the 

Constitution, would rather turn the clearly guilty free – to further prey upon the law-abiding – not 

because they are innocent, but because convicted in violation of fantasized “rules of the game.” 

 Phonies demand avoidance of jury consideration of the full extent of the harm done, including 

reference to the victim, but instead seek to confine consideration to “moral culpability” of the 

criminal’s act. However, if a victim lives through a murder attempt, why then, the harm done 

by the same acts becomes very important: a violent criminal whose victim survives despite his 

http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/PHONIES.pdf#page=60
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best efforts to commit murder can only be charged with attempted murder. 

 To Phonies, a tiny number of executions of convicted murderers is shocking, but hundreds of 

thousands of murder victims should not be given a second thought (or even a first thought).  

 Phonies manipulate numbers. To disparage capital punishment, they talk about a falling 

homicide “rate,” ignoring the real number of victims. But when alleging the “horrors” of 

capital punishment, they refer to the actual number of executions and occupants of death rows, 

concealing the tiny percentage of all murderers that that really constitutes.  

 Phonies repeatedly, loudly and falsely proclaim that executions of the wrongly convicted are 

rampant. At the same time Phonies protest executions of the clearly guilty are too rare for the 

few executions of the guilty that do occur to be fair.   

 Prominent Phonies have argued that DNA should be used to prove innocence but is unreliable 

when DNA conclusively establishes guilt. In other words, no proof of guilt can ever be 

conclusive and therefore no murderer should ever be executed.  

 
(2) OTHER SELECTED EXAMPLES 

   The following are but a few more examples. As death penalty supporters are painfully aware, there is no 

end to the dishonesty of murderer advocates. The reason is that those who romanticize murderers know full well 

that lying is essential to promotion of their insidious cause.  

 For sheer brazen gall, few can match abolitionist Natasha Minsker, the 2008 Northern California 

American Civil Liberties Union Director of Death Penalty Policy: “When it comes to public safety, we all have 

the same goals.” Her predictable conclusion: the death penalty jeopardizes public safety. Her full statement861 

should be read to get an idea of the Orwellian double-speak confronting homicide survivors and all capital 

punishment supporters. Much of the foregoing article demonstrates the falsity of Minsker’s bald assertion.  

 For the ability to pack pettifoggery, double-talk and outright lying into three pages, it would be 

hard to match Justice Breyer’s solo dissenting tour de force862 in the case of Manuel Valle.863  

   (1) Breyer has had a longstanding obsession864 with the welfare of murderers. In his Valle dissent, 

observing standard practice of anti-victim justices (above 64), Breyer did not mention the murder, the victim, or 

the judicially inflicted suffering865 endured by the victim’s survivors.866 The initial victim was Police Officer 

Louis Pena, murdered by Valle during a traffic stop. Valle also tried to murder a second officer, Gary Spell, who 

survived his wounds.   

  (2) In agonizing over the suffering of death row inmates, Breyer cited an unspecified number of 

attempted – attempted, not actual! – suicides by these noble wonders. At the same time, responding to the 

obvious rejoinder that convicted murderers should not complain about delays they themselves had caused, Breyer 

sympathized: “one cannot realistically expect a defendant condemned to death to refrain from fighting for his life 

by seeking to use whatever procedures the law allows.” So let’s get this straight. Death row is so bad that inmates 

understandably attempt suicide but also fight to stay alive as long as possible! (Needless to say, Breyer did not 

mention that most of these procedures have absolutely nothing to do with law enacted by elected representatives 

but rather were the “Byzantine” creations of justices (above 35).  

  Veteran capital punishment supporters will recognize the suicide double talk as a variant of an old 

abolitionist lie. Abolitionist Richard Dieter contended867 that prison is so awful that “life in prison is the worst 

kind of punishment and not the death penalty.” PBS producer Roger Weisberg presented this view:868 “That’s a 

way of punishing somebody, arguably more severely than putting them to death – having to spend the rest of 

their life incarcerated with no possibility of parole.  It protects the community forever.... ” But it was never 

explained why, with the rarest of exceptions, most convicted murderers have tenaciously fought as long as 

possible to stay alive. As one survivor of Officer Pena, slain by Manuel Valle, put it:869 “He appealed everything 

and anything he could. There’s a roach on the floor, lets appeal.” Of course, now that pro-murderer fanatics have 

made capital punishment a “virtual impossibility,” in Justice Scalia’s words, these unrepresentative fanatics are 

hard at work to release these fiends in to the law-abiding population to commit further violence upon 

unsuspecting victims. In other words, the fanatics now shamelessly reveal what capital punishment supporters 

always have known: life without parole is and always was a fraud. The contention that life without parole 

“protects the community forever” is now unmistakably revealed to be the Big Lie that it always has been.  

http://www.fed-soc.org/publications/detail/death-penalty
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/10pdf/11-6029.pdf
http://murderpedia.org/male.V/v1/valle-manuel.htm
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/article-MSS-FACT-SPRSN.pdf#page=49
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Valle-for-HS.pdf
http://www.gainesville.com/article/20110928/ARTICLES/110929421
http://abcnews.go.com/US/story?id=90935&page=1
http://www.thirteen.org/insidethirteen/2011/03/17/no-tomorrow-a-qa-with-filmmaker-roger-weisberg/
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Valle-for-HS.pdf
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   (3) In a subtle example of pettifogger prestidigitation, again without mentioning the suffering 

inflicted upon victimized homicide survivors, Breyer contended that Valle had spent more than twice the average 

stay on death row, which, in Breyer’s pro-murderer mindset, should reduce the punishment for murder and 

attempted murder. What Breyer left out was that an average results from combining high and low numbers. 

Eliminating the higher numbers will result in a lower average, with Breyer then citing the new higher numbers as 

a reason not to carry out just sentences. 

   (4) Finally, even allowing for the murkiness of some definitions, there is no choice but to label 

Breyer an outright liar when he refers to Valle as a “defendant condemned to death.” Breyer knows very well that 

“defendants” are never condemned to death. Convicted murderers are condemned to death. Breyer was not even 

claiming that Valle might be wrongly convicted. Breyer was whining about the sentence for a murderer about 

whose guilt there was no question. To call a convicted murderer a “defendant” is to try to minimize what is at 

stake and what the vulture did.   

 Perhaps aspiring to be another Justice Breyer and to avoid a “stigma,”870 Philadelphia Mayor 

Anthony Nutter advocated and signed into law a mandate ordering that violent recidivists871 released into the 

general population to commit more violence be referred to as “returning citizens” instead of “ex-offenders.”  

 Abolitionists equate (a) the lawful execution of a duly convicted intentional murderer (after 

decades of myriad appeals) with (b) the unlawful murder he committed, robbing his law-abiding victim of 

precious life (with no legal recourse whatsoever).  

 As noted in the text (above 35) and elsewhere872 (40, 29), from case to case, pro-murderer justices 

lie one way about the Constitution and then the other way. But underlying the apparent hypocrisy and 

inconsistency, these justices do have one consistent guiding principle: do what is best for violent criminals, 

including rapists and murderers whose guilt is not in doubt.  

 Four justices sought to save a brutal murderer based on the lie that a never-enacted law would 

pass. It was submitted and supported by only one of 535 members of Congress (above 13).    

 Manipulation of Language. The foregoing article provides many Orwellian examples of political 

use of “language as a weapon873 of mind control and abuse of power.” Manipulation of language is a favorite 

trick of murderer advocates. To cite four:  

  (1) Just cited: Breyer’s substitution of “defendant” for “convicted murderer” whose guilt is 

uncontested. 

  (2) Justices’ distinction between “death eligible” murder and “ordinary” murder. 

  (3) Pettifogging Lawyer Cheryl Kates’ use of “upset” to describe the reaction to release into to the 

law-abiding population of a savage who beat an old man with multiple sclerosis and anally raped his elderly wife 

as she was dead or dying from a brutal assault. One may fairly be described as “upset” if his team loses the Super 

Bowl. But is that a fair description here? (Above 47.) 

  (4) A must for inclusion here is the self-styled Death Penalty Information Center, which is actually 

a leading purveyor of misinformation about capital punishment, while pretending to be neutral (above, 54). 

  (5) Labeling premeditated, cold-blooded torture-murder as mere “irresponsible conduct,” thereby 

seeking to obfuscate the clear difference. (Above 62.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://articles.philly.com/2013-10-26/news/43397602_1_new-term-ex-offenders-executive-order
http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/U-TURN/Nutters-returning-citizens-message-disrespects-veterans.html
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/article-MSS-FACT-SPRSN.pdf#page=42
http://rorueso.blogs.uv.es/2010/10/28/manipulation-of-language-as-a-weapon-of-mind-control-and-abuse-of-power-in-1984/
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APPENDIX   C 

CAN YOU BLAME THEM? 
WHAT UNAFFECTED PEOPLE DO NOT WANT TO HEAR or KNOW 

 

   The main work … in the early years of my career centered on … proof beyond reasonable doubt … [A]s I 

dug into the records in some of the cases I was repelled by what I found my clients had done. Truth is both 

stranger and crueler than fiction, and reading about some of my clients' inhuman acts left me unclear as to what it 

meant to be human, and thinking that execution of these individuals might be no different from putting a mad dog 

to sleep or cutting out a cancer….. 

                                                                                                                              -----Law Professor Ronald J. Allen874 875 
           JOHN JACOB DOUGAN876 

Subsequent to the murder, Dougan made several tape recordings bragging about the murder, which were 

mailed to the victim's mother as well as to the media. The following excerpt from one of the tapes aptly illustrates 

the content:    “The reason Stephen was only shot twice in the head was because we had a jive pistol. It only shot 

twice and then it jammed; you can tell it must have been made in America because it wasn't worth a shit. HE 

WAS STABBED IN THE BACK, IN THE CHEST AND THE STOMACH, AH, IT WAS 

BEAUTIFUL. YOU SHOULD HAVE SEEN IT. AH, I ENJOYED EVERY MINUTE OF IT. I 

LOVED WATCHING THE BLOOD GUSH FROM HIS EYES.” 

DAVID BREWER877
 

There's never been any question that Brewer killed Sherry on March 21, 1985…. He didn't just take 

Sherry's life when he strangled her with a necktie, stabbed her 15 times and slit her throat. He ruined the 

lives of everyone close to her.   Her mother … had to be hospitalized. Grief overwhelming all other 

emotions, she and Sherry's stepfather … soon divorced. Joe Byrne, too, said he was in and out of psychiatric care 

after his wife's death.  … 

A husband's grief              

 It's never been easy, but the first year was the hardest, Joe says. TWICE THAT YEAR HE CHECKED 

INTO THE PSYCHIATRIC UNIT OF THE CHRIST HOSPITAL      "I WANTED TO DIE," Byrne says.    
                 CAL COBURN BROWN878       

[Brown]…forced his way into [Holly Washa’s] automobile, stuck a knife in her face, and grabbed 

her by the hair. He demanded that she “drive or die,” and rummage[ed] through her purse for money … 

[He] tied [her] hands behind her back [and took her] to his room … demanded that she remove all her 

clothing, after which he tied her to the bed … engaged in sexual intercourse with [her] for about two 

hours, … decided it was time “to have a little control . . . make her a little more scared of me ….” He 

then tied her in a face up, spread eagle position, with her hands behind her back and her mouth gagged, 

and whipped her “maybe half a dozen times . . . .” … again forced her to undress and tied her to the bed 

... face down, spread eagle … hands tied behind her back. He then had sexual intercourse with her 

again. … The next day [he] forced [her] to drive him to her apartment where he hoped to find checks … 

he could forge. … [He] became irritated. … again tied [her] to the bed face down … spread eagle … 

hands handcuffed behind her back and her mouth gagged.…He penetrated  her vaginally and anally 

with an aftershave lotion bottle. He shaved her pubic hair and held a hot hair dryer close to her 

vagina, breasts and stomach. He also shocked her by using an electric extension cord with the end 

cut off. He described these acts as "torture" and acknowledged that the electric shock was 

particularly painful. … He forced Ms. Washa into the trunk of her … automobile … and cut her throat 

with "three swipes" and stabbed her several times in the chest and abdominal areas. … [He said] he 

killed Ms. Washa because he did not want to leave any witnesses alive. …. 

[A]n autopsy… concluded her death was caused by an extensive incised wound to her neck and 

strangulation by a ligature with a very rigid knot. … Her face was severely bruised. Both the inside and 

outside of her vaginal area were bruised. There was also bruising around her anus. The vaginal and anal 

injuries indicated forcible penetration with a hard object … Her nipples showed abrasions and … 

bruising consistent with being whipped by a belt or cord. Similar bruising was found on her inner thigh, 

http://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=7189&context=jclc#page=3
http://law.justia.com/cases/florida/supreme-court/1994/83398-0.html
http://www.enquirer.com/editions/2003/04/28/loc_Brewer28.html
http://caselaw.findlaw.com/wa-supreme-court/1213783.html#footnote_ref_1
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which also indicated whipping. Her feet and ankles were covered with bruises consistent with having 

been restrained. Her chest and abdomen had multiple stab and slicing wounds. An "irregular blemish-

like area of red drying" on her inner thigh indicated burning. … [Emphasis added.] 
ROBERT ALTON HARRIS879 (945) 

                 [W]hile on parole for a conviction for beating a neighbor to death, Harris kidnapped and murdered two boys, 15 

and 16, one of whom begged for his life, and “laughed and giggled about shooting the boys, saying he had blown … 

Baker's arm off. [He] amused himself by imagining be[ing] a police officer … report[ing] the boys' deaths to their families. 

… [He] laughed, commented he had really blown the boy's brains out, and then flicked 
the bits of flesh into the street.” (Emphasis added). 

                                            STEPHEN HAYES; JOSHUSA KOMISARJEVSKY880                     

    … broke into the home of Dr. William A. Petit. They forced his wife to withdraw money 

from a bank, brought her back, tied up, sexually attacked, doused with gasoline and burned alive her and her 11 and 17-

year-old daughters. They also attacked Dr. Petit, who escaped and survived. Dr. Petit considered suicide because: 'I was at 

an age, 50, with a wife and two wonderful daughters, where you're defined by your family. You know, children are the 

jewels of the parents, and so all your hopes for the future are in your children... Your wife is your partner, your team-mate, 

and you're the co-captains on the ship steering your life, when you lose it all.' 

               ANTHONY MERTZ881 

       … broke into Shannon McNamara’s apartment, raped, beat and strangled Shannon. She fought back, scratching him 

and securing under her fingernails DNA material that would be part of what the Illinois Supreme Court called 

“overwhelming” evidence of his guilt. He stuffed a washcloth in her mouth. He mutilated her with a kitchen knife. He “put 

her on display,” prosecutors said, by laying her on the floor naked, except for a bra and T-shirt, which he pulled up to show 

her breasts. Her mother stated: “WHEN SHANNON DIED, WE DIED….not only has … MERTZ ROBBED 

US OF OUR DAUGHTER AND SISTER, HE HAS ROBBED US OF A PART OF OUR OWN 

HUMANITY.”                       
 

                                                                         JOE CLARENCE SMITH882     

              “Smith was on probation for two prior rape convictions…. On January 1, 1976, the nude body of Sandy Spencer 

was found in the desert … Her nose and mouth had been stuffed with dirt and taped shut, causing asphyxiation. … Spencer 

also suffered nineteen stab wounds to the pubic region and a vaginal tear … caused by 

penetration. … three stab wounds to her breasts and a sewing needle … embedded in 
her left breast…. On February 2, 1976, Neva Lee's nude body was discovered in the desert …. She, like Spencer, had 

died from ‘asphyxiation due to airway obstruction with soil.’ Ligature marks were present … a result of injuries 

suffered before death. She ... had puncture and stab wounds to her chest, abdomen, 
and breasts and damage to her vulva.” State v. Smith, 159 P.3d 531, 535 (Ariz. 2007). 

                                                                    ROBERT WAYNE SAWYER883 [and his accomplice] 
struck [Frances] Arwood repeatedly with their fists and dragged her by the hair into the bathroom. There they 

stripped [her] naked, literally kicked her into the bathtub, and subjected her to scalding, dunkings, and additional 

beatings. [Sawyer] left Lane to guard the victim, and apparently to rape her, while [Sawyer] went … to boil water 

to scald her. [Sawyer] kicked Arwood in the chest, causing her head to strike the tub … rendering her 

unconscious. The pair then dragged [her] into the living room, where they continued to beat and kick her. 

[Sawyer] poured lighter fluid on the unconscious victim, particularly her torso and genital area, and set the lighter 

fluid afire. He told Lane that he had done this to show "just how cruel he could be." There were further brutalities 

…. Arwood … remained in a coma until she died of her injuries approximately two months later. 
                                                                              ROBERT WILLIAMS884 (n98) 

         What punishment would “ordinary Americans” think proper if, instead of  “mere rape,” they realized he 

held a graduate student captive 19 hours, raped her seven times, sodomized her, slashed her face, threw bleach 

on it (causing lung damage), scalded her twice with boiling water (the second time on open wounds), forced her 

to take excessive pain pills (causing liver damage), sealed her lips with super glue, ordered her to gouge out her 

own eyes (she managed not to), gagged her with duct tape, and set her apartment on fire leaving her to burn to 

death (she put her wrists in the fire to burn her bonds to  free herself, with unspeakable pain)? 

 

 
 

https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/1240696/people-v-harris/
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/NOTION-OF-JUSTICE.pdf#page=4
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/2684133/replies?c=15
http://www.azcourts.gov/Portals/0/OpinionFiles/Supreme/2007/CR-04-0208-71470.PDF#page=2
http://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-supreme-court/497/227.html#230
http://homicidesurvivors.candothathosting.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/article-MSS-FACT-SPRSN.pdf#page=17
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APPENDIX   D 
EMAIL EXCHANGE BETWEEN LESTER JACKSON AND KENT SCHEIDEGGER, July – August 2013 

==================================================                                                                                                                                                             ====================================================================== 

 
The Sleazy Semantics of Death Penalty Opponents    4 messages 

 
Lester Jackson <ljackson95@gmail.com> Mon, Jul 22, 2013 at 11:09 AM 
To: ks_temp4@cjlf.org, scheidegger <kent.scheidegger@cjlf.org> 
Dear Mr. Scheidegger: 
 
My latest article should be of special interest to the loved ones of murder victims. The links are: 
http://www.americanthinker.com/2013/07/the_sleazy_semantics_of_death_penalty_opponents.html  
 
http://www.americanthinker.com/printpage/?url=http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/../2013/07/the
_sleazy_semantics_of_death_penalty_opponents.html  
 
I am sending this to both your addresses because I have been informed by recipients that some of my 
emails have gone into their spam; and, disappointingly, I have received from you no replies to any of 
my emails for the last 16 months, especially those referring to articles clearly germane to crime 
victims.  
  
Of course, if you are no longer interested in anything I write, please let me know and I will not contact 
you again.   
 
Lester Jackson 

 
Kent Scheidegger <kent.scheidegger@cjlf.org> Mon, Jul 22, 2013 at 12:50 PM 
To: Lester Jackson <ljackson95@gmail.com> 
Dr. Jackson, 
 
    I have been receiving your emails.  They are not being spam-filtered. 
 
    To be frank, I do not use most of your articles because your tone is so shrill that they are not useful 
for persuading the "swing voters" I am trying to reach.  I mentioned this once before and you seemed 
to take offense, so I have not mentioned it again.  You have your approach, I have mine, and nothing is 
to be gained by belaboring the point. 
 
    I do like your most recent article and plan to note it on our blog.  You can continue to send me links if 
you like, but I will likely not respond most of the time.  I get so much email that I cannot respond to 
more than a fraction of it. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kent Scheidegger 

 
Lester Jackson <ljackson95@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 6, 2013 at 9:29 PM 
To: kent.scheidegger@cjlf.org 
 
Mr. Scheidegger: 
  

http://www.americanthinker.com/2013/07/the_sleazy_semantics_of_death_penalty_opponents.html
http://www.americanthinker.com/printpage/?url=http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/../2013/07/the_sleazy_semantics_of_death_penalty_opponents.html
http://www.americanthinker.com/printpage/?url=http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/../2013/07/the_sleazy_semantics_of_death_penalty_opponents.html
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Unable to find any indication on your website that you kept your word, I have reversed 
my initial disinclination to answer your July 22 email. But first, I never “take offense” when criticized. 
When you termed my writing “overheated,”* I did attempt to explain why I write as I do.  If that was 
construed as taking offense, it was certainly not my intent. I often seek and welcome criticism. It does 
not follow that I must always accept it. But when I do agree with it -- often -- I make 
needed improvements. I revise my articles repeatedly and painstakingly before I ever submit them 
anywhere. 

What I do now find egregiously offensive, prompting my final email to you, is breaking your word after 
you wrote that "I do like your most recent article and plan to note it on our blog." Crime & 
Consequences is your blog and you surely don’t owe me anything. If you don't want to mention my 
articles, I have no problem accepting that. 
  
Nevertheless, I don’t think it is expecting too much that you not so cavalierly make promises (not to 
mention letting me send you emails for 16 months without even once extending the courtesy of taking 
30 seconds to inform me that you were no longer interested). 
  
Whatever else you may think of me, I am on your side of crime and death penalty issues and I 
have labored hard, solely out of conviction and without remuneration. I have done nothing to warrant 
such shabby and disrespectful treatment. 
  
I had not thought that capital punishment proponents were doing so well that they could indulge the 
luxury of being persnickety about whom they welcome as allies. In any event, you have made clear (1) 
your negative view of my approach in pursuit of the values and goals we clearly share, as well as 
(2) your low regard for me as a person. Accordingly, please rest assured: I will never again exacerbate 
your onerous email burden.  
  
Lester Jackson 
  
* Conspicuously missing from your objection to my writing is any citation of factual error, faulty analysis 
or invalid conclusions on my part, probably because I have assiduously sought to document every 
“overheated” and "shrill" point I have made.   

 
Kent Scheidegger <kent.scheidegger@cjlf.org> Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 12:29 PM 
To: Lester Jackson <ljackson95@gmail.com> 

 
A statement that one plans to do something is not a promise to do it.  I made no promise.  I did not 
give my word and therefore could not possibly have broken it.   
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